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ABSTRACT
The purposes of the present study were.
(1) to develop a Microcomputer Assisted Learning program
to enhance Form Four students' problem solving abilities in
programming.
(2) to conduct a quasi-experimental study to investigate
the effect of the Micro-CAL on Form Four students' problem
solving abilities in programming and their attitudes towards
programming.
In the present study, a CAL program was constructed and
applied to 27 Form 4 students from a subsidized school in the
computer Studies Pilot Scheme, and 19 Form Four students
from another subsidized school in the same pilot scheme. The
CAL program was based on the programming problem solving
heuristics advocated by two elite programmers, P.A. Nagin and
H.F. Ledgard. The presentation of the CAL heuristics was
put into G. Pask's Conversation Theory framework. Subjects,
when doing programming exercises, were induced to converse
within them: proposing and criticizing planning/flowcharting
schemes. Subjects could call help at any level of program
development.
In order to investigate the effectiveness of the CAL
program, two more groups of subjects from each school were
used:
(1) EWG group: subjects did the same programming
exercises and received the same guidelines as CAL, but the
guidelines were type-written on paper.
(2) ENG group: subjects did the same programming
exercises, but received no guidelines.
The present study compared, within each school, both the
posttest results and the attitudes towards programming
between the above mentioned three QrouDs of subects.
It was found that for both schools, there was no
significant difference in the posttest scores between the
three groups. In one school (School 1), the posttest
scores/subscores of the CAL group was higher than the other
two groups (but did not reach 0.05 significant difference
level), the standard deviation of posttest scores/subscores
were smaller than the other two groups, which indicated some
learning within this group. However the standard deviations
of the scores/subscores of the other two groups were so large
that the within group variances greatly reduced the F
Val P
Two reasons to account for the insignificance of
difference between groups were suggested:
(1) Insufficient learning time for CAL, EWG, ENG groups
(2) Insufficient control of learning conditions in the
the EWG and ENG groups.
Similar situation occured in another school (School 2).
But in this school, even the CAL group had large standard
deviation of posttest scores/subscores. This might be partly
attributed to the insufficiency of learning time, partly
attributed to the teacher/student characteristics-- learning
in two and a half weeks could not produce any difference
between groups.
It was also found that in School 1, the attitudes
towards programming of the ENG group which did exercises
without any guidelines had significantly greatest attitudes
(P<O.01).
In School 2, there was no significant difference in the
attitudes towards programming between the three groups.
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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION
STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
Problem solving is a complex process that is recognized
by many educators as a vital, necessary part of various kinds
of learning. As a formal description of the successive
stage of human general problem solving, Dewey `s five-stage
account (1910) must be considered as most conclusive. Over
the past sixty years, there have been no appreciable
improvement of his formulation on problem solving process
(Ausubel, Novak Hans ian, 1978). Dewey 's five stages
consist of:
(1) Motivation to resolve problem
(2) Problem identification, analysis and diagnosis
(3) Search-for alternative solutions (hypotheses)
(4) Evaluation of alternatives and reformation of
problem if nevessary
(5) Acceptance of successive solution.
The five stages give a clear picture of general human
problem solving. But they do not provide any hints on how
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learners can acquire problem solving skills in specific
subject matter. Different people usually solve different
problems in different ways, and it seems unlikely that there
is any unified approach.
In order to circumvent the difficulty, teachers usually
prefer to evaluate the end-product produced by the problem
solving process (e. g. achievement tests) rather than evaluate
the intermediate process.
.out evaluation through achievement tests also has its
own deficiencies. Lee (1980) identified five stages of
problem solving for mathematics and physics problems: (1)
perceiving (equivalent to Dewey s stage 2), (2) subgoal
formulating, (3) rule--searching, (4) rule-applying ((2)-IM
equivalent to Dewey s stage 3), (5) verifying (equivalent to
Dewey 's stage 4). He found that only perceiving, s ubgoa l
formulating and rule-applying abilities predicted the school
achievement significantly, whereas the other two, the rule
searching and verifying abilities could not significantly
account for the achievement. Thus, evaluation through
achievement tests does not necessarily reflect the whole of
problem solving abilities.
In order to enhance student problem solving abilities,
different schools propose different schemes.
Ausubel et al (1978) recommended that the most promising
way of training people in problem solving is to focus on
subject matter knowledge, the logic and strategy of problem
solving in a particular discipline and general principles of
effective problem solving. This is so that, finally,
students can transfer their learning to related problem.
Indeed, most of the teachinglearning time in classroom is
spent on subject matter content.
Gagne (1977) regarded that student problem solving
ability depends on two types of intellectual skills: (1)
previously learned rules, and (2) internal cognitive
strategies. He was not so sure whether the latter skills can
be trained. In rule-application types of problem solving,
Gagne suggested learning by discovery. In some cases,
verbalwritten instructions may be used to guide or
channel thinking in certain directions. They may be used
to inform the learner of the goal of the activity, the
general form of the solution, etc. In daily classroom
teachinglearning, this is also a common practice. In most
cases, teachers demonstrate problem solving through examples.
With some harder problems, hints will be provided.
Generally speaking, the more hints that are given, the more
limitations are set o.n the range of hypotheses entertained by
the learners f and the smaller learning effect is produced.
In subject matter like mathematics and computer
programming, where problem solving plays a dominant role, the
above 1 earningteaching strategies also have their own
deficiencies. Without any prerequisite of problem solving
skills, students may come across difficulties during problem
solving. Even when examples or hints are given, there is no
guarantee that learning may actually occur in a desired
form.
Greeno (1978) simulated the process of teaching geometry
to high school students by programming the artificial
intelligence system PERDIX. He found that the learners must
acquire strategic knowledge ofplanning and setting goals,
otherwise some of them might not be able to solve problem,
even if1 they had sufficient content knowledge. As indicated
by Greeno's findings, it is natural to see that a third type
of intellectual skills, strategic knowledge of students, is
also an important factor in student problem solving ability.
Mathematics problem solving strategies are most
difficult to teach. Different problems have different task
structures and there is not likely to have any unified
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approach. For most parts, the strategies or the processes
involved in problem solving are still unknown.
Programming is somewhat different. In a programming
task, the givens and goals are usually described in natural
language. The programmer must reshape and sharpen his
conception about the givens and goals before the design phase
is implemented. Programming is an activity of designing a
sequence of computes operations in a hope to fulfil the
problem requirement. Thus the process of programming is more
definite. Many elite programmers provide precise
descriptions of the process. The teaching of programming
problem solving strategies is more feasible than other
subject matter.
The typical approach to programming is to supply a lot
of typical applications so that learners acquire basic
techniques by doing exercises (Kemeny Kurtz, 1981
Steinbach, 1969 Gruenberger Jaffray, 1965 Bishop, 1982).
Students learn programming through mistakes and debugging.
Little is done to control mental procedure to streamline the
programming effort (Ledin Ledin, 1979). Students spend
hours writing programs. Even when they finish the task,
they may not be confident enough to claim that it is error
free.
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Inspired by a book on prose style, Nagin and Ledgard
wrote a book BASIC with Style (1978). Their work is relevant
to this study because it gives a theme of problem solving in
programming. If all the BASIC language features are striped
away,thir algorithm design process can be summarized as
follows:
1. Define the problem completely
A. Describe inputs and outputs in detail
D. Map input situation to output responses
C. Check whether anything has been missed
D. Prepare a sample input and output
2. Proceed top-down:
A.Design in levels -- A level consists of one or
more modules. A lower level refines or develops
unwritten modules in the upper level
B. Each level is designed by adopting the following
approaches --
(i) design the level in natural language by
concentrating on critical issues.
Modules are formed at this stage
(ii)'postpone details to lower levels
(iii) formalize this level by writing a
7
complete "program" in the current stage
in formal statements. In most cases
this means a program that calls unwritten
submodules with all arguments spelled out
(iv) verify this level
C. Proceed to next lower level by repeating A and B
until a final algorithm is obtained
3. Hand check the algorithm
A. Choose a sample input and calculate the output
by following the algorithm strictly if the
program is long, break it into major sections
and check each major section first, and later
check the smaller units, assumming that major
sections are correct
B. j7hen choosing sample input, include the boundary
conditions are other unusual cases
4. Dont be afraid to start over.
Nagin and Ledgard's approach was used as a framework of
programming in this study because: (1) it allows a natural
procedure of understanding the problem -- from general to
specific (2) it allows the programmer to think before any
action is taken (3) it provides a process of checking at
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every stage, (4) it may produce a modular structure, (5) it
provides a total review of the algorithm. In a word, it is a
workable theme compatible with Dewey s five stages of
problem solving.
Nagin and Ledgard 's work is aiming at the need of
university students or practising programmers. Can secondary
school students learn these rules?
Programming for secondary school students is a very new
topic in Hong Kong. Little experience is available. It is
the author's observation that teachers usually teach
programming in the following ways: (1) Problems are given to
students and teachers expect that, by practice, students will
learn programming strategies. (2) strategies of programming
are taught verbally and teachers assume that students will
use them in later exercises or projects. There is actually
no guarantee that students, when they are in their own
control to do homework/projects, will apply strategies to
programming problems in a desired manner.
A teacher sitting side-by-side with a small group of
students may present a better guidance, but this is not a
cost-effective use of teacher in Hong Kong. Furthermore, it
may intimidate students and prohibit self-regulation. The
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intervention of microcomputer is called for in tnis sLUUy.
It was a purpose of this study to determine the effectiveness
of a microcomputer adaptation of Nagin and Ledgar's problem
solving model for student solving programming problems.
The use of computers in education goes back to the
1960 s. As soon as the first time-sharing system, was
designed, educators recognized it as a powerful means to
guide and facilitate student learning (Rockart Morton,
1975). I t was only the cost factor that detered a general
use of computers in education, especially in the secondary
and primary schools. Since the end of 1970s, the situation
has changed as the low cost microcomputer are widely used in
classroom( Hebenstreit, 1979, 1981 Tagg, 1980). in a
review of the current situation of computer education in
secondary and primary schools, Taylor (1980) pointed out that
the use of computer could bring face to face, with a
consideration of how human thinks. Thus microcomputers can
be a compatible tool for problem solving.
The use of microcomputer as a learning media in
secondary schools is still in its infancy. There is a need
to iazvestigate its effect on student learning. Bloom,
Hasting Madaus (1971) pointed out that evaluation should
not be equated with score assignment. Other evidence should
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also be collected. What is then the impact of the above
mentioned program on students' attitudes toward computer
programming? The other purpose of this study was to
investigate the effect of the self-constructed microcomputer
assisted learning programs on Form Four students' attitudes
toward programming.
STATEMENT OF PURPOSES
The purposes of this study were
(1) to develop a microcomputer Assisted Learning program
to enhance Form Four students' problem solving abilities in
programming.
(2) to conduct a Quasi-experimental study to compare:
('i) the effectiveness of the self-developed
Microcomputer Assisted Learning (Micro-CAL) program and two
other traditional learning methods on Form Four students'
problem solving ability. The Micro-CAL program presents
programming exercises with problem solving guidelines through
microcomputer'. The other two traditional learning methods
are: (a) (EWG) doing the same programming exercises with
typewritten problem solving guidelines, (b) (ENG) doing the
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same programming exercises without any problem solving
guidelines
(ii) the attitudes towards programming of three
groups of students, one in the Micro-CAL program,, one in the
EWG program, and one in the ENG program.
RESEARCH HYPOTHESES
For the quasi-experimental study, the research
hypotheses were
Hypothesis Hl --- There is no significant difference in
the abilities of solving programming problems between three
groups of students, one in the Micro-CAL program receiving
exercises through a microcomputer assisted learning program,
one in EWG program receiving exercises with typewritten
problem solving guidelines, and one in ENG program receiving
exercises without any problem solving guidelines.
Hypothesis H2 --- There is no significant difference in
the attitudes towards programming between three groups of
students, one in the Micro-CAL program receiving exercises
through a microcomputer assisted learning program, one in EWG
program receiving exercises with typewritten problem solving
18
guidelines, and one An ENG program receiving exercises
without any problem solving guidelines
THE DEFINITION OF' TERMS
Microcomputer assisted learning: a pedagogical use of
microcomputer to facilitate student learning. The
microcomputer produces stimuli and/or guidelines to help
student making decision. By adopting a discovery learning
model, the microcomputer plays the role of teacher. Strong
emphasis is put on the learner control material, the mental
procedures and knowledge structure developed and used by the
students ('Hartley, 1981).
Programming problem: a problem* whose goals can be
achieved by designing a finite sequence of computer
operations.
Programming: the process of writing a flowchart for a
given problem.
Problem solving process: The mental process that
subjects use in an attempt to attain the goals of a given
problem.
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Problem solving guidelines: For the purpose of this
study, problem solving guidelines refer to the following
series of mental skills which lead from the recogition of a
programming problem to the final evaluation of the action
taken:
1. Define the problem completely:
A. Describe inputs and outputs J -n detail
B. Map input situation to output responses
C. Check whether anything has been missed
D. Prepare a sample input and output
2. Proceed top-down:
A. Design in levels-- A level consists of one or
more modules. A lower level refines or develops
unwritten modules in the upper level
B. Each level is designed by adopting the following
approaches --
(i) design the level in natural language by
concentrating on critical issues.
Modules are formed at this stage
(ii) postpone details to lower levels
(iii) formalize this level by writing a
complete program in the current stage
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i n .formal statements. I n most cases
this means a program that calls unwritten
submodules with all arguments spelled out
(iv) verify this level
C. Proceed to next lower level by repeating A and B
until o final algorithm is obtained
3. Hand check the algorithm:
1-
A. Choose a sample input and calculate the output
by following the algorithm strictly. If the
program is long, break it into major sections
and check each major section first, and later
check the smaller units, assumming that major
sections are correct
B. When choosing sample input, include the boundary
conditions are other unusual cases
4. Don't be afraid to start over.
Abilities of solving programming problem: the score
obtained in the pretest/posttest on programming problems
Attitudes towards programming: the score obtained on a
five point Likert-type questionnaire designed by the author.
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ASSUMPTIONS
For the purpose of this study, the following assumptions
were made:
(1) Subjects were adaptive. Given a programming
problem, they were willing to try their best to solve it.
(2) Subjects perceived the pretest, posttest and
attitides questionnaire in the same manner.
(3) The abilities of problem solving were reflected by
the scores or subs cores obtained in the pretest/posttest.
LIMITATIONS
(1) There were only a limited number of participating
schools. Subject characteristics might depend on schools
chosen.
(2) The treatments were designed on an individual
learning basis, eliminating teacher-student and peer-group
interactions, which were clearly different from the real-life
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classroom learning environment. It was unlikely to be able
to assess whether the lack of these interactions had any
positive or negative effect on students' performance
(3) Only Form four students from subsidized schools of
the Computer Studies Pilot Scheme were involved in the study.
(4) Only numerical, daily-life type problems were used
in the learning and test problems.
(5) The sizes of the programs in the exercises and tests
were not large. Students usually completed each of them
within two hours.
(6) The treatment duration was about two and a half
weeks.
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CHAPTER 2: REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE
PROBLEM SOLVING
Problem solving is a difficult task, and its process is
difficult to understand. Different schools of psychology
structure different theories to study and interprete the
process. Traditionally there are two main approaches to
study thinking and problem solving:(, 1) The behavioral
psychologists of human learning have developed a theory using
their S--R 1 nk terminology. They view problem solving as an
activity of applying solution habits from past experience.
(2) The Gestalt psychologists emphasize in the structural
understanding of problems. Thei'r approach is much vaguer but
it deals with a wider scope of problems (Mayer, 197/7).
In an attempt to bridge the chasm, research of problem
solving in recent decades focused on the studies of human
mental process in a precise and testable manner when dealing
with complex problems (Wilson, 1980).
The importance of problem solving has long been
recognized by many educators. But the authoritative advocacy
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by Bruner gave it a- more influential impetus. In his
classics Towards a Theory of Instruction (Bruner, 1966), he
stated his position on educational objectives
Finally a theory of instruction seeks to Cake
account of the fact that a curriculum reflects
not only the nature of knowledge itself (the
specific capacities) but also the nature of the
knower and the knowledge-getting process. It is
the enterprise par excellence where the line
between the subject matter and the methods grow
necessrily indistinct. A body of knowledge,
enshined in a university faculty and embodied in
a serious of authorative volumes, is the result
of much prior intellectual activity. To instruct
someone in these displines is not a matter of
getting him to commit result to mind. Rather, it
is to teach him to participate in the process that
makes possible the establishment of knowledge. We
teach a subject not to produce living library on
that subject, but rather to get a student to think
mathematically for himself, to consider matters as
historians does, to take part in the process of
knowledge-getting. Knowing is a process, not as
a product.
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In short, educational objectives involving the
development of problem solving abilities and the acoui sition
of knowledge should be coextensive. The process and goal of
education are one and the same. This point may give rise to
some controversy for other subject matters (Ausubel et al
1978), but it is certainly true for computer programming.
Inspired by the success of language theory and the
widespread use of computers, psychologists in the last decade
were apt to propose various models of ID'S (Information
Processing System) to describe the thinking process.
In a research program, Greeno (1978) used an IPS PERDIX
to simulate high school student's mental process on solving
geometric problems and compared the results with human
subject performance. His purpose was to identify components
of knowledge in human problem solving. He found that some
students were unable 'to solve geometric problems because they
did not have the strategic knowledge of setting goals and
planning action. In order to confirm his conjecture, he
taught strategic knowledge explicitly to a student who had
sufficient knowledge of pattern recogition and inference, but
who lacked of strategic knowledge. Two weeks later, the
student was able to solve a different problem. In his
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conclusion, Greeno recommended that explicit strategic
knowledge for goal setting and planning should be included in
classroom teaching. It would improve performance on
problems by students who had difficulty in the current
instructional situation, where only content knowledge of
pattern recognition and inference propositions was taught
in an article, Siu( 1982) summarized several reasons for
student failure in problem solving: (1) using unstructured,
aimless, trial and error strategies (2) lack of flexible
strategies (3) lack of rules (4) lack of systematic
procedure (5) inability to use strategies to understand
problems.
By using Polya's (1973) heuristics (see below) to
examine students 's performance on selected problem solving
mathematics exercise, Carpenter et al (1980) made the
following'recommendations:
(1) problem solving should be an integral part of
all mathematical instructions
(2) students need to see more examples of basic
problem solving strategies
(3) students should be asked to start with a
general plan on how they solve the problem
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before they go through step by step solution,
and. they should consider the reasonableness
of their results.
The above literature indicates that learning a strategic
approach to tackle problems may enhance performance in
problem solving.
In order to structure a workable problem solving
strategy, theories of problem solving must be _revisited.
A theory of problem solving cannot predict behavior
unless it encompasses:
(1) an analysis of the structure of the task
environment,
(2) an inventory of possible problem solving
mechanisms used by humans, and
(3) an analysis of limits of rational adaptation of
the task requirement.
Newell and Simon (1972) had selected three task areas in
Artificial Intelligence (AI) to develop their theory of
human problem solving. They started their theory with a
characterization of the human problem solver as an
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information processing-system {IPS). Based on individual
subject's verbal protocal, Newell and. Simon produced a.
corresponding AI production system to simulate subject's
problem solving behavior. A direct comparison to the
simulated performance and the actual behavior showed that
their problem solving model closely fits the empirical
phenomena. In a concluding chapter, Newell and Simon
generalized their findings as follows:
(1) A human, when engaged in problem solving, is
representable as an information processing system consisting
of a processor, input (sensory) and output (motor) system an
internal long term memory (LTIvI), an internal short term
memory (STM) and an external memory (EM) that can be accessed
by the sensory system. The program of the IPS can be
structured as a production system which possesses goal
generating subroutines used to organize problem solving
activities.
(2) Problem solving takes place in a problem space
which, existing in the IPS, consists of
(A) A set of elements, each representing a state
of knowledge about the task.
(B) A set of operators each producing new states
of knowledge from existing states of
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knowledge.
(C) An initial state of knowledge at the start of
problem solving.
(D) A problem which is posed by a set of desired
states to be reached by applying operators.
(E) The total knowledge available to the problem
solver.
(3) The structure of the task environment determines
the possible structure of the problem space.
(4) Solution methods are determined by the structure of
the problem space. By breaking the methods into their
functional subparts, the number of methods can be reduced to
three: operator selection, state evaluation and goal
creation. Whenever a difficulty occurs, the immediate
reaction is to create a goal to deal with it. Thus a
combination of the above three basic operators can produce a
goal hiearachy that is most typical in the GPS (Ernst and
Newell, 1969) problem solving.
(5) The problem state and problem solving program are
mainly determined by the following sources of information:
(A) Task representation.
(B) Previous experience with the same task.
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(C) Previous experience with the analogue tasks.
(D) Stored program in the LTM' of substantial
generality.
(E) Stored program -in the LTM for constructing
problem space and problem solving program.
(F) Modification during problem solving.
Problem solver 's problem solving abi lilities can be
mediated through these sources.
Newell and Simon 's (1972) model is a beautiful and
comphehensive one, but it suffers from two deficiencies.
First of all, it mainly deals with Artificial Intelligence
programs which require programming down to every
micro-instruction. Secondly, human usually processes
information in chunks whose structure is still unknown.
Practically, the theory was useless for the present study.
Scandur a 's (1977) Structural Learning Theory (SLT) deal t
with more practical problems. His approach was a unified
empirical methodoloy for analysing content, studying
cognition and measuring individual difference.
In the SLT, the content/competence analysis is based on
the problem solving by an idealized all-knowing, prototypic
member of some specified population of subjects.
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Content/competence are characterized by a set of rules by the
activation of which desired results may be produced. Rules
can act on elements or rules of the problem. Rules acting on
rules are called higher order rules. ''Individual knowledge
is also represented in terms of rules.
In the SLT, the control mechanism of problem solving is
the cognitive application of rules on rules. Scandura
postulated that when a person is confronted with a problem,
an innate, or predetermined automatic mechanism will be
executed as follows:
Given a problem for which the learner has a
solution rule immediately available, the learner
will apply the rule. Where no such rule is
available, control is assumed to switch (called
goal switching' by Scandura) automatically to a
higher level goal in force, the subject
presumably selects from the available and relevant
rules in the same way as he would with any other
goals. Where no such higher-order rules are avail-
able, the control moves to still higher-level
goals. Conversely, once a higher-level goal has
been satisfied by the application of some rule,
control is assumed to revert to the next lower
26
level.
By a rule, Scandura meant a function in the strict
mathematical sense. There was no commitment to action in any
psychological sense. Problem solving was practically
reduced to rule application. The dynamics came totally from
the control mechanism, which made SLT rules rather artificial
(Pask, 198 1 J.
Pask (1971, 1972, 1975, 1976a, 19*76b, 1976c Pask
Scott, 197 3 Pask, Scott Kal l i kourdis, 1973) provided a
solution with another approach
He described a hierachial organization for learning and
problem solving which has two levels of control: Level 0
(performance strategies) and Level 1 (learning strategies).
Level 0 (LO) deals with problem solving involving solution
from present knowledge. Level 1 (Ll) controls the
construction of new LO operators. If problem solving
requires additional knowledge before any solution any
solution can be suggested, the Ll control processes are
responsible for the development of operators or rules in LO.
Pask described the L1 type learning strategies in the
following words (Pask, 1975):
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"Given a realistically sized task (and assuming that he
cannot already perform it), a student is unable to generate
the required performance strategy all at once. Instead, he
directs his attention to various facets or s ubt.ask s and
musters subroutines that build up a performance strategy bit
by bit. The process is carried out by a learning strategy
which, in the free learning subject, may be innate or
acquired and which, for the student, is improved externally
by a teacher or learning system
A learning strategy is comparable in kind with a
performance strategy. Each sort of strategy entails
decomposing goals into subgoals and applying mental
subroutines to achieve the subgoals concerned. The necessary
difference between- learning strategies and performance is in
the domain upon which they operate. Whereas the performance
strategy' solves problems posed by states of the...
environment, the learning strategy solves the problem posed
... by the deficiencies in the current reparti ore of relevant
performance strategies the solutions produced by a learning
strategy are performance strategies. (P. 261)
Pask (197 5) argued that in tree learning condition, most
learners are bad at selecting optimal stategies. Even if
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they are aware of the inefficiency of their approach, due to
the effect of cognitive fixity, they may not be able to
revert to the appropriate one. Pask recommended the use of
conversation technique to disuade the learner from pursuing
misguided lines of action.
Pask's Conversation Theory is very complicated.
Essentially this theory describes learning in terms of a
conversation between two representations of knowledges. In
most familiar situations, these representations reflect the
cognitive structures of a teacher (subject matter expert) and
a learner. Within a dialogue between the two people,
learning develops throgh agreements between them, which
subsequently leads to understanding by the learner.
By agreement, Pask did not mean, except indirectly,
rational assessment or absolute truth. It may include
provisional or even idiosyncratic truth (Pask, 1976c). In
order to safeguard learning properly taking place, strict
requirement are imposed during the conversation: not only
must the learner be able to describe the concept/topic (which
may reflect only rote learning), he must also be able to
operate on appropriate apparatus (Modelling Facility) to
demonstrate understanding.
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Learning need not, however involve an interaction
between the cognitive structure of two people. The learner
may converse silently within himself in trying to understand
the concept/topic. In this case the learner splits his brain
to play two roles: one is a teacher (proposer) who works out
the moves to be made, ask questions, seeks answ,wer s another
one is a learner (critic) who tries to understand (criticize)
the topic (moves).
Or, in a laboratory envirnoment, the 1 earner may
interact (via a teaching machine or a computer) with a formal
representation of knowledge structure and supplementary
learning materials specially designed to facilitate
understanding. According to Pask (1976b, 1976c), this
artificial teacher was described as a conversation domain
which consisted of three components:
(1) An entailment structure: a hierachy of concept map
of the subject matter which consists of nodes standing for
concepts/topics, and arcs standing for deivation
relationships between nodes. Learners need not have to
tackle the topics in a single predetermined manner. However,
there are strict rules prohibiting vertical progress through
the hierachy unless understanding of prerequisite topics
have been demonstrated•
(2) A computer to control learning and record the order
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in which topics are learned
(3) Learning materials including tape/slide
presentations, printed explanations of topics, and a
Modelling Facility which is an apparatus for non-verbal
illustration and for allowing the learner to demonstrate
understanding non-verbally.
Within a dialogue with the conversation domain (C), the
learner (L) is able to make the following transactions
(a) Exploration--- The learner L can point out topics
by citing topic descriptors. Conversation domain C then
responds by providing examples and couLnter examples of
descriptors to which Learner L has been accessed.
(b) Aim request and aim validation-- The learner L can
state his intention to learn certain topics. C then checks
L's s incei ity by asking L multiple choice Questions. if L's
certainty about the correct alternatives is high enough to
make learning feasible, then the topics is instated as the
current aim for L and the topic nodes in the entailment
structur-e is lighted to show permissible topics for Luther
learning. Otherwise L is requested to explore further until
his certainty is high enough.
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(c) Goal transactions-- Given the information of aims
L is able to indicate the topics he immediately wishes to
learn about. These are called goals. C will then check L 's
ability to learn about the selected goals by seeing that (i)
the goals are situated on allowable paths, (i i) each
permissible goal has at least one derivation path leading to
it. Goals satisfying these conditions are called working
topics. If L 's goals cannot match these criteria, C will run
a Tag-aim procedure recursively until a working topic is
searched.
(d) Explanation and derivation--- Learner L can now
demonstrate his understanding on the working topics. First L
must show that he can explain the working topics. Then he
must show that he can explain. the immediately subordinate
topics on some allowable path. In that case, the topics are
marked as understood.
(e) Non-verbal explanation-- If learner L asks for
example: How do I explain this topic? C will generate
demonstrations in the Model Facility. Then L is required to
construct an explanatory model for the topic. When L
satisfies with his final version model,, he may submit his
explanatory model to C. which checks it to make sure it is
not a simple replication of the demonstration. If the
condition is satisfied, both L and C reach an agreement an
the topic is marked as understood.
(f) A conversation is punctuated by understandings, anc
the intervals between successive understandings are callec
occasions. The learning proceeds from occassion 1, ocassior
2,..., until the topic head is understood.
(g) Externalization of derivation paths-- Al'
transactions leading to agreements (Explore, Aim, Goal
Understand) are exteriorzed physically as a series o:
node-state distribution on the entailment structure. These
represent a learning strategy (L1) of the learner
Examination of the paths can help the observer to identify
the learning strategy and individual differences.
Pask's Conversation Theory had been successfully appliec
to science topics (Entwistle, 1978). In the present study,
the theory was adapted as a means to deliver Micr-CAI
materials in programming problem solving.
The adaptation was natural. According to Pask (Pask,
1972; Pask and Scott, 1973; Pask 1975, 1976c), a learner
entertOins the intention to aim for goals. Two kinds of
goals are identified: to satisfy a relation or to learn to
satisfy it. Goals are achieved by problem solving
procedures. A concept is a problem solving procedure to
satify a relation. A memory is a problem solving procedure
to reproduce a concept. The understanding of a concept means
that a memory of that concept exists.
In the present study f programs and subprograms were all
equivalent to Pastes concepts. The ability to produce a
program (or subprogram) and the ability to explain (either
verbally of non-verbally) the method of producing it were
equivalent to Pask's understanding. The first ability
demonstrated learner's performance strategy, The latter
demonstrated learner's learning strategy. The entailment
structure was replaced by Nagin. and Ledgard 's programming
guidelines, stage 2 (i.e., proceed top-down). The Modelling
Facility was replaced by papers on which flowcharts were
drawn. The conversation occured within the learner's brain.
On each ocassion, there was no aim validation. Goal
transactions were taking place within the learner. Thus the
conversation in the present study was weaker than Pask's.
However, the cost of production was much lower. If the
subjects were adaptive, it seemed that it would be still
workable.
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TRAINING OF PROBLEM SOLVING ABILITIES
In mathematics education, Polya (1913 listed four steps
to describe the mathematical problem solving procedure:
(1) Understanding the problem
(2) Devising a plan
(3) Carrying out the plan
(4) Looking back.
Lee (1978) and Vos (1970) devised their instructional
procedures on Polya a model. Evidence was found to support
the hypothesis that instructions involving heuristics would
improve problem solving performance.
Pereira-Mendoza (1980) studied the effect of teaching
two specific heuristics, analogy and systematic examination
of cases, to a group of Grade Ten students by using
self-instructional booklets. Two dimensions were considered
in the study:
(1) utilizing instructional treatments (one taught
heuristics only, another taught content and another taught
heuristics and content)
(2) employing distinct instructional vehicles (one
geometric, one algebraic and one mathematically neutral).
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The result indicated that (a) students could be taught
to apply at least one heuristic to novel problem (b) it was
better to teach heuristics alone than to combine the
instruction with the teaching of mathematical content (c)
the ability to apply at least one heuristic was independent
of the vehicle used to introduce it.
In science education, there were a variety of conceptual
schemes to break the problem solving process into a set of
discrete skills. The best known was the American Association
for the Advancement of Sciences (A AS) objectives. They
included eight basic processes: observing, .nferring, using
time and space relationships, using numbers, measuring,
communicating, classifying and predicting, and five
integrated processes: formulating hypotheses, controlling
variables, defining operationally, interpreting data and
experimenting. The Wisconsin Research and Development Center
for Individualized schooling conducted a six year project to
adapt the AAAS curriculum, Science... A Process Approach
(SAPA), to district schools.
In this project, instructional material was designed
according to the following learning hierachy:
Hierachy of process concepts of science (Klausmier, 1980)
Klausmier (1-980) reported the results of two studies on
the transfer of skills: the transfer of skill of controlling
variables was significantly better in both experimental
groups; the transfer of skill of observing scientifically in
one experimental group was significantly better than the
control group, whereas the transfer in another experimental
group was not significantly higher than the control group.
Post hoc examination did not give any reason for the
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phenomenon.
All the studies above gave a strong indication that
students were able to learn problem solving skills within a
specific subject matter and apply them to novel situations.
PROGRAMMING
Programming is a important activity. Eshov (1981)
regarded programming as a second literacy after the invention
of printing. To him, people live in a world of programs.
They have to learn about laws of information, ways of
knowledge action transition, ability to write programs, and
reason on them as well as foresee what they will lead to.
Papert (1980) claimed that children are forced to think
how to think when they write programs. He envisioned a
fundamental change of problem solving behavior with the
"computer culture."





(3) grammatical versus whole program approach
(4) spiral approach
(5) problem analysis approach
(6) computer modelling approach
(7) computer assisted instruction approach
(8) instructional television
(9) egoless versus individual programming
(10) team debugging techniques
These approaches can be further divided into three
instruction models:
(a) Traditional pedagogy in which learning materials
are organized and presented to the learners through teachers.
Instructional television (Approach 8) and Meyer's (_11_975,1
1976) approach of using a computer model (advanced organizer)
to teach-programming (Approach 6) belong to this category.
(b) Heuristic teaching in which learners are guided to
tackle problems with a strategic approach. Approaches 1-5,
9-10 belong to this category.
(c) Cybernetic teaching (Approach 7) in which learners'
respones are carefully checked and feedback is used to
regulate learners' behavior. Lemos (1979) disclosed little
information about this approach because he lacked
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information.
Ragsdale (1978) examined several other studies on
programming. He found that their validities were always
endangered by flaws. He recommended that laboratory
envirnoment should be always maintained in order to avoid
interference.
All the above mentioned studies are aimed at college
students. Little is known about studies of programming for
secondary students. At the secondary level, Bishop's (1978)
book is most typical. A lot of examples covering a wide
range of problems are used to guide students' programming.
Emphasis is focused on the understanding of problems and the
creation of variables.
Regarding programming as a cognitive activity, Green
(1980) observed that there are many questions in programming
still unanswerable, and answers provided by psychologists
did little to reduce the complexity of programming task.
Hunting for a single best way of doing programs is
fruitless.
Mills (1978) argued that, in programming, it is not
enough to be inventive and ingenious. One also needs to be
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disciplined and contro-lled in order not to become entangled
in one's complexities.
Thus guidelines for programming should not be seen as a
magic to produce a miracle. Instead, it should be viewed as
a guide and strategy to unravel the tangle of thought during
problem solving. It was plausible that training of using
such guidelines could produce better performance in
programming.
COMPUTER/MICROCOMPUTER ASSISTED LEARNING
The use of computer as a teaching/learning medium goes
back to the 1960s. In earliest attempts, computer as a
teaching medium was mainly another version of programmed
instruction. According to Frenzel (1980), such use of
computer suffered from several disadvantages:
(1) It had never demonstrated any superiority over other
teaching techniues.
(Z) It was extremely expensive and inefficient form of
programmed instruction.
(3) Author sources were severely limited.
(4) It was developed on a specific computer. As a
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result it could not be distributed widely.
Kemeny (197 2) rejected the idea of using computer as a
teaching medium because he felt that learners are forced to
follow the instruction rather learning at their own pace
The most comprehensive evaluation of the computer based
learning (CBI) at the college level was conducted by Kulik et
at (1980). Based on a meta-analysis of information from 5 0.,
independent evaluations of computer based college teaching,
they found that CBI made small, but significant
contributions, to the course achievement effect. It also
produced positive, but again small effects on the attitudes
of students towards instruction and to ,lards the subject
matter they were studying.
During 1970's, the largest computer assisted learning
project, was that of TICCIT (Time--shared, Interactive,
Computer Controlled, Interactive Television). In 1975-1976,
an independent evaluation of TICCIT was undertaken by ETS
(Educational Testing Service). Over -5000 students were
involved, covering nearly 200 sections of target courses in
American community colleges. Comparisons focused on n
aspects of student performance: (1) course completion rates,
(2) student achievement, (3) student attitudes, (4) student
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activities. As regards student achievement, Alderman (1979)
reported that TICCIT produced poitive and significant effect
as compared with students from lecture section. As regards
student attitudes, the influence of the context of a course
was important. Mathematics TICCIT classes reacted less
favorably. in English courses, where a combination of
regular classroom session and TICCIT were used, students
showed a significant negative attitude on every attitude
scale. In a coursq on fundamentals of grammar and written
expression, students in TICCIT classes of this courses
expressed a greater degree of personal satisfaction with
their course. The course apparently drew strength of the
TICCIT program in providing practice exercises, of the
instructors in elaborating on difficult material and
motivating student work and of group discussions in promoting
personal interactions.
TICCIT was used -in a self--paced instruction mode.
Alderman pointed out a major weakness of the system, there
were many students unable to manage their own learning and
fail to satisfy the course requirement.
Leibl um (1982) regarded the disappointrrment in the
caused by a misuse of theapplication of CAL was often'
medium. He recommended that attention should be paid to
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related developmental, organizational, administrative,
political and operational consequences of using CAL.
Especially in the initiation period, the media attributes
must be related to and matched with the instructional event
and learner as a whole.
While there were many controversies on the use and
misuse of computer in education, Lewis (1981) distinguished
two types of CAL:
(1) Teaching mode in which computer play the role of a
teacher guiding and assessing students
(2) Resource mode in which computer provides information
to support lear ning
He regarded the first mode as inappropriate for CAL
because it would mean to make the program 'Learn how to
adapt with the learner responses and provide them with the
most successful path ways and feedback loops. Such
capability is beyond the state of art.
Hartley (1981a) pointed out that in order to establish a
useful-student control CAL, advisory functions should be
part of the learning system. Students cognitive processes
must be taken into account.
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In another article, Hartley (1981b) recommended that use
of pre-stored relevant organizing material could facilitate
student self control learning.
In a word, CAL can produce a positive learning effect if
various issues concerning pedagogy, cognition and medium
attributes are taken into account.
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CHAPTER 3 METHOD
SELECTION OF SAMPLED SCHOOLS AND SUBJECTS
The administration of the learning programs and the
tests i n this study was a very complicated task. Random
selection of participating schools was impossible because the
schools and the teachers did not have the obligation to
undertake the additional work load. Each lesson took at
least one and a half hours. The CAL group might take longer
time to complete a lesson. Many teachers could not find the
time to participate in the study., even if they were willing
to help. Furthermore, the scoring of students flowcharts
was very laborous. It would be out of the author s capacity
if too many subjects were involved. Another choice criterion
was that .the school was one of those joining Hong Kong
Education Department's pilot scheme of implementing computer
studies, because it used the same model of microcomputer.
Finally four computer classes from different schools were
selected: one from the school in which the author worked and
three from another subsidized schools.
During the first session of the learning program,
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teachers found that some CAL students spent three to four
hours to get acquainted with the CAL system. Two teachers
could not arrange time for the training. One proposed to
shorten the learning time for the CAL group. Another
proposed to defer the learning session to a date after the
final examination. Since these proposals might seriously
impair the experimental condition, both schools were dropped
out from the present study.
In order to safeguard the uniformity of the subjects, a
questionnaire was sent to the teacher involved to survey the
School characteristics, teacher characteristics, student
characteristics and abilities, and selection criteria of
computer class. The results were shown in Appendix A. The
overall performance of School 1 in the School Cerificate
Examination was much better than that of School 2. But
computer students in School 1 were of average abilities,
whereas students in School 2 were those best -in Form Four.
Subjects were taken from the Form four computer studies
class in these schools. Each student in these classes took
two tests: the flowcharting proficiency test and the problem
solving pretest (see later sections). The first test took 40
minutes and the latter took one and a hour hour. Fifteen
minutes of time could be extended in the pretest if students
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could not complete ,the solution in due time. In both tests
students were told to try their best to solve the problem.
Since subjects must show some proficiency in f lowchar_ting
before they solved the programming problems independently,
students with scores lower than 60% of the full score would
be excluded from this study (Please refer to latter
sections). Students who could complete the pretest problem
almost without error were also rejected. The remaining
students was randomly assigned to 3 groups, each of which
consisted of at most 9 subjects. The upper limit of the
number of subjects within each group was limited to 9,
because most of the schools had only 9 microcomputers. This
resulted in three groups of subjects:
(1) CAL group: this group received the micro-CAL learning
program
(2) EWG group: this group received problem solving
guidelines and did the same exercises as in
the CAL group
(3) ENG group: this group did the same exercises, but no
help was given.
In order to avoid that some students might have the idea
of receiving or not receiving special treatments, and that
classroom management problem might arise when some students
were free, the rejected students were also arranged to-do the
same exercises with guidelines or without guidelines, but
their posttest scripts would not be marked.
The result of sampling is listed in the following table:
Table 1
Subjects involved in the study











5 (M) 2( F)
1 3( M) 3( F)
15 1515 16
M: boy F; girl
THE INSTRUMENTS
(1) The flowcharting proficiency test
The flowcharting proficiency test was adapted from
Dershimer's (1979) flowcharting achievement test. The test
was originally constructed upon 11 basic performance
objectives derived by a detailed analysis of 12 textbooks on
flowcharting:
1. identify each of the program flowchart symbols
2. identify each of the symbols used to represent computer
operations
3. discuss, the purpose of a program loop
4. identify an endless loop
5. discuss two more popular methods of controlling the exit
of a loop
6. identify the 3 symbols to be included in a flowchart when
ever the loop is controlled by a loop counter and
indicate the placement of the three symbols in the loop
7. identify the symbol to be included in a flowchart
whenever the loop is controlled by the end-of-file
indicator method and indicate the placement of the symbol
in the loop
8. discuss at least 3 ways in which the end-of-file
indicator is provided and why the method utilizes a
trailer or dummy record
9. indicate 3 symbols and placement of the symbols in
conjunction with counters and/or accumulators used to
develop totals
10. discuss at least 2 operations that might be performed in
end-of-job routine and indicate the placement of the
symbols in the end-of-job routine
11. construct a program that illustrates the use of a loop
control, a record counter, a field accumulator, a
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heading, and an end-of-job routine
Dershimer's test was divided into 2 parts: the first
part of the test consisted of 3 0 multiple choice questions
and dealt with flowcharting concepts and techniques, The
second part of the test was worth 20 points and dealt with
the construction of the f lowchart. For the purpose of this
study, the author deleted or modified those mul ti p e choice
items involving terminologies that were not required in our
syllabus. This resulted in a set of 25 multiple choice
questions. The original marking scheme of the flow-,,chart
construction problem involved evaluation on the placement and
content of the symbols, the shape of the diagram. Foy- 'she
purpose of this study, the author adopted a simple r ght_ or
wrong marking scheme. The score of the problem was 14
(Appendix B).
A field trial of the test was administered to a class of
Form four students who had been taught according to
Deshimer's objectives listed above. The result was
summarized in the following table:
Table 2
Pilot test scores of the Flowcharting proficiency test
Score 38 37 36 35 34 33 32 31 30 29 28 27 26
freq 1 2, 32222512344
—on——— i-
Score 25 24 23 2 2 18 17 15 1 3
2 1112 12 1
competency level
During the pilot test, the author chose a competency
level of obtaining two thirds of the total score (i.e. 26
points out of 39 points). When the actual test was taken,
the author found that the average performance of the subjects
in one school were lower than that in the pilot test. The
reason was that few teachers emphasized flowcharting in their
teaching. Instead they emphasized BASIC programming which
was more directly relevant to the future Certificate
Examination. Taking this into consideration, the author
decided to lower the compentence level to 60% of the total
score (i.e. 24 points out of 39 points). Subjects obtaining
scores higher or equal to 2 4 points were regarded as having
the ability of using flowcharts to present programming
problems. Subjects with lower scores were excluded from this
study and their posttest scripts would not be marked.
(2) Programming exercises, Pretest and posttest problems
The difficulty of programming problems ranges a few
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lines to a large operating system of a main frame computer.
The question was what types of problems were most suitable
for s econda pry students. In an attempt to propose an
integrative theorectical frameworks of problem solving
process, Kaufmann (1980) argued that different task
difficulties give rise to different modes of internal
representation. Overt, exporatory, trial and error type
activities are predominant when facing a total y unfamiliar
problem. Given a high degree of familiarity in the task., a
pure verbal representation can provide a quick stable and
generalizable problem solving performance. As the novel
features in a problem situation appear, visual imagery
representation gains greater prominence. Thus it would be
inferred that in a programming problem where process of
thinking was emphasized, practical and daily life problems
should be provided so as to focus students' attention to the
strategic planning rather that the novelty of the problem.
Inman and Clyde (1981) held the same point of vie-
They suggested that in teaching problem solving, practical
applications should be an indispensable topic. To them,
applications should
1 be as real 1ife as possible
2 be rich enough to provide a wide variety of classroom
activities at various levels of competency
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3 provide for partial solutions that can be solutions at
various comipetency level.
According to these guidelines, the author compiled and
constructed five programming exercises for five learning
lessons, a pretest and a posttest problem (Appendix C). The
pretest/posttest problems were deliberately made harder and
more time-consumming so that they could differentiate
students' problem solving abilities
The pretest problem, the problem for lesson 1 were
taken and adapted from Steinbach (1969), the problems for
lessons 4 and 5 were taken and adapted from Gruenberger and
Caffrey (1965). The problems for lesson 2 and 3, the
posttest problem were developed by the author. The posttest
problem was to calculate the taxpayable for a list of
employees. All subjects had 1 earnt how to calculate this in
the Form Three common core mathematics curriculum.
All of these problems were pilot-tested in a Form Four
computer class in another subsidized school in the Computer
Studies Pilot Scheme. Some arithmetic calculation errors
were found in the Program Exercise 4. Corrections were made.
Harder English words were annotated with Chinese characters
aside to avoid subjects' blind guessing.
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(3) CAL learning program
lne UAL i earning program consisted of notes to students,
a micro-CAL system program (stored in a diskette), an
operation manual and 5 question/answer books (Appendix E)
Each question/answer book consisted a programming exercise.
suggested answer of the problem was typed drawn on other
pages of the book. The operation manual (Appendix F)
explained how to operate the CAL system, notes to students
(Appendix G) explained in what manner the subjects should
learn, and what could be learned. The computers program was
developed by the author based on Nagin and Ledgard 's problem
solving guidelines. Guidance was extensively given at the
phase 1 (Define the problem completely), and phase 2 (Proceed
top-down). The phase 3 (Hand--check the problem) also
existed in the CAL program, but it was not so programmed that
the computer could monitor students' debugging. If this was
done, students might take three to four hours to complete
one lesson which would strongly influence the normal daily
teaching.
The CAL system was programmed in ATARI MICROSOFT BASIC
for the ATARI 800 microcomputer. It consisted of 6
subprograms:
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1. I NIT (Initialization)
2. SPEC (Program specification)
3. PLAN (Program development-- planning stage)
4. FLOW (Program development-- flowcharting stage)
5. EDITOR (Editing and saving planning files)
6. DEBUG (Debugging)
The program listings and explanations are shown in
Appendix D.
In the CAL system, students could choose various paths
to complete their f}owcharting problems. The most important
subprograms are PLAN and FLOW, both o f which were programmed
in C. Pask's (1975, 1976) conversation framework. Students
were required to propose plans/f lowciharts in every level of
program development. In case they found difficulties, they
could call help from the CAL system. They were also
requested to criticize their plans/flowcharts immediately
after their- proposals. Finally when the agreement was
reached within the students, they were prompted to evaluate
their doubtness.
Planning stage: In the first level of planning
students could choose any one of the following doubtnesses:
Doubt 0 (The student) can definitely work out a solution.
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Doubt 1 He can develop, a workable plan, but further details
must be left to later development.
Doubt 2 He has some doubt about the workability of the plan
but stl l wants to continue.
Doubt 4 He fails to produce a plan and want some help.
If the students chose Doubts 0 to 2. then, after editing
their plan (if they wanted to do so), they could go to the
entry mode to key their plans into the computer. In that
case they have done their planning without any help. The
entry mode is equivalent G. Pask 's verbal explanation in his
Conversation Theory.
if they chose Doubt 4, hints (help) would be displayed
on the screen, and then they had to propose and criticize
their plans anew. When they came to the stage of doubtness
evaluation, only the following choices were presented to
them:
Doubt 0 (The student) can definitely work out a solution.
Doubt 1 He can develop a workable plan, but further details
must be left to later development.
Doubt 2 He has some doubt about the workability of the plan
but stll wants to continue.
The reduction of doubtness after calling for help would
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force the student to get out of the vicious circle of endless
proposing and criticizing. (See figure 1)
In the latter level of planning (level>l), students
could choose any one of the following doubtnesses:
Doubt 0 (The student) can definitely work out a solution
Doubt i He can develop a workable plan, but further
details must be left to later development.
Doubt 2 He has some doubt about the workability of the
plan but s tl l wants to continue.
Doubt 3 He fails to produce a plan and want to edit the
upper level planning.
Doubt 4 He fails to produce a plan and want some help
Choice of Doubt 3 would enable the students to edit
their upper level planning and redo their flowcharting start
from that level. But the program prohibited the editing of
the level in which help had been called. The reason was
simple. If the editing was allowed, the CAL system could not
guarantee that helps in the latter level could be useful to
the students (Figure 2).
Flowcharting stage: Flowcharting is equivalent to G.
Pask's non verbal explannation in his Conversation Theory.
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In the first level.of flowcharting, if the students had
not called help in the planning stage, they could choose one
of the f ofllowing doubtnesses:
Doubt 0 (The student) can definitely work out a complete
flowchart.
Doubt 1 He can develop a workable flowchart, but further
details must be left to later development.
Doubt 2 He has some doubt about the workability of the
flowchart but stl l wants to continue.
Doubt 3 He fails to produce a flowchart and want to
modify the present stage of planning.
Doubt 5 He fails to produce a flowchart and want some help.
If they chose Doubt 0, they were lead to the debugging
phase.
if they chose Doubt 1 or 2, they could continue their
next level planning.
If they chose Doubt 3. then editor would be called in
and they, had to modify their planning files and redo their
flowcharting again.
If they chose Doubt 5r hints (help) would be delivered
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and they were required to redevelop their plans anew
according to the hints provided. In that case they completed
their planning with help.
Choice of Doubt 5 need some further explanation. Hints
were delivered sequentially. Thus, if a student had not
called help before and he/she intended to call help in level
3, hints of the first level would be presented and he/she
would be directed back to level 1 to redevelop his/her
planning anew. If he/she had not called help since level 3
and he/she intended to call help in level 5, hints of the
third level would be delivered and the student would be
directed to redevelop their planning- and flowcharting
starting from level 3.
If the students had called help either in the planning
stage or in the flowcharting stage, when they went to
evaluate their doubtness in the flowcharting stage, only the
following choices were presented:
Doubt 0 (The student) can definitely work out a complete
flowchart.
Doubt 1 He can develop a workable flowchart, but further
details must be left to later development.
Doubt 2 He has some doubt about the workability of the
flowchart but still wants to continue.
The doubtness was also reduced as in the planning stage
(Figure 3).
In the later level of flowcharting (Levelil), if help
had not been called in the planning stage of that level, the
following choices were presented to the students:
Doubt 0 (the student) can definitely work out a complete
f1owehart.
Doubt 1 He can develop a workable flowchart, but further
details must be left to later development.
Doubt 2 He has some doubt about the workability of the
flowchart but stll wants to continue.
Doubt 3 He fails to produce a flowchart and want to
modify the present stage of planning.
Doubt 4 He fails to produce a flowchart and want to
modify an upper stage of planning.
Doubt 5 He fails to produce a flowchart and want some help.
Choice of Doubt 4 would enable the students to edit
their upper level planning and redo their flowcharting
starting from that level (Figure 4),
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The CAL system had been trial tested on five Form Four-
students, According to their suggestions, level numbers were
added to each menu. Reverse field characters were also used
to prompt students the importance of certain words, During
the first session, a bug was also discovered: student who
wanted to exit in the level 1 caused the CAL system down.
The teachers prohibited the subjects to use this path in the
first lesson. The bug was cleared before the second lesson
started.
(4) EWG learning program
The EWG learning program consisted of a typewritten
programming guidelines (Appendix H), 5 programming problems
(Appendix C), one for each lesson, an explanatory notes
(Appendix G) on how to use the programming guidelines, in
what manner the subject should learn and what could be
learned. Efforts were made to write the notes to students so
that it was parallel to that of the CAL group. The questions
were identical to those in the CAL learning program. The
typewritten programming guidelines were mainly the same as
the guidelines presented by the CAL learning system. The
only difference was that it was typewritten, not delivered to
the learner in an interactive mode. Suggested solution was
given at the end of each lesson. Corrections were required
if there were any mistakes
(5} ENG learning program
The ENG learning program consisted of notes to students
(same as that in the CAL group, see Appendix G) explaining in
what manner the subjects should learn, and what could be
learned. Question papers in each lesson were the same as
those in the EWG group. No other guidance was provided.
Suggested solution was given at the end of each lesson.
Corrections were required if there were any mistakes.
(6) Attitudes questionnaire
Very few papers were written on students attitudes
towards programming. Lemos (1977) wrote a paper on
Students attitides towards programming: The effects of
structured walk-throughs. Non-parametric methods were used
in his study which was quite different from the present one.
Some of his test items were adapted in the present study,
but most of them were rejected as inappropriate.
In order to carry out the study, the author decided to
develop his own measuring instrument. In this study,
students opinions on the following feelings and tendencies
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were asked
(1) Interest of programming:
It included the enjoyment and tendency of doing,
thinking, reading other's program and discussing
with others.
(2) Confidence in programming:
It included the confidence of doing, thinking,
reading other's program and discussing with
others.
(3) Appreciating programming as an activity
enhancing problem solving abilities:
It included the appreciation of doing, thinking,
reading other's program and discussing with
with others.
Various items were set to evaluate students' responses.
I).Finally a total of 16 items were produced (Appendix
They were classified as following:
Table 3
Construct validity of the attitudes questionnaire
Doing DiscussingThinking Reading
Interest Items 1,3 Items 5-,7- Items 9-,ll Items 13,15-
Item 2- Item 1.4-Confidence Item 10Item 6
68
Appreciation Item 4 Item 8 Item 12- Item 16
- denotes reversed items
Dr Douglas Tung., an experienced lecturer of the
Department of Computer Science in the Chinese University of
Hong Kong, specialized in the field of man-machine
interaction, had spared his precious time to read through the
whole questionnaire. He agreed that the questionnaire could
measure student attitudes towards programming. He evaluated
every item and regroup them according to his opinion in the
following table:
Table 4
Dr Tung's evaluation of the attitudes questionnairea
Doing Thinking Reading Discussing
Interest 1*,2,3*,4,5 7* 13*9*,11*
10*Confidence 6* 14*
Appreciation 8* 15, 16*
3Item number* Agreement with the author's construction
The agreement of the author's construction and Dr.
Tung 's evaluation was 75%.
Dr Y.S. Moon, member of the Curriculum Development
Committee (Computer Studies), an experienced lecturer oaf the
12*
Department of Computer Science in the Chinese University of
Hong Kong was also kind enough to spare his precious time to
judge the questionnaire items. He also agreed that these
item could measure the student attitudes towards programming.
His evaluation was reproduced in Table 5. The agreement of
the author's construction and Dr Moon's evaluation was also
75%.
Table 5
Dr Moon's evaluation of the attitudes questionnaired

















Item number Agreement with the author's construction
In a pilot test administered on 40 F.4 students in a
subsidiized secondary school having the school
characteristics more or less the same as described in
Appendix A, the Cronbach's alpha value of the attitides
measurement was 0.73790 (standardized item alpha= 0.74118),
indicating that the measurement was reliable.
VARIABLES
Independent variable was the three learning programs.
These programs were:
(1) GAL: learning with the self-developed micro-CAL
program.
(2) EWG: learning by doing exercises with problem
solving guidelines.
(3) ENG: learning by doing exercises without problem
solving guidelines.
Dependent variables were:
(1) APT: Abilities of problem solving as measured
by the posttest scores.
(2) SUB4: Abilities of problem solving as measured
by the fourth level subscores in the
posttest.
k(3) SUB41: Abilities of problem solving as measured
by the subscores of the child-allowance
module in the fourth level of posttest.
(4) SUB42: Abitities of problem solving as measured
by the subscores of the taxpayable
module in the fourth levefPof posttest.
(5) ATT: Attitudes towards programming as measured
by the attitudes questionnaire,
Please refer to Appendix K, posttest solution,
leve1 4.
SUB4, SUB41, SUB42 were used to measured student
abilities of problem solving because, according to the
marking scheme (Appendix K), these subscores carried heavy
weights in the total scores. Pilot test, showed that success
in level 4 scored high APT marks; failure in level 4 scored
low APT marks.
There were some other variables affecting the results of
the study. These included (1) student abilities and (2)
teacher personalities. The first one was easily controlled
by random sampling within each class. In order to control
the second one, an explanatory notes to teacher (Appendix J)
defining the role of the teacher and the manner of
implementing the programs was sent to each teacherteacher
assistant involved in this study. Demonstration sessions
were arranged to show how the CAL system operated. In order
to check against any decrepancies, each teacherteacher
assistant (please refer to later discussion) was required to





All treatment groups were gathered in a classroom to
receive a 10-15 minutes orientation before treatment.
Subjects were read standard instruction indicating that they
were selected to participate a self learning program after
which they could master programming in flowchart. Students
were also told the group to which they had been assigned.
They were also told that the program would last for about
three weeks. There were two learning sessions each week.
(2} Procedure to be completed in each session of learning:
At the beginning of each session, CAL group gathered in
the computer room. A packet of learning material including a
diskette containing the micro-CAL program, an operation
manual and one question/answer book were distributed to each
subject. Teacher kept surveilance. Students were not
allowed to communicate and they received no additional help
from teacher except explanation of some English words and and
explanation of how to operate the CAL system. The other two
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groups gathered in an ordinary classroom. ENG group was
arranged to sit in the front of the classroom while EWG group
sat in the back. A teacher assistant (a Form 6 student,
say, appointed by the teacher) distributed corresponding
learning material to each students of the two groups. He was
also responsible for keeping classroom order. No subjects
were allowed to communicate with each other. students in
these two groups received no additional help except perhaps
the explanation of some English words.
A whole session ran for about one and a half hour.
Learning time was flexible. CAL groups might take longer
time to complete, especially for the first two sessions.
Enough time was allocated to the students so that that could
complete their problems. In the classroom, after 1 hour and
15 minutes, sample answer sheets were distributed to the
students. They were told to check their answer with the
answer sheets provided. No one was allowed to leave earlier
than one hour 15 minutes. At the end of each session,
students were told to put all materials inside the packet and
return them to the teacher teacher assistant.
All the three learning programs were completed as
scheduled without major discrepancies. Minor problems such
as disk fault were immediately regulated. There were no
absentees.
In the CAL group, there was one subject insisting to
develop program in one shot during the second lesson. Under
teacher's guidance, he resumed to follow the CAL system again
in and after lesson 3.
When the 5 learning sessions were completed, students
were asked to rate their attitudes towards programming.
After this, a posttest (Appendix C) on programming in
flowchart was administered to all subjects. The posttest
administration procedure was detailed in the notes to teacher
(Posttest administration) (Appendix J).
SCORING PROCEDURE
Scoring a student program is a difficult task. There
has no consensus agreement on how to mark a program. The
scores depend on two variables: students' cognitive
performance and teacher's understanding of program, which
again depends on the teacher's cognitive style. Different
weightings produce different scores.
There has been manv orooosals on how to score student
programs. But these mainly focus on the end product: e.g.
executability, documentation, hierachial style, etc. It is
obvious that these scoring methods are inappropriate for the
study of problem solving ability.
Most probably the controversy on how to score a program
will continue. But if we mark the flowcharts by using a
fixed scoring procedure, the score a student obtains should
reflect his ability of programming.
Warren (1982) identified six tasks that a programmer did
in order to understand a program:
(1) look for structure;
(2) follow control flow;
(3) understand data aliasing;
(4) follow data f1ow;
(5) look for textual patterns;
(6) look for difference between different versions
of program.
Accordingly, the author formulated the following scoring
procedure:
(1) construct one or several correct versions of
program that students most likely adopt;
(2) identify all procedural structures in different
hierachies of every correct program and student
program;
(3) in each hierachy of the correct program, assign
one mark to every control flow and every
procedural structure:
In each hierachy of the student program, match
students responses with the correct program.
Every correct control flow arrow or procedural
structure or its equivalent will score one mark;
(4) in each bottommost hierachies, all procedural
structures reduce to simple operations. Assign 1
mark to each of the control flow arrow and
fundamental operation of the correct program.
Match students responses with the correct program
Every correct control flow arrow and every
fundamental operation or its equivalent will score
one mark;
(5) sum all scores and convert the sum to 100% scale
in order to compare with other solutions.
It had been the author s intention to include a score to
count the number of correct InputOutput variables as a
measure of student abilities of understanding the problem.
But later it was found that the scoring procedure (3) counted
the student abilities of understanding problem as well. The
idea was thus discarded.
An example is needed to explain the coraplicated scoring
procedure. The flowchart in Figure 5 was produced by a
student when he answered the pretest. A correct answer is
given on the right hand side. In this example, the student
was completely correct in the first level. Hence he got 13
marks. In the second level, he was wrong in output, hence he
got 7 marks. In level 3, he computed the difference of days
only. Hence he got 2+4 marks in this level. In level 4,
the flowchart modules A, B and C were equivalent respectively
to modules A', B' and C' in the marking scheme. Hence he
got 7+7+7=21 marks. But the solution was not complete. It
did not show how to compute the differences of days, hours
and minutes. There were three alternative solutions
(Appendix K, pretest solution): alternatives 1, 2 and 3 had
total scores of 75, 64, 97 respectively. Hence a mixed
solution was assumed. The pretest score, when converted to
100% scale, should be
(13+7+6+21)x(175+164+187)xl003= 63.
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A variant of the pretest-posttest control group design
(T'uckman, 197 8; Campbell and Stanley, 197 2) was used in this

















where P was the flowcharting proficiency test, R meant random
assignment of experimental and control groups, 01 was the
problem solving abilities pretest, 02 was the problem solving
abilities posttest, XI was treatment of doing exercises with
CAL system, X2 was the treatment of doing exercises with
type-written guidelines, X3 was the treatment of doing
exercises only.










where R, XI, X2, X3 were the same as above. 0 was the survey
of the student attitudes towards programming. There were no
pretest because the treatment duration was short (about 3
weeks), pretest effect might influence the posttest result.
DATA COLLECTION AND DATA ANALYSIS
Data was collected by each teacher prior to the
experimental treatment and after the experimental treatment.
Before the treatment, the subjects took a flowcharting
proficiency test and a problem solving pretest. After the
treatment, the subjects answered an attitudinal survey
questionaire on their attitudes towards programming, and took
a posttest All the test scripts were returned to the
author immediately after the posttest. After marking, the
following scores were obtained:
1. PROFICIENCY: flowcharting proficiency test scores
2. PRETEST: programming problem solving pretest scores
3. APT: programming problem solving posttest scores
4. SUB4: subscores of level 4 program development
in the posttest
5. SUB41: subscores of child allowance module in
level 4 of the posttest
6. SUB42: subscores of taxpayable module in level 4
of the posttest
7. ATT: total scores of the attitudes questionnaire
with reversed items reverted.
For the purpose of testing Hypothesis Hi, ONEWAY, oneway
ANOVA with covariates PROFICIENCY and PRETEST, oneway ANOVA
with covariates PRETEST were applied on the dependent
variables APT, SUB4, SUB41 and SUB42 separately to compare
the effect of the three learning programs (CAL, EWG, ENG).
For the purpose of testing Hypothesis H2, ONEWAY was
used on the attitudinal scores ATT of the three groups of
students.
CHAPTER 4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Re s u11 s
When all scripts were collected and completely marked,
the ONEWAY procedure was first applied to compare the
difference of flowcharting proficiency test scores and the
difference of pretest scores between the 2 schools. The
results were shown in Table 6.
Table 6
Comparison of proficiency test and
pretest scores between schools 1 and 2
Schools N means Standard Deviation Standard error
PROFICIENCY scores
School 1 27 30,59 4,2450 0,8169
School 2 19 29.11 3.8427 0.8816
Total 46 29.99 4.1068 0,6055
PRETEST scores
School 1 27 53,33 21.4117 4.1207
School 2. 19 43.95 15.5616 3.5701
Total 46 49.46 19.5853 2.8877
Source Sura of D.F. Mean F Sig. of
squares squares p
PROFICIENCY scores
Between Sch 24.6704 1 24.6704 1.478 0.2305
Within Sch 734.3064 44 16.6888
Total 758.9766 45
PRETEST scores
Between Sch 982.4700 1 982.4700 2.656 0.1103
Within Sch 16278.9180 44 369.9753
Total 17261.3867 45
Although none of' the differences reached a 0.05
significant level, the difference of pretest scores between
these two schools were fairly large (Sig. of F- 0.113).
Analysis had been done on the data of separate schools
and on the pooled data of these schools. It was found that
subjects from these two schools had different
characteristics. In what follows, only the analysis on
separate schools were reported.
For school 1, when ONEWAY was applied on the proficiency
test scores and the pretest scores to compare the difference
between the three learning programs (CAE, E W G, E N G), none of
the difference reached a 0.05 significant level (table 7).
This implied that the randomization of subjects within School
1 was aceptable. Similarly, the randomization in School 2
was also aceptable (Table 8).
For the sake of easy reference, all the relevant data of
School 1 and School 2 were presented in Tables 9 and 10
respectively.
Table 7
Comparison of proficiency test and
pretest scores between the three learning groups
CALt EWG, ENG in school 1




























Comparison of proficiency test and
pretest scores between the three learning groups
CALf EWG, ENG in school 2
Source Sum of D.F. Mean F Sig. of
squares squares F
PROFICIENCY scores
Between gps 20.7418 2 10.3709 0.677 0.522C
Within gps 245.0475 16 15.3155
Total 265.7891 18
PRETEST scores
Between gps 639.0687 2 319.5342 1.374 0.2813
Within'gps 3719.8801 16 232.4925
Total 4358-9453 18
Table 9
Summary of scoressubscores of the
proficiency test, pretest and posttest
in the 3 learning programs CAL, EWG, ENG
in School 1
Variables N mean Standard Standard
deviation error
PROFICIENCY CAL 9 31.11 4.4001 1.4667
(proficiency EWG 9 29.11 4.4845 1.4948
test scores ENG 9 31.56 3.9087 1.3029
Total 27 30.59 4.2450 0.8169
PRETEST CAL 9 55.77 21.4171 7.1390
(Pretest EWG 9 44.44 23.3939 7.7980
scores) ENG 9 59.78 18.4850 6.1617
Total 27 53.33 21.4150 4.1207
APT CAL 9 84.56 6. 672.9 2.2243
(Posttest EWG 9 72.78 16.8655 5.6218
scores) ENG 9 79.11 15.9722 5.3241
Total 27 78.82 14.2749 2.7472
SUB4 CAL 9 79.11 1 1 .2744 3. 7581
(Subscores EWG 9 63.11 24.1477 8.0492
of level ENG 9 72.44 21.3020 7.1007
4 in post-
test) Total 27 71.56 20.0717 3.8628
SUB41 CAL 9 98.22 3.52 7 7 1.1759
(Subscores EWG 9 68.44 40.3705 13.4568
of Child ENG 9 84.89 25.8285 8.6095
Allowance
module) Total 27 83.85 29.4039 5.6588
SUB42 CAL 9 73.00 26.2440 8.7480
(Subscores EWG 9 57.22 27.3394 9.1131
of taxpay- ENG 9 64.22 30.6922 10.2304
module) Total 27 64.81 27.8389 5.3576
Full score =39 Full score= 100
Table 10
Summary of scoressubscores of the
proficiency test, pretest and posttest
in the 3 learning programs CAL, EWG, ENG
in School 2
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SUB4 CAL 6 64.67 24.7117 10.0885
(Subscores EWG 6 61.33 27.4420 11.2032
of level ENG 7 64.00 26,2297 9,9139
4 in post------_________________
test) Total 19 63.36 24.7031 5.6673
SUB41' CAL 6 85.33 32.1662 13.1318
(Subscores EWG 6 77.33 39.4089 16.0886
of Child ENG 7 82.28 36.7954 13.9074
Allowance
module) Total 19 81.68 34,3657 7.8840
SUB42 CAL 6' 40.67 33.1401 13.5294
(Subscores EWG 6 48.83 24.7581 10.1075
of taxpay- ENG 7 43.42 36.5415 13.8114
able______—
module) Total 19 44.26 30.5284 7.0037
Full score= 39 Full score= 100
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In the present study, there were two hypotheses to be
tested. The Hypothesis H1 was:
There is no significant difference in the abilities
of solving programming problems between the three
groups of students, one in the Micro-CAL program,
one in the EWG program, and one in the ENG program,
it was tested by applying
(i) ONEWAY,
(ii) oneway ANOVA with PROFICIENCY and PRETEST as
covariates, and
(iii) oneway ANOVA with PRETEST as covariate
on the APT (posttest) scores, SUB4 (subscores of level 4 in
the posttest), SUB41 (subscores of child allowance module in
the posttest), SUB42 (subscores of taxpayable module in the
posttest) of the three learning groups.
For School 1, the results of ONEWAY analysis were
presented in Table 11. An examination of Table 11 indicated
that only the SUB41 su-bscores of the three groups reached a
0.1 significant different level (p=0.0950).
Table 11
ONEWAY analysis of variances
on APT total scoressubscores
of the learning programs (GAL, EWG, ENG)
in School 1
Source Sum of D.F. Mean F Gig. of
squares squares p
APT total scores (Posttest scores)
Between gps 6 2.5. 4 0 7 0 2 3 12.7034 1.606 0.221 5
Within gps 4672.6653 24 194.6944
Total 5298.0703 26
SUB4 scores (Level 4 subscores in posttest)
Between gps 1162.6766 2 581.3331 1.498 0.2437
Within gps 9311.9929 24 387.9995
Total 10474.6680 26
SUB41 scores(Subscores of Child Allowance module in posttest)
Between gps 4004.7629 2 2002.3813 2.601 0,0950
Within gps 18474.6532 24 769.7771
Total 22479.4141 26
SUB42 scores(Subscores of Taxpayable module in posttest)
Be twee ngps 1124.9725 2 5 6 2.486 1 0.71 0 0.5019
Within gps 19025.0977 24 792.7124
Total 20150.0664 26
Sig at 0.1 level
B y applying the Duncan M u 11 i p 1 e R a n g e Test( a 1 p h a= 0. 0 5)
on each of the dependent variables APT, SUBA, SUB41, SUB42,
i t w a s found t h a t a 11 e x c e p t SIIB 4 1 s 'n o w c d a h o in o g e n e o u s
grouping. For S U B 41, the grouping w as:
Table 12
Duncan Multiple Range Test












:'r underscoring means homogeneous grouping
The above table indicated that CAE group performed
significantly better• than EWG group, whereas EWG and ENG
groups, ENG and CAE groups did not show any significant
dif ference in SUB41 scores.
For 'School 2, the results of ONEWAY analysis were
presented in Table 13. An examination of Table 13 indicated
that all differences between groups were not significant at
0.05 level.
Table 13
ONEWAY analysis of variances
on APT total scoressubscores
of the learning programs (GAL, EWG, ENG)
in School 2
Source Sum of D.F. Mean F Sig. of
squares squares p
APT total scores (Posttest scores)
Between gps 141.5887 2 70.7943 0.223 0.8027
Within gps 5082.8228 16 317.6770
Total' 5224.4180 18
SUB4 scores (Level 4 subscores in posttest)
Between gps 37.7640 2 18.8820 0.028 0.9728
Within gps 10946.6619 16 684.1663
Total 1098 4.4258 18
SUB41 scores(Subscores of Child Allowance module in posttest)
Between gps 196.0100 2 98.0050 0.074 0.9286
Within gps 21062.0781 16 1316.3799
Total 21258.0859 18
SUB42 scores(Subscores of Taxpayable module in posttest)
Between gps 207.7994 2 103.8997 0.100 0.9051
Within gps 1 6567.-8682 16 1035.4917
Total 16775.6641 18
By applying oneway AN0VA with PROFICIENCY and PRE1'EST as
covariates, it was found that PRETEST only had been better
used as covariate. Therefore in what follows, only results
of oneway A N 0 V A with PRETEST as covariate were reported. The
results of analysis for School 1. and School. 2 were presented
in Table 14 and Table 15 respectively. An examination of
these tables indicated that Hypothesis HI could not be
rejected. The adjusted scores of the dependent variables
were given in Tables 16, 17.
Table 14
ANOVA on APT total scoressubscores
of the learning programs (CAL, EWG, EMG)
with PRETEST scores as covariate
in School 1
Source Sum of D.F. Mean F Sig. of
squares squares F
APT total scores (Posttest scores)
Covariate 441.351 1 441.351 2.299 0.143
Main effects 441.875 2 220.937 1.151 0.334
Residual 4414.840 23 151.950
Total 5298.066 26 203.772
SUB4 scores (Level 4 subscores in posttest)
Covariate 1252.560 1 1252.560 3.392 0.078
Main effects 728.630 2 364.320 0.987 0.388
Residual 8493.438 23 369.280
Total 10474.637 26 402.871
SUB41 scores(Subscores of Child Allowance module in posttest)
Covariate 2055.021 1 2055.021 2.710 0.113
Main effects 2984.705 2 1492.353 1.968 0.163
Residual 17439.648 23 758.245
Total 22479.375 26 864.591
SUB42 scores(Subscores of Taxpayable module in posttest)
Covariate 514.587 1 514.587 0.631 0.435
Ma in effects 885.911 2 442.956 0.5 43 0.588
Residual 18749.531 23 815.197
Total 20150.031 26 775.001
Table 15
ANOVA on APT total scoressubscores
of the learning programs (CAL, EWG, ENG)
with PRETEST scores as covariate
in School 2
Source Sum of D.F. Mean' F Sig, of
squares squares F
APT total scores (Posttest scores)
Covariate 711.140 1 711.140 2.522 0.133
Main effects 283.474 2 141.737 0.503 0.615
Residual 4223.793 15 281.986
Total 5224.410 18 290.245
SUB4 scores (Level 4 subscores in posttest)
Covariate 1414.818 1 1414.818 2.276 0.152
Main effects 244.480 2 122.240 0.197 0.824
Residual 9325.098 15 621.673
Total 10984.398 18 610.244
SUB41 scores(Subscores of Child Allowance module in posttest)
Covariate 3260.082 1 3260.082 2.840 0.113
Main effects 776.644 2 388.322 0,338 0.718
Residual 17221.355 15 1148.090
Total 21258.082 18 1181.004
SUB42 scores(Subscores of Taxpavable module in oosttest)
Covariate 1428.404 1 1428.404 1.440 0.249
Main effects 463.885 2 231.942 0.234 0.794
Residual 14883.371 15 992.225
Total 16775.600 18 931.981
Table 16
Adjusted APT posttest mean scoressubscores
by the covariate PRETEST
in School 1
Groups APT SUB4 SUB41 SUB42
CAL 84.17 78.44 97.46 72.60
EWG 74.15 65.56 71.20 58.64
ENG 78.11 70.67 82.89 63.19
Multiple R 0.408 0.435 0.473 0.264
Multiple R 0.167 0.189 0.224 0.070
squared
Table 17
Adjusted APT posttest mean scoressubscores
by the covariate PRETEST
in School 2
Groups APT SUB4 SUB41 SUB42
CAL 76.52 68.37 91.03 44.44
EWG 68.49 63.39 80.49 50.93
ENG 67.42 59.06 74.68 38.39
Multiple R 0.436 0.389 0.436 0.336
Multiple R 0.190 0.151 0.190 0.113
squared
The Hypothesis H2 was
There is no significant difference in the attitudes
towards programming between three groups of students,
one in the Micro-CAL program, one in the EWG
program, and one in the E M G program.
For School 1, the reliability coefficient (Crcnbach's
alpha) of the attitudes measurement was 0.57188. Standard
item aloha was 0.55764.
For School 2, the reliability coefficient (Cronbach's
alpha) was 0.83840. Standard item alpha was 0.84077.
The reliability of the attitudes questionnaire in School
1 was low. This meant that further improvement on the
attitudes items was needed. But the attitudes measurement
had been adminstered in three computer classes in three
different schools (Pilot-test School, School 1 and School 2).
in School 2 and Pilot-test School, both had reliability
coefficient 0.7. It seemed that the reliability of the
instrument was fairly stable.
ONEWAY analysis of variances was used to compare the
different of ATT (attitudes) between groups. The results of
-nalysis in School 1 was presented in Table 18. Examination
Table 18
ONEWAY analysis of variances
on the attitudes towards programming
of the learning programs (CAL, EWG, ENG)
for the subjects in School 1
Groups N means Standard Deviation Standard error
CAL 9 51.78 6.9602 2.3201
EWG 9 54.56 3.8442 1.2814
EWG 9 61.22 3.8980 1.2993
Total 27 55.85 6.3592 1.2238
Source Sum of D.F. Mean F Sig. of
squares squares p
Between gps 424.0817 2 212.0409 8.112 0.0020
Within gps 627.3331 24 26.1389
Total 1051.4148 26
sicnificant at level 0.01
Table 19
ONEWAY analysis of variances
on the attitudes towards programming
of the learning programs (CAL, EWG, ENG)
for the subjects in School 2
Groups N means Standard Deviation Standard error
CAL 6 49.17 12.0236 4.9086
EWG 6 52.17 9.0425 3.6916
EWG 7 57.86 7.6251 2.8820
Total 19 53.32 9.8209 2.2531
Source Sum of D.F. Mean F Sig. of
squares squares F
Between .gps 255.5298 2 1 27.7879 1.381 0.2797
Within gps 1480.5229 16 92.5327
Total 1736.1025 18
o L the t a b L e i nil i c a t. e d the 11 y p o l: h e s is 11 2 w a s y e j e c t e d
Srhool 1 fn0.01).
The results of Duncan Multiple Range Test (alpha=0.05)
on the dependent variable ATT was summarized in Table 20.
Table 20
Duncan Multiple Range Test on
the student attitudes of the learning programs
Groups C A L E W G E W G
Mean 51.78 54.56 61.22
altha= 0.05
underscoring means homogeneous grouping
Table 20 indicated that EWG group in School 1 had
significantly more positive attitudes towards programming
than each of the other two groups. There was no significant
difference of the attitudes towards programming between CAE
and E W G orouns.
For School 2, the results of analysis of variances was
presented in Table 19. Examination of Table 19 indicated
that Hypothesis 112 could not be rejected in School 2.
_P i s c u s s i o n
Student abilities of problem solving: For School 1,
when 0NEWAY analysis was applied on the posttest tota 1
scoressubscores, only difference of S U B 41 scores between
groups was significant at the 0.1 level (Table 11). The
Duncan multiple ranges test demonstrated that the EWG grouD1 O JL
performed significantly lower than the C A L group (alpha=0.05,
Table 12).
However the difference might not be produced by the
learning programs. In both proficiency test and pretest, the
EWG group got lowest scores as compared with other two
groups. When the comparison was done by using A N 0 V A with
PRETEST as covariate, there were no significant differences
in all posttest total scores or subscores (Table 14). Hence,
the Hypothesis HI could not be rejected.
In School 1, all posttest scores and subscores (adjusted
bY the covariate) were higher than the other two groups
( 1 a b1e s 8, 15). But these diffferences could not be
generalized because the learning programs could not bring out
significant effects. Statistically, it meant that the main
effect of grouping was not strong enough to account ior the
total variances. Examination of Table 9 indicated that for
the CAL group in School 1, all the total scores or subscores
of the posttest, except S U B 4 2, had small standard deviations.
This meant all CAE subjects did learn and improved in the
same direction. However, the standard deviation of EWG and
ENG groups were large: This meant that some subjects in
these groups did little improvement in the learning programs.
There might be three reasons to account for the large
values of standard deviations in the EWG and ENG groups:
(1) Some subjects in these groups had low performance
level.
(2) Learning time was insuficient.
(3) The control of EWG and ENG groups were not enough
so that subjects did not learn effectively.
Most probably, reason (1) could not stand because
because subjects were randomized before the treatment. All
groups had equal chance to have low performance subjects.
Thus it was inferred that, most probably, the divergence of
scores in ENG, EWG was due to reason (2) and (3).
Both teachers agreed that in the learning programs, much
attention and guidance were concentrated on C A L groups.
Little attention were paid to serve the other two groups.
They agreed that, in these two groups, there might be some
subjects who did not do programming exercises in a way
specified in Notes to students andor guidelines of program
development. Both teachers could not find time to check all
student scripts.
An examination of the posttest questions and students'
answer scripts showed that CAL program had two defects:
(1) CAL students made mistakes even in simple parts.
This implied that CAL subjects did not pay much attention to
program checking. The errors made by students were not
entirely due to their own fault. As already7 been pointed out
in chapter 3 (p. 54), the debugging phase was not so
emphasized in the CAL program. Situation might be improved
if computer was programmed to monitor students' debugging
process. On the other hand, in each level of program
development, the conversation actually occurred within
subjects' brain. The computer did not attempt to check
whether subjects undrstood the problem. If the CAL could ask
subjects to provide evidence of understanding of a level
before allowing the subject to proposecriticise, the effect
of learning might be better.
(2) A mong various parts of the program, C A L s t u dent s
gained relatively low scores in the module of calculating
taxpayable (Table 9). By reading through all student
scripts, it was found that most students, including C AL
students as well, solved this part in their own idiosyncratic
ways. Few subjects could solve the problem according to
Nagin and Ledgard's guidelines. It was thus inferred that
the learning in CAL group was not sufficient to produce a
correct flowchart of this module.
For school 2, the.standard deviation of ail posttest
total scores and sub scores of the three learning groups were
more or less equal (Table 10). It meant that some subjects
in each of the three learning groups did not learn
effectively. A comparison of the teacher characteristics was
needed: In School 1, students respected the teacher because
they thought he was able to teach them effectively. But they
were afraid of him because he sometimes acted
authoritatively. In School 2, the student-teacher
relationship was more friendly. The teacher respected
students' opinion. He seldom made comments on students'
learning methods. Students were free to learn in their only
way. The teacher of School 2 reported that during the second
learning session, two subjects in the CAL group did programs
1 n one shot. One even claimed this explicitly. When this
was prohibited, the subjects simply leaved some complicated
modules to second or third level, but actually, according to
the teacher of School 2, they still developed their program
in one shot. An examination of students' learning scripts
indicated that for most of the time, subjects of School 1
called helps, but subjects of School 2 developed program in
their own ways. In School 1 some subjects did debugging
seriouslr, but in School 2, few subjects did debugging.
Thus it seemed that subjects from school 2 had
characteristics quite distinct from those from School 1. The
effect of the CAL program on School 1 students was better
than that in School 2.
Students' attitudes towards programming: The average
responses of subjects in both schools were shown in figures 6
and 7. In these figures, it clearly demonstrated that the
average responses of ENG groups in both schools had higher
attitudes than each of the other two groups. But the
difference between groups was only significant in School 1
( p= 0.0020, Tables 18,19).
By comparing the standard deviations of the attitudes
rasponses of subjects of the two schools, it was found that
bne standard deviation of each learning group of School 2 was
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larger than those of School 1 (Tables 18,19). As aiready
been discussed in the previous paragragph, subjects in School
2 accustomed to entertain more freedom in 1e a r nin g. The
training period lasted for only two and a half weeks. The
time would be too short to produce positive results. Thus,
School 1 could give a better account of the effect of the CAL
program on the attitudes.
In School 1, it was also found that the standard
deviation of the CAL gruop (S.D.=6.9602) was large as
compared with those of the other two groups (S.D. for EWG=
3.8442, S.D. for ENG- 3.8980, Table 18). It could be
interpretated as that the CAL program differentiated student
attitudes towards programming. Some liked it, Some did not
liked it. However the attitudes of the EWG group was more
homogeneous.
Thus, it could be conclude that Form Four students like
to do programming in their own way.
CHAPTER 5 CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS
CONCLUSION
In the present study, a CAL program was constructed and
applied to 27 Form 4 students from a subsidized school in the
computer Studies Pilot Scheme, and 19 Form Four students
from another subsidized school in the same pilot scheme. The
CAL program was based on the programming problem solving
heuristics advocated b y two elite programmers, P.A. N a gin and
H. F. Ledgard. The presentation of the CAL heuristics was
put into G. Pask's Conversation Theory framework. Subjects,
when doing programming exercises, were induced to converse
within them: proposing and criticizing planningflowcharting
schemes. Subjects could call help at any level of program
development.
In order to investigate the effectiveness of the CAL
program, two more groups of subjects from each school were
used:
(1) EWG group: subjects did the same programming
exercises and received the same guidelines as CAL, but the
guidelines were type-written on paper.
(2) ENG group: subjects did the same programming
exercises, but received no guidelines.
The present study compared, within each school, both t he-
post t e s t results and the attitudes towards programming
between the above mentioned three groups of subjects.
It was found that for both schools, there w as no
significant difference in the post test scores between the
three groups. In o n e school (School 1), the post test
scoressubscores of the CAL group was higher than the other
two groups (but did not reach 0.05 significant difference
level), the standard deviation of post: test scoressubscores
were smaller than the other two groups, which indicated some
learning within this group. However the standard deviations
of the scoressubscores of the other two groups were so large
that the within group variances greatly reduced the F
values.
Two reasons to account for the insignificance of
difference between groups were identified:
(1) Insufficient learning time for CAL, E W G, ENG groups;
(2) Insufficient control, of learning conditions in the
the E W G and ENG groups.
Similar situation occured in another school. (School 2).
ft u t in this school, even the CAL group had large standard
deviation of p o s 11 e s t scoressubscores. This might be partly
attributed to the insufficiency of learning time, partly
attributed to the teacherstudent characteristics-- learning
in two and a half weeks could not produce any difference
between groups.
It was also found that in School 1, the attitudes
towards programming 01 t i i e E h o group w hich did exercises
without any guidelines had significantly greatest: attitudes
( p0. 01).
In School 2, there was no significant difference in the
attitudes towards programming between the three grouos.
The validity of the present study was restricted by the
limitations memtioned in Chapter 1.
RECOMMENDATIONS
There are several recommendations related to further
studies:
(1) There are two suggestions to improve the learning
conditions in the groups learning with type-written
guidelines and without any guidelines:
( i) i n c r e a s e the i e a mi n e t; i rn (1;
(ii) carefully monitor subjects' learning such as
mark every e x ercise any tell them to do
corrections, make contra c ts wit h t h e
subjects, etc.
(2) There were four suggestions to improve the learning
condtions in the GAL group:
(i) modify the present program to save the key
parameters so that students can continue
their work in next day;
(ii) increase the learning time;
(iii) re-program the debugging phase so that the
computer can monitor students' debugging
process;
(iv) r e-p r o g r a m the C A L to add a module to ask
for and validate the evidence of under-
understanding of a level of development
before any conversation is allowed.
(3) The present study was conducted to only two classes
of Form Four students. Treatment time was only two and a
half weeks. There is a need to replicate the experiment,
including more subjects, using the above mentioned improved
version of C A L, E W G and E N G learning program, should be
c o n d u c ted. W hen t r e a t-m e n t d u r a t. i o n w a s] o n g, e.. 1 a a t i n y
for half to one academic year, pretest on attitudes will he
possible. Such experiment will be valuable to teaching of
programming.
( 4) In the present study, the attitudes instru rn e n t w a s
constructed by the author. Although its validity has been
judged by two experts, it is open t o further improvement,
long term investigation, and tests. When computer technology
emerged from the horizon, it s novelty really attracted a lot
of people. But as time goes on, computers ma)' be as common
as type-writ e r s. How to increase student attitudes towards
programming is a serious problem. The measurement of such
attitudes is important and valuable. The effort to create
such measurements is worth y to pay.
(5) Form four students had been used to test the effect
of the CAL program. What is the effect of the CAL program on
more mature students such as those equivalent to the GCE
advanced level, or those in the university? In computer
science literature, there is always expectation of teaching
heuristics. There had been many experiments on the
improvement of programming abilities, but on].)' a few were
actually conducted in a laboratory environment (Ragsdale,
?8). When such experiment is to be conducted, the pretest,
posttest, and exercios can be set harder and mor
complicated.
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Subjects taken by the students involved in the experiment:




The -following is the results of the School Certificate
Examination in the past three years:
1983 1982 1931
Cor Eor Cor Eor Cor- Eor
aov e above above above above above
ENG 1 25.27 100.00 14.55 99.3? 9.71 97.14
(2) 2.11 76.76 0.69 31.23 1.43 89,92
CHI 1) 42.36 94.51 43.03 95.76 42.29 98.28
(2) 21.13 85.92 19.58 93.61 27.33 94.96
MATHS' 1) 59.89 98.98 64.85 98.18 48.8 3 97,71
2) 35.92 90.14 34.97 94.41 33.43 84.78
PHY 1) 58.54 103.00 54.17 163.00 40.54 97.29
(2) 8.82 67.65 13.77 63.77 27.77 91.66
CHEM 1) 63.41 160.00 61.11 168.90 37.34 98.64
(2 6.15 60.03 16,00 64.29 7.14
BIO 1) 62.20 106.00 63,89 106.00 33.33 96.87
( 2) 13.61 60.61 3.92 62.75 11.59 63.76
A-MATHSC1) 94.87 100.80 77.53 180.80 43.59 180.00
2 27.91 88.37 41.67 88.89 45.71 94.28
1) School 1 (2) School 2
Selection of students in the computer classes:




Volunteered in both schools.
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A TEST ON FORM FOUR STUDENTS' FLOWCHARTING ABILITIES
Time ill ow edi 40 minuter
SECTION A Multiple? choice questions (215 marks)
Direction: Select the most appropriate Antwur from the choicer, given.
Mark the corrcupond1ng boxes with° X' an the shoot
provided. Use a soft pencil. If you erase, rnako sure
you remove all the lead or the answer will be marked
wrong. Seme answers might not bo used at all, while others
might be uac-d more than once.
Use the folio-wing symbols for questions 1 through 3:
1. Which symbol is used to indicate an input operation?
2. Which symbol is used to indicate the testing for a specific
condition?
3. Which symbol is used to indicate the outputting of a record?
4. Which symbol is used to indicate a calculation?
5. Which symbol is used to indicate value assignment?
Use the five letters tc the left of symbols in the -following flowchart
to an swer t h e questions 6 to 9.
(Ttapt)
f r—: I' 6. Which symbol indicates a test for the
kba? j end-of-f i I? indicator on a dummy
X.' record or false data record?
0 tifT n. 3. Which symbol il iustrates the end of
n x ajkcJ y p-)..,,,
N.- j the program t 1 cwch-ir t?
Xwo I Q• Wh1c h symbo1 c ou 1 d result in a
Xu«KWL I conditio,-,! jump?
?Aoo V- j 9. Which s ym b o 1 illustrates t h c- e r. t r y
T point making the beginning of the
j r.( stop) program loop?
a- Ct
Use the letters to the left of the s yrn p o 1 in the foil ow; n g f 1 ow char t
to answer the questions be lew 10- 13):
CTtT
J- 10. Wh i c h symbo 1 illustrates the i nc r omen t
A-[ 4c-(f) of a counter?
' 11. Which symbol illustrates the
$ y- p 7 accumulating process?
L_ 1 2. Which symbol illustrates the initial-- y
j 1 i z a t i on of the accumulating sum?
C,QP j 13, Which s ym bol illustrates the
777~ initialization of a counter?
t ycy:_——
' Legend for flowcharts (Q i0™ 25)
T- Total amount of items purchased
A{— Q_s p pj 777 rv~ Total number of cust cm e r s
— n C- Customer identification number
wAite cy A J L Q- Quantity of it em s purchased
r j——,( yjrt X j p- Purchase price per item
~ I T f 1 J A- Amount of purchase per customer
( sro P) X- Average items purchased per customer
D L tJ4r-H+l 1
'f I Page 1
Five students construct five flowcharts using the imio variable's as
those In the above problen. They are identified by the letters be lew
each flowchart. Use one of these let tors to answer questions 14- 213.
14. Whic h f1 owe hart illustrates an endless loop 9
15. Which flowchart will process( r c? ad-proc osi -wr l te) an unknown
or indefinite number of records 7
16. Which flowchart uses a dummy or false data record mot hod of
controlling the exit f r cm a program loop?
17. Which f1owch art uses a c oun t or me t hod of con trol 1 inq the ox i t
from a program 1 oop 9
18. Which flowchart uses a counter to develop a total number oi records
processed and print this total°
19. Which flowchart prints an output record for only fiye input
rucords.
20. Which flowchart does not print any output records with the detail
information obtained f rom an input record?
21. Which flowchart processes only one input record completely?
22. Which flowchart docs not i 1 lustrate a branch or a program loop?
23. Which flowchart pr i n t s the result of a counter just before
t erm l r. a t l on?
2 4. Which t1owchar t has the loop incorrectly connected so that the loop
counter lose its function 9
25. Which flowchart does not process C input-prccoss-output) any
n ci r r r H 0!
3 E C T I ON B F 1 ow charting probl em (13 marks)
' Construct the foil ow i n g pr ogr am' f 1 cw chart. R em emb er to identify
each variable used. The program should read and process exactly 1000
records. Each input record contains a salesman number and the amount
of sales -for the salesman. The c orrm l s s i on) for a sale sm an is
equal to (0.05Xthe amount of sales for the salesman). Print a complete
list of the sale sm an numbers and their corresponding c omrn i s s i on s.
Before the termination of the program, print the total of the
commissions for all of the salesman.
f H END OF TEST U)
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Appendix C
Five progreamming exencises, pretest and posttest
LESSON i
STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
Consider two points, P with coordinates (A,B) and Q with
coordinates C,D), A, B, C, D 0, in the -first quadrant( f)
o-f a rectangular coordinate plane. Ne can say P is higher then Q l-f
the y-coordi nate o-f P is larger than the y-coordi nate of Q; i.e. if B
is larger than D. Similarly, P is the rig h t most point if A is larger
than C.
Construct a FLOWCHART of a program which will input four positive
numbers, A, B, and C, D, which are the x- and y- coordinates of a
point P and the x- and y-coordinates of a point Q respectively. On the
basis of input values the program should print out messages telling:
1. THE POINTS COINCIDE; andor
2. P IS HIGHER or Q IS HIGHER or NEITHER IS HIGHER; andor
3. P IS RIGHTMOST or Q IS RIGHTMOST or NEITHER IS RIGHTMOST.
When this is done, input coordinates of a second pair of points,
and so on until a negative number is detected in the first input
number. In that case the program outputs a message END OF JOB and
stops.
INPUTS
The program asks for inputs with prompts( ixuJA)
ENTER COORDINATES OF P: X,Y (ask for inputs of A, B)
ENTER COORDINATES OF Q: X,Y (ask for inputs of C, D)
Assume that the user of the program is sensible so that the
second, third, and fourth numbers are all positive. The first input
number A is either positive or negative. There is no need to check
whether the numbers fall within required ranges.
OUTPUTS
Output messages are all described as above. You may test your
f1ow chart with the foilowin g s am pie R UN s:
ENTER COORDINATES OF P:X,Y ?1,7
ENTER COORDINATES OF Q:X,Y ?8,2
P IS HIGHER
Q IS RIGHTMOST
ENTER COORDINATES OF P:X,Y ?1,7




ENTER COORDINATES OF P:X,Y?
Further sample RLWS should be provided by the students.
LESSON 2
STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
Given, a sequence vo f sets of consecu t i ve integers
( r_i' iEcl _yj-ii_I'i) ill, [2,3}, 4,5,6}
17, 8, 9, 10|,... where each set contains one more number than the
'previous set, and the smallest number o-f a set is larger than the
greatest number o-f the previous( fy ih]) set by 1.
Let SUM be the sum of integers in a set (N th set, say). Thus
SUM= 1 when N=1;
SUM= 2+3= 5 when N=2;
SUM= 4+5+6= 15 when N=3;
SUM= 7+ 8+ 9+ 10= 34 when N= 4;
• • •
Write a FLOWCHART for a program that asks input of a number N and
produces the total SUM of integers in the N th set. After this, the
program asks one more number number and so on and so forth. You are
NOT allowed to use any A.P. (arithmetic progression) formulas in your
s o 1 u t i o n.
INPUTS
Each input should be preceded KJuni. 7_ V] by a prompt( jD)
FOR WHICH SET DO YOU WANT TO FIND THE SUM ~J. Any inpu t of a
positive integer N will produce the SUM of the N th set.
When the sum is output, the program asks for one more input: FOR
WHICH SET DC YOU WANT TO FIND THE SUM°... unti 1 the number entered
is NOT a positive integer.
OUTPUTS
Any input of a positive integer N will produce an output o-f the
foilowin g form:
THE SUM OF INTEGER IN THE INDICATED SET IS XXX
Any input of a number other than UH J positive integer
will produce a statement END OF JOB and terminate( Ft iL) the
pr ogr am.
LESSON 3
STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
In a class of a polytechnic institute( it• n I Aj), ted ch ers
prepare every year a report of students' performance( Tv) on
FINE common core subjects 'A i- 'jp Ti- A, B, C, D, E.
Every student's examination results on subjects A, B, C,!), E
are stored in a DATA statement. Wr1te a FLOWCHART for a program which
will produce the information as suggested in the OUTPUTS section.
INPUTS
Each DATA statement will contain information of a particular-
student in the foilowin g format:
Student no. 1 II I I I
Exam, score on subject A 1 i III
Exam, score on subject B 1 I 1|
Exam, score on subject C 1 I j
Exam, score on subject D— 1|
Exam, score on subject E— J
Assume that there is no absentee during the examination and that
there is at least one student in the class.
Since the number of students is not a fixed number every year,
the end of DATA statement is indicated by a false DATA statement:
DATA -1,-1,-1,-1,-1,-1
Student numbers are positive integers, student marks are
n o n-n e g a tiv e integers. You may assume that these data are well
checked. Thus there is no need to check whether they falls within
required ranges.
OUTPUTS
The foilcwing table should be produced:
ANNUAL RESULTS OF CLASS XX IN XXX POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE
STUDENTS A B C D E
TOTAL (total of A)(total of B)(total of C)(total of D)(total of E)
A'v'E( ave. of A) (ave. of B)( ave. of C)( ave. of D( ave. of E)
Please pay NO attention to how a line with 6 items is printed.
You may simply write PRINT student_no, A, B, C, D, E to denote the
process of printing 6 items equally separated on a line. Output format
should be left to the stage when actual programming in BASIC is
carried out.
LESSON 4
STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
A mortgage( 'T Tv i W) is a particular type o-f long-term loan
(that is usual 1 y secured (1v£-) by title to real estate
c 'iO f.-• i). Usually, the mortgage arrangement is that the
borrower r 5) wi 1 1 make equal 1 y MONTHLY payments throughout the
lite of the loan t q jTT Kg). A portion of each payment will cover
the a iPt e r as i app1 lc a b1e to the outstanding loan balance
( V J-_ Y.L 2 .IN.•N-l._'). The rest of payment mil 1 be used to reduce
( _CN, the outstanding loan balance.
Consider first the simplest example. For a loan of'$ 108,000 at
12 per annum (f), w i th payment $2,009 per month. What will the
schedule of payment( Nf be 9 At the end of the FIRST
month, there is due( fi1 j$ 1,000 in interest (i.e.
v 1 12) x 127X$ 190,00 0).
0 f the $2,000 paid,$ 1,000 goes to interest and the balance
$2, 0 0 6-$ 1, 8 0 O=$ 1,000 goes to reduce the principal A'). We
now have one COMPLETE 1ine of the schedule of payment.
MONTH PRINCIPAL M_PAYMENT M_PAY._INT M_PAY._PR1N REDUCED-PR IN
1 100000 2000 1008 1000 99009
2 998O0
In the second month, the amount of loan becomes $99,808. There
is due $990 in interest (i.e.
( 1' 12) )U27X$99 ,800).
Of the $2 ,030 paid. $998 goes to the inter est and the balance
$2, 009-$993=$1 ,018 goes to reduce the principal. We now have another
complete line of the schedule of payment:
MONTH PRINCIPAL M„PAYMENT M_PAY._INT M_PAY._PR!N REDUCED-PRIN
1 130000 2000 1080 1000 99009
2 99000 2800 990 1010 97990
3 97998
The table continues until the reduced principal becomes 0. In
that case, the loan is completely paid. Note UERY CAREFULLY that in
the last month, the monthly payment may be no longer $2,900. Usually
it is adjusted to a smaller value so that the last monthly payment is
equal to the sum of payment to interest and payment to principal v $o
that the last reduced principal= 6.
Note also that the monthly payment, must kbe larger than the
interest due in the first month(- 1'r V) §,s). Otherwise, the
principal' balance will be increasing rather than( ap% decreasing,
and the loan will never be paid.
You are required to write a FLOWCHART for a program that produces
a schedule of payment when the loan, interest rate (7) p.a. (per
annum), monthly payment are input.
INPUTS
Input o-f Loan, interest rate('.) p. a., and monthly payment should
b e preceded( 6'._ )v|) by the -f o 1 lowing prompts('}'!_, g.):
INPUT LOAN IN V
INPUT LOAN INTEREST (7.) PER ANNUM
INPUT MONTHLY PAYMENT IN J
Assume that no ze r o or negative n u mb e r s are input. There is no
need to check whether inputs -fall within desired r a n ci e.
Put you have to check, whether monthly payment exceeds V
the interest due in the -first month.
OUTPUTS
1+ the monthly pa y m ent does not exceed the inter-est due in the
first month, output an error message:
THE LOAN CANNOT BE PAID BY YOUR PROPOSED MONTHLY PAYMENT.
I f the monthly payment exceeds the interest due in the -first
month, the +oi1owing table is output:
MONTHLY PAYMENT SCHEDULE
MONTH PRINCIPAL M_PAYMENT M_PAY._INT M_PAY._PRIN PEDUCED_PRIN
in the -flowchart, you need NOT care about how a line o-f 6 items
is listed as shown in the above table. Just write PRINT month,
principal, m_payment, m_pay._int, m_pay._prin, reduced_prin, Output
format should be left to the stage when actual programming in BASIC is
carried out.
You mi ay find the following sample RUN helpful to your
deve1opment:
INPUT LOAN IN%? 10000
INPUT LOAN INTEREST (7.) PER ANNUM 12
INPUT MONTHLY PAYMENT IN%? 2000
MONTH PRINCIPAL M_PAYMENT M_PAY._INT M_PAY._PRIN REDUCED_PRIN
1 10000.00 2000.00 100.60 1900.00 8100.00
2 3100.00 2008.O0 81.00 1919.0O 6181.0G
3 8131.00 2000.00 81.00 1938.19 4242.81
4 4242.81 2000.08 42.43 1957.57 2235.24
5 2285.24 2000.08 22.35 1977.15 308.89
6 308.89 311.17 3.88 393.09 0.90
LE SbOM b
statement of the probl.em
i ou are t am 1 i ar•» 1 t h rnan y c ou n t 1 no ciev). c es su c h e t h e da t ?--r]ay
c cu n t 0P 1 n a w ate h (date- ret er s t o t h e day i n a rrion t h, da y re t er~ t o
the day in a week or a mi 1 cage counter vE; °n a car. For a 1 s
such d 0C i c e s t hi e r e ft i u a t 0 e a a i n»[j i o rn e c ri a n l am t o d e a i wj i t n•_. r y
d; lE- 1 I jiTi oTi ee 1 'x dy y vD t o i-.i h eel. It ami] eaoe c ou r i t er s t an us a r
1 2 3 4 5 v i r, hi o 1 e K i 1 om e t e r) a n d i t o r i e m o r e k i 1 om e t e r is re c o r d e d, t h e
unit I'jhee i ludEEwS. rolls t o 6 arid bee omes 1 2S46. However «hi eri t h e
dev ice star ca u t 1 2 b r'v t hi en add i t l on o t one fnor e un i t mu s t n o t on i y
r o 1 1 the unit wheel to zero but also the ten-di qi t( -f r- HC a- to zero
and the hundred digit to 4.
1t we want to simulate the pro c es s o n a c ompu ter, we nee d no t
care about the carry C VU_ yx-) 1 n dec 1 ma 1 n urnber bec a u s e t his i s
automatically done by using the tollowing sugguested preogram (in
BAS I C):
1d6 C L S: REM clear screen
116 COUNTER=1: REM initlalize COUNTER
120 PRINT AT 0 ,0, USING 4 4 4 44; COUNTER
13 0 R EM: print the current £k_j 7 2 S]) counter at the
148 REM: left-top counter of the screen
1 50 C0 UNT ER=C0;JNT E R+ I: R EM u pd a t e c o u n t e r
160 IF CO UNT E R 9 9 9 9 9 THEN C U UNTER=C0UNTER- 100000
179 REM: reset counter when overflow
130 GOTO 120 REM print next number
However, it is not so simp!e to program a counter tor a cal ender
capable ot counting dates, months, years and days ot the week -from Jan
1, 19 34( 3u nday') t o Dec 3 1, 2 1 9 v Tu e sday.
We want a counter that looks like:
r: —7 J)
i 1984 1 II 1|7|
I! 1! 1
iear wheels —1 i I i
Month wheels 1 I I
Date wheels 1 I
Day wheel 1
The day wheel wil1 roil from 1 to 7 as day advances. 7 stands
f o r 3 u ri d a y, 1 stands f o r M on day,..., 6 s t a n d s f o r Sat u r d a v. Th er e i•=•
no carr y ou t ji__ $L of this- wheel.
The date wheels will advanc e decimally( 1 -G2j) f but with a
var i abi e upper limit( d FfC) of 3 1 (Jan), 2928 Feb), 31
(Mar), 39 (Apr), 31 (May), 30 (Jun), 31 (Jul), 31(Aug), 30 (Sep), 31
(Oct) j 30 (Nov), 3 1 (Dec). The 2928 days in February depends on
whether or not the year being counted is a leap year.
The rule of leap year is this: If the year is a multiple of 4
(e.g. 1984, 1988,...), it is usually a leap year, except that if it
i s a mu It i pie 109 but riot a my Itiple of 489 (e.g. 1900, 2106 are not
leap years, but 2000 is a leap year because 2G00499 is an integer,),
The month wheels advance decimally to 12 and then carry one to
( u.-_) the year wheeh.
The year wheels a dva n c e decimally until it is one day before
2200. The counter should stop when it shows 219912312.
INPUTS
There is no input for this program.
OUTPUTS
In this program the date-day calendar should be output one by one
starting fr cm 1984 1 17 and stop at 2 1 f 9 1 2 312.
You are required to produce a FLOWCHART for the simulation
(iTJiLL) program. In the flowchart, you need NOT care about the
output format (e.g. PRI NT AT (8,0), USING tHUHi, YEAR;). Just write
print YEAR. Inputout put format should be left to the stage when
actual programming in BASIC is carried out.
HINTS
The f1 ow chart contain many decision boxes, including those listed
below (not necessarily in order, and not complete):
1. Is the day n ow 23
2. Is the month 2 0
3. Is- the year divisible by 4'
4. Is the year divisible by 19 8
5. Is the year divisible by 486 7
6. Is the month 9, 4, 6, or 11
7. Is the counter now 219912312°
3. Is the month 12°
And so on.
There could be other useful checks. Use the date-day in the
presen t mon th.
•
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A TEST ON FOP-1 FOUR STUDENTS' PROGRAMMING PROBLEM SOLVING ABILITIES
Time A 1 1 ow eel: One And a half hnurc.
Instructions: Try you r best to solve the fo 1 1 ow i n g probl eD according
to the toll ow l n q r e c orrvn enda t l ens:
( 1) Use a P EN CI L to de-f I ne the prob! en in your ow n way
on the -first page of the answer bock. Write
anything, draw anything you think appropriate.
(2) Use a BLUE BALL PEN to suggest a methpd to solve the
probl em as highlighted on page 1 of your an swe r
book. Write anything, draw anything you think fit.
If you wane to c range anything on page 1, use t hi e
BLUE BALL PEN to make vour chanoe.
(3) De-velcp a flowchart to solve the probl em, using the
the strategies as devised on step 2. You may make
some drafts first, but you have to cross out all the
drafts before you hand in the solution. Document
your f1ow chart (explain variables used, identify
the function of the major steps, etc.).
If you want to change anything on pages 1 and 2
(corresponding to steps i and 2), use RED BALL PEN
to make your change.
You rnay trv some data to verify your algori tm.
STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
its automobles are used based on the leave-time and 'return-time,
which are available. The company charges the rental fee on a daily
basis. Thus 3 days and i minute of rental time will be rounded up to 4
days and charged accordingly. The rental fee is MOO each day if the
rental time is less than or equal to 3 days. it charges ~-96 a day if
the rental time is more than 3 days. However, the rental time CANNOT
exceed 7 diys,'
Your job is to write a flowchart for a program that can process
an indefinite number of records, output the rental car numbers, the
corresponding rental durations and the corresponding fees charged.
Document your flowchart whenever it is necessary.
INPUTS
Both '1eave-time and return-time are given in the form of 3
numbers. The first represents the day of a week: 1 tor Monday, 2 for
Tuesday,... ,7 for Sunday. The second number is the time in hours
based on a 24-hour clock. The third number is the time in minutes.
For example, 1,?, 24 means 9:24 AM Monday; 7, 13, 47 means 1:47 PM
Sunday. You may assume that each rental car number, together with the
corresponding set of these 6 numbers, are organized in a DATA
can nunber, 1eave- tirrieday, hour, minute, return-time day, hour, minute
There is no need to validate these data whether they fall within
the appropriate ranges. The end of data is indicated by a false data
set in which the car number, leave-time and return-time are -I, 0,
0, 0, 0, 0, 0.
For each input record, output the rental car number, the elapse
time of rental in number of days, number of hours and number of
minutes, and then output the corresponding fee.


































3 2 3 23
1 11 19
8 2 4 1
3 10 42
0 0 0
XXX END OF TEST XXX
A TEST ON FORM. FOUR STUDENTS' PROGRAMMING PROBLEM SOLOING ABILITIES
Time allowed: One and a half hours
Instructions: Try your best to solve the following problem according
to the following rec omm endations:
i) Use a PENCIL to define the problem in your own way
on the first page of the answer book. Write
anything, draw anything you think appropriate.
(2) Use a BLUE BALL PEN to suggest a methpd to solve the
problem as highlighted on page 1 of your answer
book. Write anything, draw anything you think fit.
If you want to change anything on page i, use the
BLUE BALL PEN to make your change.
(3) Develop a flowchart to solve the problem, using the
the strategies as devised on step 2. You may make
seme drafts first, but you have to cross out all th
drafts before you hand in the solution. Document
your flowchart (explain variables used, identify
the function of the major steps, etc.).
If you want to change anything on pages 1 and 2
(correspondlng to steps 1 and 2), use RED BALL PEN
to make your change.
You may try some data to verify your algoritm.
STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
is charged nn. hp t n t 1
family income. arising in or derived from Hong Kong
F 3 r hi v p a r pv p p v nprsnn who p a r n=» a a a 1 a r v Hap a rl u t v t o fill -in a
detai1ino his (and his wife's, if aDoli cable) or
her total income for the year beginning 1 April and ending the
1 1~ O 1 M- r-. K TWr-. 1 r~. nr .-.H P -n--»
nisher salary tax in the toilowlng year.
If a man (and his family, if applicable) or a singled woman earns
T (NX 10000+ X),
where N is a non-neoative inteoer, and 0 C= X 10030. then hisher
net chargeable income is com p u t e d according to the
foilowin g formula:
Net chargeable income= total income- total allowances
wnere total ai iow a n c e s ) is computed according to
Table 1. Hisher salaries tax payable
computed according to Table 2.
is then
Table 1: Total allow ances in 1982-83
Personal al 1ow ance(»)= 23000
Wife allow ance (S)= 23000
Child all ow ance.( d):
8000 for the 1st child
13500 for the 1st L 2nd children
18500 for the 1st to 3rd children
18500 for the 1st to 4th children
20580 for the 1st to 5th children
22500 for the 1st to 8th children
23500 for the 1st to 7th children
24500 for the 1st to 3th children
25500 for the 1st to 9th children
25500 for more than 9 children
Dependent parent allow ance (S):
10008 for each dependent parent (at most 4)
Table 2: Salaries tax rates for 1 5' 3 2- 3 3
Net Chargeable income (t) Rate Tax($)
On the first 10008 5'. 500
On the next 10000 10. 10 8 Q
On the first '00 0 0 150 0
On the next 10088 15 1500
On the first 38000 3808
On the next 10008 28 2888
On the first 40003 5008
On any net chargeable income 25
in excess of 40800
The total tax charged cannot exceed 15 of the income before
deducting total all ow ances. C ?L ff% -T• Z 9.7 -jb 0 ST
You are required to write a complete FLOWCHART for a program that
can process an indefinite number of records of taxpayers arid produce
information as described in the OUTPUTS section.
INPUTS It is Known that each record of taxpayer has been written in
a DATA statement in the following format:
DATA,,,,
F i 1 e_c ode 1 1111
Mar i t a 1 _s t a tu s—— 1 1 1 1
Total-income— 1 1!
Number_of„ch i 1 dren: 1 i
Number-_of_dependen t_paren ts— 1
File_code of a taxpayer is a string containing hisher identity
card number. Marital_status is a number, It is 0 if the taxpayer is
single, devorced(), or widowed(), whereas it is 1 if
the taxpayer is a married male. T o t a 1_income is a positive integer.
Number— of_children and number— of— dependent-parents are non-negative
integers. The latter cannot exceed 4.
You may assume that these items in DATA statements are all
we 1 1-checKed. There is NO need to check whether they fall within
desired ranges.
The end of record is indicated by a false DATA statement:
DATA- 1 ,-1,-1,-1,-1
You m a y also a s s u m e that there is- at least one r ec or d to be
processed.
OUTPUTS The following table should be output:
FILE CODE TOTAL INCOME T-ALLOWANCE N. C. INCOME TAX PAYABLE
where T-ALLOWANCE means TOTAL ALLOWANCES,
N.C. INCOME means NET CHARGEABLE INCOME.
Please pay NO attention to h ow a line with 0 it em s is printed.
You may simply write PR I NT fi1e_code, t o t a 1_ln come) t o t a 1_ a 1 1owance,
net—chargeab1e_income, tax_payable. Output format should be left to
the stage when actual programming in BASIC is carried out.
Please note CERY carefully that:
(1) If the employee need not pay tax, hisher net-chargeable
income should be 0 (NOT a negative number).
(2) If the employee pays- 15' of hishis familyher total income,
hisher total a 1 1 owan c e-S= 9 (NOT a post ive number) and hisher net
chargeable inc om e= total income.
The foil owin g s am pie table may be helpful:
FILE CODE TOTAL INCOME T-ALLOWANCE N. C. INCOME TAX PAYABLE
2C1-C3333335 10 000.09 79500.09 0.0 0 0.60
2D2-D4444445 129508.00 79508.00 50008.00 7500.00
2E2-E5555555 250000.00 0.00 250000.09 37500.00
(All the abov e taxpayers are all m ar r1ed males each with 2 children a nd
1 dependent parent.)
C A'±±r,pT J. mUSE J:
CAC) A PA-A Y HcLjm6i ctilLb ALL£liAfJC£c
vec-LAKt- ARAca(J pcf TAX££ FtL£ C0D£
irAVJS
cAfysnBrtfcCOzitedt T 1 To FA cohE
;, cA(6)ziif$4; cMj)si3$4 c_tsj hj 0 of- CHI LFi h rj
CA(2)-lsT4 C3yi55p„ j
j _J• AO, Or P£ PZNVAS.LE PARENTS
] PA Personal AUPwwez
j pfUHT•' £N-£ (OPfJ yj A V« ir£ A£ L t ivA p.; C£
7rAL j c A Ctiiip A LLoUjakIC F
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Description and dpogram 1 isting.of the CAL system
Technical Summa r y
i he size of the L-hL programj when prcQrammed as a b i n y 1 e
i o ad module, is a b out 4 8 K, w h i c h exceed a. t h e m erri r v- p a c ef. i—•—-
av a. i 1 ciu i e w h t ri o p e p a t i n g i ri a o b i t rn i croc em p u t en. i h e n e f o p e
the CAL system was desi gnea to be run i n over 1 ay struc ture,
i.e. only one subprogram! was in the mi a in memory one at a
time.
C ommunic a tion bet we en subproqr am s is ha ndied in the
fo 1 1 owi nq 'ways;
( 1) 0 n e a- u b pi r o g r am c a. n p r ov i d e d a t a p a r an e t e r s t h a t i s
c omm: o n to e i t h e r=. u b p r o g r am: a-.
( 2) On e s u b p r o q r ami c a n s t o r e the d a t a file in d i s k e 11 e
that car: be a c c e s= e d b y other s u b p r o g r ami a-,
T h e r e a r e f i v e 1 e a- a- o n s i n t h e L'A L a- y s t em r F o r e a c h
1 e a a- on, t h ere a r e f o u r t o s i x prestored files. The first• i
tile w a s t hi e P R 0 D E F( p r- o q r ami definition) file. T hi e rest e.j e r e
the HINT( 1 ess on h i n t a) f i 1 es i n van i oua- 1 eve i of
d ev e 1 o pm en t. S tude n t a- c a n a c c e a- a- t h e P R 0 D E F file in the
-•P ecification s t a q e. T h e y c a n a. c c e a- s the hi I NT f i i e a- e i t h er
1•! the planning or f1owc 11 artinq stage.
Other tiles are students-' learning file(LF) in various
level of development. They to br created during run
time.
At the end of each lesson, students are requested to
produce a hard copy of thrie learing files( LF) they Are
Teguired to cut the print fopiea of the learning filea
and paste them on the work book so as to match theii
corresponding flawcharts.
i L ~z i~' r.••-''—
I J I. i({ j fj({, I I: ill j. I I «7r'.. Pd L I•' L.' !-J 1 1 i 1 i:!'' 1•'
I•' r a r; e•. until, the fire!. I npul iK.imher j. s nog a T i v e..
INPUT!. J 3 1
!' nputs, T ypes Range
—C GOC d Of I'' e.:G. v, G. I..L i.v O
y• c o o i' c! j t T' r e a x v I e•••
; -c.:( jor d c. f Q r ea I va 1 ue G
a- c: o ci i' ci() f(! I- e a! v a i. i .1 e a U
TI j r(.-• is n o need t(.; c I i e c: T range en opt. t. Tie;••• c:(• o r e i ot P.
PU T PUT LIS!
K V i! I I V O I'() I' pi .1 t., U' .1 T.|.) U t f
!—,' I I» I K( I i I I I i' 1 I' I 1' 1'•|
p r(' i: 111: I. LI(• I ui'!. Nr lu l. UlJit i' ur
I». I. I i,• i W,|. I I., I'.. I!i• i i L p.; i p.. u id!'(: 'L I I'.• 1 LU 11 11-1 T
I, I I I I I f. j I I I I i I•( ')[I I I I V III
!' i 01! i;' 1 1, i•' I.; j; i,i I!; I. i.J[.. h,r
I J..( i i•|. s-f('(• '•••'I•' .Hi•! i l 'I. ..u.i; P. I ,i ,'i :i i:-: r
i i',,... i m 1 N(''• T h 'r' r' IT 11
•p. I!•' t• 1 i: p. I. (J t.d...... iA.) J. lip., j. l)!....
..... i.• ,i ,ii r~. r I| r i g 11- i. i?
! v::, I I I I I M ;1. .1. TT'!'! J.! 1! 11
l,!( j f Lv 7A i'f'i E'!! G 1 Q i i t NI.! i'HLK]. !1«...
P is Iosor Q IS HIGHER
!•' en i.Tie nqhl. of U '1T IS RIGHTHGST
P h U on same NEITHER IS
aerti. c,..U.! me. R] G! IT HOST
!••• o 11(:. h e]. tf r t o r I T'' Q.!' S T; i: G H TH 0 3 T''
!'r et.j r' ani T ii: iii l i~i t l oi: !:::.IdD LJI v.l (JB''
IO RELATIONSHIP
tond i t i on s Ac.: 1.1 on s
I I asT: I if i ;inut s Untut.it |.je t..rnj.j t s
i: t a G h B D!:::' r in t... C G].' !M G I D E 11
T-f- P v. (71 ,|rp- p,,- -j 4- p y |..j T ni.|f:p ii-»• I I V.. I I U w. I I _l_ I I• J.|| ,i.•|)) I
c o i 11 e i tJ O' a n r I P .i 1.)
- ana
i 1 0 c::t S L? C O I II[..) 1 L? L. 0 V. Il 0 t. x!?v! J I R 1! i y O LI i 0 i'l L lAJ E' L U O G k-
it's SON 1 FILE: O 1: H I N T 1. 1 J
LEVEL 1 HINTS:
0 P r o c e s!•:: t la 0 1 I .1 a w 1 n g:
0. J. P r i 111 p r o rn p t: s a n d i n p u t- c o g r d i n a 10 s
„ 2: Check wI 10til 10r' t. he pr'Girarci t.0riTii nat00 or cent i nues
O m a If p 1 o g r a ih continues. dGC 1 de and out put c or r 0 s p on d i n q m e s s a g 0
0. 4 G o 1: G 0. 1
LESSEN! FILE: 01: HINT J. 2.1.
!... EVE! 2 I I1. NTS:
C.2 c. n he:! 01; a :i led as;
- I! i '..hi.-: Nil. 11 '..uiib»:!: v. neqat. :i. e then pri i'i L NND GF JGB message and stop
e.! s 0 g i 11..[ i 1:, j.
'.•.••.. I.fl!.' ii »'0 t.i•! I C d i ':i;
N-•- 0 •1• i- j t• w hi»• 111 e i I 1 a i i d N.. ii.,' j. n .1 n c :i. d e„ I f c o :i. i i e I. d 0 p r i n t m 0 s s a q 0 (0 h 1 c. h o n 0)
1.• i. S'.• d i; not. p! 1 1. fii G S S a g 0
' 111 h o L. 11 c. a s 0 s q; t o'). a. 2! a
1 N 2. I) e I: e I- n i :i. r i e w h i c h i s la I g I»e r a n d p!•- i n t s n i t. a b 1 e rn e s s a g e a n d t hi e n q o t a 0. 3
K J- 0 e I: e r i ii 111 e w 11 i c. la i s r i g la t n: o s t. a n d p r :i. n t. s u :i. t a b 1 e iTi e s s a q e
.. E S S 0 N 1 EI L E; D 1: H] N T 1 3 1
LEVEL 3 HINTS:
0- 3. 2 C A N B E D E T A I L E D A S:
if 0' 0 1.1 in; i pi j. ;i: iTi'.•:''.. aq e 1'•' and goto 0.3.3 else
.2.2 H no then pi int. mossaGo•••?) AND THEN GOTO 0.. 3„ 3 else
fN 3,.. 2. I Print i n e s s a g e(?) a i, d i:|-. e n g o t o 0. 3. 3
E'(.'..In ilit 'I i t t-'i•'»' n S !i ii'H• (J h 0 C r.tu'.j.a i 0fl b b h e c: t LI d p n
I I 10 I I. t I'- '••'I ll: I I:'''•'' i|•''
j-, c Mil L I I I I f.. I I M I i. I i I III L 0 J 0 iiOt M I'.') C) 0 X 1'.. 'I V 1 If t 0 Q 0 I
INPUT LIS I
] i I J.J LI 1.' I V|) 03 I B I I ('-I (5
A Jim;- N w! I I i I'l!' (vM:U M I i y value
i i i (J i c. a{.. o- p'''
i I. i 11 of I I'j a.'
a(::• t; .i( N j a a
p (j i=, i t :i V 0 L l'i t. 0 (j (a i.
01:her wi 0 i I :i. a
I 1.'i? I'; I 1' I i l l i. I 1 i' i 1
t.'! i i-• j.; r og r• iii..
r• j• j 1.•• a 1[.' 1
.11....I I!'» 1 I! i;) I
!•'•• t 1): 1;; I' (J 1.I() I. 11 M;' J. 1 p I..I t. O
!-'I Oilip t 11 O!' I i .i; I i! i.• I! UP UN j. L,H SI:::! L'O
t: IM I)MM J. 1.1 MI, o• l: L.' rUU WANT I U F]. ND
1 A........ i.,.... I— .1. t I'l ji r'M Ny'N t:;.' L Ul Wl! L (...I I LI It;..' I M 17. 7) I J i I
SLtiT'l u f ll iamb Mi s df 0
to! j i'(' a 1 J n a t0 (J.
Prompt user the 'THE SUN OF THE
nou] t of NUMBERS IN THE
c: a 1 o li 1 a 11 o i-i. I N D J. C A T E D S E T IS'
i. i.: n i r o c I r e. n J 1 o n i, i
Pr omp t 1.1 a or the end' .END OP JOB
o f j ~i r n l i i am„
IO RELATIONSHIP
0 o n d i t i o r: A c. 11 o 11
A::•! t o r 111 p li t 0 li t; p u t a p r o m p t.
11 I! i o n umber iopLit Ui.iLjiji .i t a m e s s a g 0
1 s a p o 01 t i v 0| j r a rr: j j t i n q r e s n 11
II 110 g 0 r o f c a 1 c li 1 a t i o n.
11 1.1 i 0 r; 0. i ii I j e i 11 1 j.) uv t. 01.1 l. p u. t a m 0 e b a q 0
I i I l.j t. j J O j. t 1 V 0 (J T 0 i'| (j O t j O I.J.
]. i: t o n 01
LESSON 2• I L E D1:: H I N I'2 J. 1
LEVEL J HINTS:
0 P r d c e s s' 11 i e f a .1.!. o w i n g:
0. .1 Pr j rrt: pr ornpt to ask -for iripi.it of a nLimber' N
0. 2 E! i i• c I-:, w! i e t.: h e r' t! i e p r o q r a m I: e r m l n a t e a oc o n t i. n li e b
0. 3 If j.n oq i am cor: 11 imiol, c omp ut e the sum of numbers in the set. indicated by
1 n p i j t i i o. a i i(. I o u. t j u t 1.1.• e b li m.
0.4 goto 0.1
( r-)'••- r i ,r~„ V|.. J J T E I? i ii)•.' i i 1.• I- ill- a I i I'• i-H l I|1._ t... I. i t i -i. i t...« f. i. n I lill I!. v
j r— i|(-|, I j||• r,%!. I::: v i::.I. i I I. i v i 2.)«
• c.an be dot a i.!. s (1 as:
- I i f npn I. i: o. N•' a r i d i. a an j. nteger then goto u„ 3 e 3 Be print message (7'7')
a I i S O j i
O... i a i i i j i.• J o f .a i.! i'(! i. s
. I f i nd the em a 1 lest, number 3N in the set
• !11'l'! 1L!- n: o f r a n s ec t i v e n li m b ei s i n t h e s e t s t a r t i n q f r a m S N 11 p t o
SNi-N -1
••- (Jutput |aroflipt and sum
LESSON 2 EILE: D1:HINT23J.
LEVEL 3 HINTS:
3- I can be detailed as:
1 1 ',:i l:u-° no•'• 1!' J- f-- -'-no. of nos. in set (M-l) si= j -i-7m(
N~l+1
'-! 1':'' 1'' 5'•'• the case that M l. What is the case when N-1? Does 3N
h a v e a 11 y ni e a n i 11 g a h t j M;[ e
V -3.2 can bo detailed as;
i'' I l..; I, n' N !J -f- •bvi-4- 1. J- .j. K I i— j-. v (11 v i 4• v a, i .1.; i w M 1 1,) j g)
l'1|1;:tlDn: !hl '-1''J' I.l-ie case l;hat M l. What is the c ass when N==l?
LEVEL 4 HINT'S-
„ 3„ 1. J(. •i. bo:- d0i'.ai I o.V'Ci as:
0. 3. 1- 1.. I 3(,• 1. 3 N- 0
0- 3. 1- J.. V It N:-=1 l:l'i i got. (j 0.- 1.. 1- 4 .1 se
(.). 3. 1. 1„ 3.' •-1, a I oop t: o compui: e SN- .1 1 Lt.-- t- oN~ 1)
0.3.3-1.4 SN-SM-H
g t. id l; c (i I. y 0.. '2. 1 can bo.- dcd ai I i-_• c! si mi .L ar!. y.!-' I. (SiSe do i t. yoursEl t
!FS::ON' F II F Ij 1: I ;,RODLr- '7
fhe rule to terminate the proqram is:
Pc gl ii...i111: j 1 LIi f ;.aI be I.)ri 1 i; oi. ateiTigi it .1.' c.go ma 1' cowi'iia•- 1 c0mm a'- 1 comma' -1
' c t' .1 i. b r ead»
INPUT LIST
j i i| j ii Lb! y p i b P a i i g e l:
St uc! en t s' cat a s s liit oqers .1. L
n t.uiiij ei b
Stud en t s' friar k s J. n t e q e r s A .1.....-
j j. i i i a I b e Ante per J.
1 I i I; I 1, I. 1! •lilt-' I: t
1 i i i'm.; i t i a ca i! I. o c h e c L w I' i e't h o r :i. ft p li 1'.'. s rail .1 o i. thin appr Gpr at o i' a n u e
( ii i r r-• i ri i T';;.• i t i...).% i
1 I till S f O I' t I Li!. p 1.1 I. B U I I t.{..) LI t. S
.1 i i t. i oduc 1.. or y i ail.)!.»•? t i t. I. t-•
T'l O3 3 ;:.t I.) e
1 a b 1 0 h e a cl 111 q (JI... i- VS S NLL A-,»
T a b I e p r 111t1 n g St1. d e i 1t s' n o 5 fii a r k s
I o t a 1 I. i ii0 1(.) 1 AL t otal mar k b on A„.
A VOL I C](;' L 1 RE AVE. Cl V 0. iTl Li T k 5 OR A..„
1 n i' I 1 x I I[ b I' J' L~' I' I L.!•: I 1 l.Jiu ~r1.!. r
t toild i t i on s Ac 11 on s
!'!- og i a id s t. a r t. i ig Pr i n t i n t r a. m e s s a q e
L t'•+ or 0 j j i 11111 n q T a b 1 l- h e a d
t a b 1 e
Lead a Do 1 A I .i no Print no. and marks
A f t er p r i n 11 n g F' r 1 n t t. o t a 1 1 i n e
t a b! o
'1 I- •-1 P i• l. L i i: q F' r i r 11 a v o r a q e i i n e
I r| 1 1• r, a- C. v.V .i. x I K.
LEVEL 1 HINTS:
O i-'r CiC G5 B (he f 'O J. i (j IJ!. BQ
0„ J P r i i 11 t: a! j I 0 t. i t. J. e a n (.1 t. a b 1 0 11 a d
1 M .2 Pi cc ess d at. a f or' total! i n 0 arid average 1 :l n 0 and print t able
0.3 Print total line
0. 4 Pomp u.t e a rer ape and print, aver ape i ine
. E 3 3 0 N 3• I L F.: II1: H I Id T 3 2 1
? EVE!.. 2 ELI NTS:
. 2 can be detail led as:
1 v. I la id i.)i t I m!. :i. lie to olit.a 1 n a s ti.iclenI 1 c i ass no. SN and 11 i. s 'her iiiar' Lb
on a rib j ec t s 11 if(..,.) E
v.-1. 2. 2 i)i 4 C'l'Vn.! ne el1 e I. her' s ti.i.1 on i .0 umbei I„ it•; 1 hen goto o..: else roan't i nLie
.'..,| t 1 1 11- -11 11 r r 1.. 1.... 1... 1. 1 1...,, 1.§
--' 1 I l.i.Oll.. I llt.lt.'. I 11.,!, LJl llJI. 1-1 I I. t III:.:! I Mini.'!••.! Ot 1. 1.11 .1 tr.:'I I'. t:; 111 V B i' i. ,'i b.!. O N
i'uu' i 11 ;i i.! d :.ii.!! an :i n i t.1 a! 1 z a t. i on I. ii.-. aid set M a't Idle hedinriiriG ra f vour
.J t
i! o e e! i a r L..
t'- .i i!.., E( .JMLJi.. ,i: 11 I. 1 lit' at ad en Lb. mar k b on sub i eo t s A B S I.) and E :i. ri variables TA
T B I L! 13 and TE respect i vol y
Voi.i shoi.il (.1 set TA:~0.... T E0 in the initialization boat
o..... S Pi i lit t. ii e stud en t. s class number and his mar k s on A B C D E on a line
0 l— I;-'• ISC.. O ij u I., i. j.
•• 1 ean be detai 3. ed as:
1 T i!'•- ii--' 11 r! 'I r a j 11 i v- ~r r t' r' t v...........• i i 1111 i l.J I i iE e i I l.'.t 1(.... i 1.! E oi i a ,l i i IE
. 4 Cmn i.ii..1 i.let .ii 1 ed as
1- r•• H-.'t .'i' aile if:..-i i s O: i i-i B L Li L. can be cofiputed b v AVEAr- i AN..« AVEE—! EN
0.4.2 Print AVE AVEA... AVEE on a line
t E 3 3 0 N 3 F 1 L E: I.) 1: H I M T 3 3 1
• i 1 1 I| i I i r;'.,I 1 v• i.. 1«— c1••» L. L..' i i.. N!«
:)' I— ..r i. i'-- i. .ii: i j i u 1-. i. ;-i i .1 i.'u -s:
I• 1!!! ,j+ 1-.. I 4, i' i.
II I... I„(_ I» 1- I. '1 Of Elf v. ,1 1 4 f t J ciS-
: l'1 :|1 'I;.• I I,-;;,,.,; i.., c r I A... TE- TE i- the student's marks
o r i s li b i e c: t E
[he r 1.1] t o L. far mi a at: a the proqr am ls:
I v(,{ i|.| i,|• r'j i v i i i j i(|; 11( v~,1 .j t! i x 1!. E!. 'J(- Iv! f'l! h i'•.)! ih I:: F(• i!. L'«-« i h. lJ tA t
«„ a MOM[ HI V PA AIL!-I! SCHEDULE
t U r .III1 I'll
I
INPUT! 1ST
J 111j•.11,! vj') 00 ii i' J
I-'r 11n i |j a 1 i '..pa.!
[ i I t. 01' i?t r dtE: i• r 1.
')| j ;'l r il l I 11.Un
!v!( jl 11.1:! y p .1 I c.'I. p'U
I III 'I I'
i!• i•,|• I;; I'd i.' !i l!• -v!:;• 1! i• '1 i. I j jl Ll h L: i'... i..! W I LU iI P Bp LC 'i r IC P'BrjpBS
I I 1 I'' I'!|''1Jl j I IU i! i; i
P;'. Pp- r i 11' I i•' i'• i.J Ll i..; i 1 L;
!•. I I ,1 l I| p j I,[ I J) Is! I' h{ 111
;! e 111 j; i .x.• -I L t) iJi! i! i J;! j i I. .J i -i i u!! v! i
1 i J i ij I 111 1 i.|; J; i.
I 'i u ;iip'. u.' -i' i I (j upi r».. pa .1 MPLi! LMJmN J N 1
i. i. t(;: r g? at 1• p. I: e( X) p- a. E!:: hi: S 1( X
i' OiTip'i. LU i.pl'' (ri 1 i l. (uI 1 Mr LJ! MUM I HL_V
m t) r: t. h 1 V i' a v il'it J i T P' P, Y M r. N 1 1 h i 't 11I
U pill i J I ii| til a t i; j -.a l I I H!;: LGAN CAN
t ..a fi nevt ?r he pj.pi d N E V[- R PL PAID...
P '.Ij I!!. t. J. r- MONTHLY PAYMENT...
PAN 0 liead MONTH PRINCIPAL...
1•. ib!. p u (.ti.l v in on l Pi pi- .1 p,pal.,,
IO PEL A I iUNSHIP
l t )I 11 I 1'. j i a l ie. t j| i
! h P. I f O! 0Li t I j Ll t p! G inp t
i r j p 111. v.. hi 0% s a p 0 s
It i It 0 r i• B t 1 Pi {J Ll t |J Li t I.' a!' Til! f LJ
PI,- 1'-- I. I-.I 1!.' I I! l J! M 1 I NIL-' L; c, u.j ps
I. I i'•''' v l 1,. i i i J Pi
i i SSL) U -I FI£: D- H 1 NT 4 I .1.
LEVEE 1 HINTS:
0 FI' DC. Ci5 5 the T (J L 1 OW1 f! Cj 1
,j h j F'r iiit prompt s to a si for i nputo o -f p r i n c; :i. p a 1 of I oan, in tor est rate (7.) per
a n r i l m. m o n t! i 1. y p a y n i o n t
0-2 a!: o c!• whether print table or rend .i. nq warninq message and stop
0.3 Cornpi..ito and print table
reu 4 rji r•• rat 'HINT42J, v I s _l(,(,| i.. I M A .1. M I I .i. I I I I- J-
1 r— i i r- i i r h I r'LI:: v 12: i: J 1 1: to-
1.). 2•_ a- n 1 e c.101 a i I en as:
11„ 2.. .1 0 1!; 'i '4 1 n '.In.' f s t in on 1 iv i r: no pa I a( i ntor est rate C A) p. a- 1 2 UO)
Of lit i.11 11! 11 v p a veen t. 11 n t or real. Tn 1.4'io j. st monti i then oont i nuG else print
en I I' i i I I j nil''.:' C| O. I: I I!' i) p
I .1 r i J O ill'' -1 I i O' I:
,, T» I... i .i.i.i i.» i I.... I i i.. I.. J...' 1..., I i I J n l.:!.'.': I .Ill;. Il.i I..! I. I I. .1 1 O
11.. 2 HoiTij:»Lit O' an d pi: int t a b .1 o b o (j y nnti 1 r e d l.i o e d j j r i n c i p a 1 t0
.•• za l 1 I r~ T, T N -I., I| T k I -r-] -;v .1o as U: t i-. i r.« i: .1.:: rarJ 1 -1- J.
' f- 1 1 f I•' I I Y In I V r.1.... it. LL 11 j 11 i L L
( s( k 1 vf V'M T' I r)-'••.«-•.• 1-- e. [.HdE-i 1:2is. L!e 1 m .1 L:: j 10
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INIT s u b p r o q r a m
The INI I su b program is t he tirs t s ubprogram e x e c uted
du r i ri q the learning or o g r ami. It per to r mi s t h e t o 1 I dim i n q
t a s k s i
1) Initial 1z e t he varia b1es it used.
d) bo t the learning+ i 1 ee- f LF) ot t ti e or ev i ou e-
1 earn i n g s essi o n k it an y) an d i o a d t h e D E B U G
pr ogr ami.
(3) Prompt the student to enter hisher name forv in
t he+ i r s t 1 e s a- o n,
4) 1 -f t h e h a r d c o p y o i t n e 1 e a. r n i n g til e s i n t h e 1 a s. t
1 e s- s o n hi a s bee n o u t p u t, p r omi p t the a-1 u d e r i•: t c
enter next lee- s- o r i c o d e r
5; D e t e r- m i n e m.i h s then 111 e 1 e s- s o n code i s acre p.' t e ci.
L o a o the 3 P E L- s- u b p1 r o q r ami it the loo s o r i c o cl e i
acceptsd,
T ti e INI T su bpr oqr -ami i s- 1 oc k e d s-o s t u d en t c an n o t! i o t t h e
P i o g r ami a n d find out the lee- e- o r i c o d e e-.
1 R£K mlNITH
2 CLEAR: POKE 82,0
3 COMMONALL
4 HX=300: DIM L$(MX), BUF$ (100)
5 ON ERRORGOTO41
4 OPEN 31, 'DlsLFDIRINPUT
7 JJ=1
g IF EOF(i) THEN 12
a INPUT H, BUFS(JJ)
10 JJ=JJ+1
11 GOTO8
12 LHCHECKS=BUF$(JJ-1): KAHS=LEFT$(BUFS(1),LEN(BUF5(1))-2)s IF NAMS- THEN 14
13 IF MID$(LHCHECKS,LEN(LHCHECKS)-1,!)=§ THEN LHS=§: I$=R!SHTS(LKCHECKS,1): I=VAL(IS 1: RUN Dl:DEBUG
14 CLS: PRINT «REGISTRATION«
15 IF NAMSO THEN 24
16 PRINT 'Please input your nane at the position indicated.'
17 PRINT Check very carefully before you hit the return key. You cannot change it afterwards.1
19 HAMS=,s LINE INPUT 3NAME: B; NANS
19 IF NAM$=as THEN 14
20 IF INSTRINAHS,,3)0 OR INSTR(NAM$,J1)0 THEN PRINT: PRINT 'NO y OR';' ARE ACCEPTED.': GOTO 18
21 OPEN 31, aDl:LFDIR'GUTPUT
22 PRINT SI, NAMS +PO
23 CLOSE H
24 PRINT WHICH LESSON ARE YOU GOING TO STUDY?'
25 PRINT LESSON CODE IS GIVEN BY THE TEACHER.'
26 AS=: INPUT 'PLEASE INPUT LESSON CODE:; A?
27 IF AS=COORD THEN 1=1: GOTO 39
28 IF AS-'SET' THEN 1-2: SOTO 39
29 IF AS=RESULT THEN 1-3: GOTO 39
30 IF AS=AMORT THEN 1-4: GOTO 39
31 IF AS= COUNTERa THEN 1-5: GOTO 39
32 PRINT: PRINT 'REGISTRATION IS NOT ACCEPTED 1!
33 PRINT: PRINT IF YOU KANT TO LEAVE, TYPE 'ABORT' AND THEN RETURN.
3( PRINT: PRINT 'IF YOU WAST TO CONTINUE, TYPE 'CONT' AND THEN RETURN.': PRINT
35 AS=•'; INPUT 'TYPE 'CONT' OR 'ABORT' AS
36 IF ASO'ABORT' AND ASO'CQNT' THEN 33
3? IF AS=ABORT THEN END
38 GQTQ14
3? PRINT: PRINT'LESSON CODE IS ACCEPTED.': PRINT
0 1 S=MIDS(STRS(I),2): PRINT 'THIS IS LESSON';I; RUN 01:SPEC'
1 IF ERR=129 THEN RESUME 21
2 PRINT 'ERROR IN LINE'; ERL
3 PRINT 'ERROR CODE-'; ERR
M RESUME 6
4SPEC subproqr a.m
The SPEC subprogram performs the following tasks:
( 1) Prcmpt the student write hisher own proqram
specification.
( 2) Prod u c e the p r e s1 o red P R 0 D E F f i 1 e s s ten b y step s o
t hat the s tuden t c a n rri a t c h hi s'' h e r ow n p r o g r am





PRINT Please turn to page 1 of the question answer book; 1;': PRINT
, PRINT Read slowly 2nd try to understand the problem. Don't hurry I'll wait for you.
'PRINT Hhen you finish, please type Y and return.;
A$=: INPUT AS: IF ASO'Y THEN 7
•PRINT: PRINT Please write down, on your answer hook, the program specification in your or way.
10 PRINT Try not to copy every thing in your question book.'
I! PRINT: PRINT dhen you finish, please type Y and return.
12 A=: INPUT AS: IF ASO'Y THEN GOSUB 119: GOTO 9
:3 PRINT: PRINT Are you sure that there is NO omission9
4 PP. I NT: PRINT Please RE-READ the problem slowly and carefully.
n PRINT CHECK every sentence tc aake sure you UNDERSTAND the searing o; the problem.'
.-.PRINT If necessary, underline each sentence you think. 1 r.por tan:.'
1; PRINT: PRINT h'hen you finish, please type Y and return.';
13 A$=: INPUT A3: IF ASO'Y THEN 17
; S0SU3 119: PRINT 'Answer the following questions and see whether your written specification
I PRINT satisfy y requireaent. Hake aaendaent corrections O necessary.'
21 PRINT
.? ftS=: INPUT Are you ready? (Type Y-and return.}; AT
?J IF ASO'Y GOTO 19
14 SOSUB119
5 PRINT How oany sets of data should be processed
-i PRINT (A) only one;
• I PRINT (3) sooe fixed number;'
•3 PRINT (C) indefinite.
CRINT Usually there is no definite answer for this question, it depends on how you :co- at t? e coble:..
PRINT: PRINT But when you choose one of these iters, you snould always stick to it. .'ess'
1 PRINT you have a very good reason to change you. nind.
-PRINT: PRINT 'If your written specification does not include the answer to t O s quest 10-, please act. it.
•3 PRINT: AS=: INPUT O.K. 9 (Type Y and return.) AS
I IF ASO'Y THEN 24
;5 F|S'D1:PR0DEF'+ IS
:j OPEN41, FS INPUT
9 SOSUB127
: POSliB 119: PRINT 'Does your written specification include a rule to cemcO? the p.'OC'ai:
'Al=: INPUT (Type Y or N, return.) AS
' IP ASO'Y AND ASO'N THEN 33
! IP AS= V THEN
i fs
''PINT 'Find the rule in your questionanswer hcGi. write dc-r the rule in your anew?' bcc.'
u AS='; INPUT When vcu finish, please type Y and 'eturn.; AS
u IP ASO'Y THEN 42
0 As=u•; INPUT Do you want to check with ty answer' (Type Y :r N, r?tc.) AS
IF ASO'Y' AND ASO'N' THEN 40
II IP ASO'Y' THEN 53
SQSUB136
rRlNT 'Please catch cy rule with yours. Asend yoc rule c necessary.PAIN'
•v A$=; INPUT Do you want to read y rule one see tee I'yp? v c N, return.;AS
51 IF A$ObYb AND A$ObN8 THEN 50
c2 if AS=MY THEN 43
53 50SUB127
i 54 GOSUB119
55 PRINT How sany inputs are there? Are they strings? integers? real nuabers9 What are their ranges9
55 PRINT: PRINT BDoes ycur written specification include a detailed list of inputs9
57 ft$=a: INPUT Type Y or. N, return.; A$
58 IF ASOsYBAMD A$)N THEN 54
58 IP Ai=Ya THEN 63
iO PRINT Please provide a detailed list of inputs according to the above guidelines.
iiA$=: INPUT Hhen you finish, please type Y and return.1; AS
i2 IF AiO'Y THEN 60
iJA$=: INPUT Do you want to check with ay answer (Type V or N, return? 3; AS
4 IF AiOBYB AKD ASN THEM 63~
1 45 IF ASO'Y THEN 71
I 66 GOSUB136
? PRINT Please aatch ay input list with yours. Asend it if necessary.: PRINT
:3 AS=: INPUT Do you want to read ay input list one sore tine9 (Type Y or N, return.); AS
4? IF AiO'Y AND ASO'N' THEN 68
| 10 IF Ai=YB THEN 66
! I! GOSUB127
72 GOSUB119
(PRINT How aany different outputs are there9 tiny do you need to send these outputs
'PRINT: PRINT Does your written specification include a detailed list of outputs9
'5 AS=: INPUT Type Y or N, return.; AS
i 7o IF ASO'Y'AND ASO'N THEN 72
j '7 IF A$='Y THEN 81
PRINT 'Please provide a detailed list of outputs according to the aoove guidelines.
9 A$=: INPUT When you finish, please type Y and return.; AS
i= IF AiO'Y THEN 78
I A1=: INPUT Do you want to check with ay answer (Type Y or N, return.) AS
•7 IF AiO'Y AND A$()BN THEN 81
IF ASO'Y THEN S9
I MB 136
: PRINT Please catch oy output list with yours. Anend it if necessary.': PRINT
INPUT Do you want to read ay output list one sore tine9 (Type Y cr N, returr;,)': AS
•' IF AiO'Y AND ASO'N' THEN 86
} IP Ai=Y THEN 84
60SUB 127
; 60SUB 119
• r?NT Dees your written specification include the relationships between inputs and outputs
]L A'=: INPUT Type Y cr N, return. AS
; IF AiO-y AND ASO'N THEN 90
IF Ai=Y' THEN 98
•PINT 'Please provide a detailed list of relationships between, inputs outputs.
INPUT When you finish, please type Y and return.'; As
!F AiO'y THEN 95
Ai=; INPUT Do you want to check with ay answer (Type Y or N, return.)? AS
j' 1F AiO'Y AND ASO'N THEN 98
'' !F AiO'Y' THEN 106
; |0i 603U8 136
102 PRINT 'Please aatch ay IO relationship list with yours, Amend it if necessary.3: PRINT
103 AS=5 INPUT Do you want to read my list one sore tiate 9 (Type Y or N, return.)8; As
| ;04 IP ASO'Y' AND ASO'N THEN 103
| j05 IF AS='Y THEN 101
106 CLOSE31
107 G0SU8119
.08 PRINT Prepare a sample input and output consisting of at least 5 sets of data.'
10? PRINT I'll not provide any sample for you. You have to do this part by yourself.:
;iO PRINT These data sets are very iaportant for your program development.
Ill PRINT 'Please do not oait this step.
•12 PRINT I'll wait for you. Don't hurry.
HI PRINT: PRINT When you finish, please type Y and return.
1H AS=: INPUT AC: IP ASO'Y THEN 112
: 115 605UB 119
Hi PRINT The stage of problem specification is complete.
: !17 IEVEL=1: LEVELS5!: H=0: FF=0:LHS=1:LHCHECK$=: HH$='
118 RUND1: PLAN'
11?1








j 128 JJ= 1
!2? IF EOF(1) THEN. 135
130 INPUT SI, LLC
131 IF LLS=-L THEN. 135
132 BUFS(JJ) =LLS
ill J J—J f i
' 12 6010 129
135 HB=JJ-l: RETURN
ili!
132 FOR jjsj TQ HB
:;3 PRINT BUFS(0J)
IP J J-1 NT (J J 10) 10=0 THEN PRINT: PRINT RETURN FOR CONTINUING DISPLA-: PRINT: 6CSUT 122
NEXTJJ
: Ml PRINT; PRINT RETURN FOR CONTINUING: GOBUB 122
:,2 RETURN
UJ CLS: PRINT ERROR IN LINE ERL
'M PRINT 'ERROR CODE=| ERR
U5 PRINT 'ASK TEACHER FOR HELP!'




The PLAN subprogram pertorms the tollowing tasks;
(1)Prompt the student to produce his pian to solve
the prob1em in his/her question/answer book
(2) Prompt the student to eva1uate his doubtness.
(3) Direct the students to one of the fo11owing modes




(4) After Entry mode, the student can go to flowcharting




I If LEVELUOTHEN 9
r PRINT 'THIS IS NOT A DIFFICULT PROBLEM! YOU ARE NOT ALLOWED TO GO BEYOND LEVEL 9.5
PRINT YOU HAVE TO GO BACK TO LEVEL 9 FOR RECONSIDERATION.8
UEVEL=9:-LEVEL=HIDS(STRS(9),2): LHCHECK$=LEFT$(LHCHECKS,9)sLH=INSTR(LHCHECKS,0)-l: SOSUB 283
: FJs'DULF'+ K+LEVELi+HHS: OPEN SI,F$1NPUT: SOSUB 209: CLOSE 1: FF=0: RUN Di:EDITOR
I CIS: IF LEVEL)! THEN 22
PRINT 'In what follows you are required to describe briefly the pr obi en in several sentences.: PRINT
II D!=20QQ: GQSUB216
i? PRINT 'Please begin your description with the sentence:8
11 PRINT 0 PROCESS THE FOLLOWING: PRINT
A PRINT If you are going to produce only one set of results, sisply list the aajor steps producing the results.5
: PRINT: PRINT If you are going to produce a fixed(say N) nuaber of sets of results,
lis PRINT please include a loop that can process exactly N times.r
.1 PRINT: PRINT If you are going to produce an indefinite nuaber of sets of results,
PRINT please include a condition to check when the process stops.: PRINT
19 PRINT: PRINT COPY, IN YOUR ANSWER BOOK, ONE OF THESE SENTENCES YOU THINK FIT.'
JA«=: PRINT O.K.? (TYPE Y AND RETURN) INPUT AS
1! IF AS'Y THEN 12
-2 CIS: IF H0 THEN PRINT NOW USE NY HINT TO DEVELOP YOUR PLAN AGAIN.PRINT RETURN TO CONTINUE.1. GOSUB 195
23 PRINT' ttimtLEVEL; LEVEL; PLANNING
N PRINT AS A PROPOSER:
23 IF LEVEL 1 THEN 30
•PRINT According to your written prograa requirement, propose a PLAN to solve the prcblea.
•HINT You are requested to list the MAJOR STEPS producing the results.'
PRINT You need NOT DETAIL the steps in this level.': GOTO 32
;; IF LEVEL) 1 THEN31
'NT' According to your upper level plan- ning, propose a MORE DETAILED PLAN to solve the prcblea.
rRlNT You are requested to list MORE DETAILED steps producing the results,'
! 29 PRINT
PRINT AS A CRITIC-'.
'R1NT' Criticize your PLAN by trying to answer the following questions:
PRINT' (1) ARE YOU REALLY SURE THAT IT IS
'•'PRINT' WORKABLE?
•' FR!N1 (2) DOES II SATISFY THE PROGRAN
2; PR'NF' REQUIREMENT?
PRINT' (3) .DOES IT PRODUCE DESIRED RESULT7
''•NT Modify your PLAN(if there is any) until you as a proposer, and you as a critic, reac an agrees-•.v
|;PRINI WHEN YOU FINISH, TYPE Y AND RETURN.;
INPUT A: IF ASO'Y THEN 22
'PRINT HPLANNINS AGREEMENT MENU LEVEL'; LEVEL;
45 PRINT
,;'NT' The agreeaent between you as a proposer and you as a critic should ce one ot f.he rc:low:r.g:
pftINT' (0) yqu CAN DEFINITELY WORKOUT A
dfjlNT• COMPLETE SOLUTION.
RJNT' (1) V0U DEVELOP A WORKABLEPLAN, BUT'
' RlNT' FURTHER DETAILS MUST BE LEFT TO
jji pRIHT LATER DEVELOPMENT.8
52 PRINT' (2) YOU HAVE SOME DOUBT ABOUT THE
53 PRINT' WORKABILITY OF THE PLAN DEVELOPED.
' 54 PRIKT' BUT YOU STILL WANT TO CONTINUE.
55 IF H=1 THEN72
54 IF LEVEL=1 THEN 60
51 PRINT (3) YOU FAIL TO PRODUCE A PLAN AND
53 PRINT' WANT TO MODIFY UPPER LEVEL PLAN,
59 PRINT 1 (4) YOU FAIL TO PRODUCE A PLAN AND: SOTO 61
40 PRINT' (3) YOU FAIL TO PRODUCE A PLAN AND
41 PRINT' WANT SOME HELP.8
[ 42 PRINT: PRINT WHICH IS YOUR AGREEMENT V
4] IF LEVEL 1 THEN 68
««:! INPUT' (TYPE 0, 1, 2, OR 3) a; AS
| «S IF ASO'O AND ASO'l AND A$Oa2 AND ASOT THEN 43
44 AA=VAL(AS) +1: ON AA GOTO75,75, 75,141
! 7 80TQ 43
-3S A$=: INPUT' (TYPE 0, 1, 2, 3, OR 4, RETURN) AS
GIF ASO'O AND ASO'l' AND A$2 AND ASOn3 AND ASO4 THEN 43
W AA=VAL(A«)+ 1: ON AA GOTO 75,75,75,108,141
1 7! 6010 43
72 Al=: INPUT 5 (TYPE 0, I,OR 2) 0 AS
3 IF ASO'O AND ASO'i AND ASO'-2 THEN 43
N AA=VAL(AS)+1
J51
OILS: D0UBT=AA-i: IF H=0 THEN LHCHECKS=LHCHECKS+ '0: LH=INSTR(LHCHECKS,0)-l
i 50SUB283
73 PRINT' LEVEL;LEVEL
:: PRINT 'PLEASE KEY IN YOUR PLAN STEP BY STEP. YOU SHOULD TERMINATE YOUR INPUT BY TYP- INS AN 'END'' AND RETURN.
LEVEL)! THEN LEVEL=LEVEL-i: GQSUB 283: LEVEL=LEVEL+1: LEVEL«=«ID5(STRS(LEVEL),2): SOTO 85
-HUNT: PRINT 0 MAIN-PROGRAM: PROCESS THE FOLLOWING: L': PRINT
OSdO'O MAIN-PROGRAM: PROCESS THE FOLLOWING:5
0=2: N1= 1: L$=0: GOSUB 225: IF NN=1 THEN PRINT: PRINT 'YOU HAVE TO WRITE SOMETHING ON IT.: PRINT: GOO 63
SOTO90




EQ5U 255: IF NN=1 THEN 100
' OiNT :PRINT IF YOU HAVE MOVED THE CURSOR TO CORRECT A LINE, YOU HAL BETTER CALL IN THE
' ;;W EDITOR TO-SEE WHETHER THERE ARE SOME- THING NOT NORMAL.:?P:N:
INPUT DO YOU WANT TO EDIT THE RESULT (TYPE' OR N. RETURN)' AS
lF ftSO'N AND ASO'Y THEN 92
I ;F As='Y' THEN RUN DI:EDITOR
S0SUB283: F$= ,Dl:LF,+ IS+MIDS (STRS (LEVEL) ,2) +HHS
1 m.fsoutput
'OR JJ=1 yo N. PR1NT n LS (JJ): NEIT JJ
I; VLOSE 11
';LFfr=lFF: RUN D1:FL0WB
?RiNT SINCE YOU HAVE NOTHING TO ADD, THERE ARE 2 CHOICES WAITING FOR YG'J:
pifi-
, j PRINT' (1)60 BACK TO AGREEMENT MENU FOR .RECONSIDERATION, OR'
102 PRINT' (2)ACCEPT THE FLOWCHART DEVELOPED IN THE LAST STAGE AS THE FINAL SOLUTION.
3 INPUT WHICH ONE DO YOU CHOOSE (TYPE 1 OE 2, RETURN)'; AS
L if ASO'l AND ASOB2B THEN 98
(F ASO'l THEN PRINT 'YOU HAVE COMPLETE THE PROBLEM.5: DT=2000: GOSUB 216: GOTO 107
: 106 SOTO22
;';HEVEL=LEVEL-1: LHCHECKS=LEFTS(LHCHECKS,LEVEL) :FF=0: RUN D1:DEBUG
108!
1 131CLS
HO PRINT IF YOU WANT TO EDIT UPPER LEVEL PLAN(S), ALL THOSE PLANNING BELOW THAT LEVEL WILL BE DESTROYED.'
;li PRINT 'YOU HAVE TO REDEVELOP ALL THE FLOWCHARTS FROM THAT LEVEL.u.
I 112 PRINT
njPRINT YOU STILL HAVE A CHANCE TO CHANGE YOUR MIND:
H PRINT 0 IF YOU REALLY WANT TO EDIT UPPER LEVEL PLAN (SI, PLEASE TYPE Y AND RETURN.'
.15 PRINT 5 IF YOU WANT TO GO BACK TO THE AGREE- KENT MENU, PLEASE TYPE N AND RETURN.'
| ilfc fiS=: INPUT AS: IF A$Y AND ASO'N THEN 109
!U IF A$OnYB THEN 43
,1 D0UBT=3: LHCHECK$=LHCHECKU'0: LH= INSTR(LHCHECK5, 0 )-l: CLS
11? IF LH=LEVEL-1 THEN 136
)PRINT: PRINT YOU ARE ADVISED TO EDIT LEVEL'; LEVEL-1 n FIRST.'
01 PRINT OF COURSE YOU SHOULD HAVE YOUR OWN CHOICE
PRINT: AA=0: INPUT 'WHICH LEVEL DO YOU WANT TO EDIT H; AA
123 FOR JJ=1 TO LEVEL-1
21 !F AA=JJ THEN 127
05 NEXTJJ
01 PRINT: PRINT 'NO SUCH LEVEL!!': PRINT: GOTO 120
0? IF AALH THEN 130
2 PRINT 'YOU ARE NOT ALLOWED TO MODIFY MY PLANS BECAUSE THEY ARE WELL CHECKED
: PRINT YOU SHOULD START YOUR MODIFICATION AT LEVEL LH+1: SOTO 120
: LFVEL=AA: LEVEL$=HID$(STR$(LEVEL),2): LHCHECK$=LEFTS(LHCHECKS,LEVEL): LH= INSTR(LHCHECKS,10)-1
21 60SUS283
F$='D1:LF+ IS+LEVELS-t-HHS:OPEN II, FSINPUT
22 SQSUB209
( CLOSE11
: ;;,JfF=0: RUN 'D1:EDITOR'
;cr1NT 'YOU ARE NOT ALLOWED TO MODIFY THE PLAN GIVEN BY ME.'
; ?INT 'YCU CAN ONLY GO TO CALL HELP OR SO BACK TO AGREEMENT MENU FOR RECONSIDERATION.': PRINT
INPUT 'TYPE 'HELP' OR 'MENU''; AS
; ;F ASO'HELP' THEN LHCHECKS=LEFTS(LHCHECKS,LEVEL-!): LH=INSTR(LHCHECHS,0')-1: GOTO 43
'• lHCHECKS=LEFT$(LHCHECKS, LEVEL-l)+' 1': LH= 1 NSTR (LHCHECKS, 0) -1A 1
0 'I r' wis
'I CAN GIVE YOU SOME HELP, BUT YOU HAVE TO FOLLOW RECOMMENDATION.'
,! INPUT 'PROMISED (TYPE Y OR N, RETURN 'I AS
y IF ASO'Y AND ASO'N' THEN 142





lF LH-0 THEN 153
I,1 IF LH0 THEN 135
;2 GOSUB283: GOTO163
j PRINT I CAN'T FOLLOW YOUR ARGUMENTBECAUSE YOU START YOUR WORKIN YOUR OWN WAY AT THE VERY BEGINNING.'
54 PRINT bI HILL GIVE YOU ADVICE AT THE FIRST LEVEL OF DEVELOPMENT.
55 PRINT 8IN THIS CASE YOU HAVE TO Gu BACK TO LE- VEL i AND ALL OF YOUR ORIGINAL PLANNING HILL NOT BE RECOVERED.8
56 A$=: INPUT AGREED (TYPE Y OR N, RETURN)'; AS
57 IF ASO'Y6 AND ASO'N THEN 156





.11 FS= D1 s HI NT +1S+LEVEL+HHS
M OPENSi, FS INPUT
j GOSUB200
16b CLOSEn
•M IF BUFS(NB)§a THEN LK$=He ELSE HB=NB-1: LN$='§n: BUF$(NB+1)=
GIF LEVEL=2 THEN FOR JJ= i TO NB: BUF$ (J J -1)=BUF$ (J J): NEXT J J: NB=NB-1
GOSUB210
PRINT: PRINT PLEASE COPY THE MAIN POINT OF THE HINT PROVIDED. YOU SHOULD USE IT TO REDEVELOP YOUR PLAN.: PRINT
I AS-: INPUT 'DO YOU. WANT TO READ THE HINT(S) ONE MORE TIME (TYPE Y OR N, RETURN) 3;AS
O IF ASO'Y' AND ASO'N THEN 171
LI IF AS='Y THEN- 169
H IF LEVELS OR LEVEL2 THEN 22
•'5 NH2=VAL(BUF$ (0)1: BUF$(0)=
6 IF NH2=1 THEN H3S=n1': HHS='l': SOTO 22
I PRINT WHICH HINT DO YOU WANT TO USE FOR JJ= i TO NH2: PRINT NEXT JJ
5 AA=0: INPUT AA
3 FOR JJ=l TO NH2
: IF AA=J J THEN 183
; -:t NEXTJJ
-PRINT 'THERE IS NO SUCH HINT!!': PRINT RETURN TO CONTINUE. GOSUB 195: PRINT: GOTO 16?
; '-:3 H3S=KIDS(STRS (AA) ,2): HHS=H3S
H GOTO22
Sprint -you have not asked my help at level; lhm;
Sprint 'therefore i cannot follow your argument thereafter.
PRINT 'I CAN ONLY GIVE YOU HELP AT LEVEL ;LHM|
;|AS=: INPUT AGREED7 (TYPE Y OR N, RETURN)'; AS
IP ASO'Y' AND ASO'N THEN 1S5
1F ASO'Y' THEN -LHCHECKS=LEFT$(LHCHECKS,LEVEL-l): LH= INSTR'.LHCHECKS,' -1: GOTO 43
;! CEVEL=LH+1:LEVELS=M1DS(STRS (LEVEL) ,2)





; IP AS THEN 199
'• SOTO195; vd.FTiidvt
201 JJ=l
202 IF EOF(1) THEN 203
203 INPUT «1,LL$







211 IF EQF(l) THEN 215
212 INPUT II, L$(JJ)
213 JJ=JJ+1
214 GOTO211
215 N=J J -1: RETURN
2161
111 FOR JJ=1 TG DT: NEXT JJ: RETURN
2181
219 FOR JJ=1 TO NB
220 PRINT BUF5(JJ)
221 IF JJ-INT(JJ5)5=0 THEN PRINT 'RETURN FOR CONTINUING DISPLAY: GQSUB 195
222 NEXTJJ




227 FOR JJ=N TO NY
228 A$=: PRINT LS+'. +MID$ (STRS (HI) ,2);0 '5: LINE INPUT As
229 IF fi$='1 THEN 234
230 IF IN5TR(AS,,0 OR INSTR(A$,';)0 THEN PRINT: PRINT 'NO OR ARE ALLOWED I!1: PRINT: GOTO 223
231 IF A$='END THEN 235
232 LS(N+N1-1)=LS+ '.JI+NID$(STR$(N1) ,2)+' +AS
233 K1=N1 +1
234 NEXTJJ




'39 FOR JJ= l TO LEN(LLS)





FOR JJ=1 TO NT: BUFS (J J) =LS (N): LS (M)=': ri=«t 1: NEXT JJ
FOR TO NL STEP -1: LS(JJ+NT)=LS(JJ): NEXT JJ
27 RM
FOR J J=NL TO NL+NT-l: LS (J J) =9UF S ifl): BUFS=: -=1+1: NEXT' JJ
9 N=l
•!o FOR JJ=i JO NT
251 IF L$(JJ)OeH THEN R=H+l
252 NEXTJJ
?53 FOR JJ=N+1 TO NNT: L$(JJ= 5: NEXT JJ
254 RETURN
255!
256 J1= 1:NL=2: NN=0: HQLD=N
257 LLS=LEFT$ (L$ (JI} f INSTR (L$ (JI), B)-i): 503U3 237
253 IF K=LEVEL-1 THEN 262
25? PRINT L$ (JD: J 1=J 1+ 1: NL=NL+1
260 IF J1=N+1 THEN 281
241 GOTO 257.
242 PRINT LS(Jl): LC$=LEFT$ (L$(J1), IN5TR(LS(J 1),H B)-l)
243 IF ril=N+1 THEN AF=i ELSE AF=0
264 Nl= l: SL=N+1
I 245 FOR JJ-H TO NX
266 PRINT LC$5 V;HIDS(STR$(N1),2);J?: A$=n: LINE INPUT AS
247 IF AS=I' THEN 273
43 IF INSTRIAS,,a)0 OR INSTR(AS,E0 THEN PRINT NO y OR ARE ALLOWED: PRINT: GOTO 266
24? IF AS='END° THEN 274
270J1=J1+ 1




275 IF AF=1 THEN 231
-74 IF N1= 1 THEN279
| 277 EL=N
2 79 GQSUB243: NL=NL+N1-1
27? J1=01 +1: NL=NL+l
240 GOTO257




35 IF LH=0 THEN HH$=0: GOTO 283




PRINT 'ERROR IN LINE ERL
;;i PRINT 'ERROR CODE= ERR
RESUME44
FLOW subprogram
The F L OW s u b p r o g r am pert o r m s t h e toll ow i n q t a s k s«
( 1) Prornpt the student to produce a 11 owchart accordi. ng
to the plan proposed in the planning stage.
(2) Prompt the student to eva 1uate his doubtness.
(3) Direct the students to one ot the following modes
ac c or ding to hisher responso:
(a) Exit to D e b u g g i n g p h a s e=
( b) P r om p t the studs n t w ti o h a s c a lied h e 1 p in t h e
current 1evel to match answer.
(c) Exit t o next P1 a n nin g sta g e.
( d) Editing pi an ot cur r en t or upper 1 evs 1.






jfjilil AS A PROPOSER:
jplllll' According to your plan in this level of developaent, propose on your siork'
7pgmT 'book s FLOWCHART consisting of boxes corresponding to every step in your plan,
J NIK! if you CANNOT propose a COMPLETE flowchart in this stage, just write down the
g PRINT INPUT VARIABLES, OUTPUT VARIABLES, AND OTHER IMPORTANT VARIABLES in each bo.'
10PRINT If you can propose a coaplets'FLOWCHART, please feel free to do so,
|| FRUIT AS A CRITIC!,:
IIPRINT Criticize your FLOWCHART by trying to answer the following questions:
|J FRUIT 5 !1) ARE YOU REALLY SURE THAT IT IS
II PRINT' WORKABLE?
li PRIST 0 (2! DOES IT SATISFY THE PROGRAM'
II FRUIT REQUIREMENT?
i?PRINT (3! DOES IT PRODUCE DESIRED RESULTS?
IIPRIHT 'Modify your FLOWCHART iif there are any) until you as a proposer, and you as a criticreach an
W PRINT jgreesent.'
30PRINT BKEN YGU FINISH, TYPE Y AND RETURN,;
11 l=': INPUT AS: IF ASO'Y THEN 2
NHS: PRINT fFLOHCKfiRT AGREEMENT MENU LEVEL J LEVEL; f
3'PRINT 'The agrseoent between yeu as a proposer and you as a critic should be one or the following:'
f PRINT' (0! YOU CAN DEFINITIVELY DEVELOP A'
KPRINT COMPLETE FLOWCHART,
if PRINT Ml! YGU HAVE DEVELOPED A WORKABLE5
»PRINT• FLOWCHART., BUT DETAILS MUST BE 0
8»MT POSTPONED TO LATER BEVELCPMEMT.•
ii PRINT• 121 YOU HAVE SOME DOUBT ABOUT THE
M PRINT' WORKABILITY OF THE FLOWCHART JUST
II FRUIT DEVELOPED, BUT STILL KANT TO
}NUT CONTINUE.
'F H=1 THEN45
i'fUINT 1 !3) YOU FAIL TO PRODUCE AN AGREEABLE
!ifRMT FLOWCHART AND RANT TO MODIFY THE'
?FS'»I' THE PRESENT STASE PLANNING.
IF LEVEL51 THEN 42
J HINT' (4j YOU FAIL TO PRODUCE AN AGREEABLE
HUM FLOWCHART AND MftHT TO MODIFY A
' PLAN IN THE UPPER LEVEL OF
•FRUIT DEVELOPMENT.: PRINT' (51;: SOTO 43
PRINT (4);
'YOU FAIL TO PRODUCE AH AGREEABLE
.! ''i' FLOWCHART AND WANT SOME HELP.: IF LEVEL1 THEN 49 ELSE 53
'W WHICH ONE IS YOUR AGREEMENT?'
INPUT (TYPE 0, I OR 21! AS
MO.'O AND fliO'I AMD AS)2 THEN 22
) :J=VflLlAt)+X: SOTO57
,, I WHICH ONE IS YOUR AGREEMENT V
INPUT(TYPE 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5) MAS
j if ASO'O' AND AJO'l AND A$E2 AND ASO'3 AND MO'V fiHD ASO5' THEN 22
2 ftft'VfiL(AS)+1: OS AA GOTO57,57,57,89,95, 128
3 PRINT 'SHICH ONE IS YOUR AGREEMENT?'
($=: INPUT'(TYPE 0, 1, 2, 5, 41 5 AS
5 if ASO'O AND ASO'l AND A$02 AND ASO'3' AND A$0V THEN 22
ijM=VAL(A$)tl: ON AA SOTO 37,57,57,62, 123
,7 CLS: D0UBT=AA-I: IF K0 THEN 68
;jPRINT PLEASE CROSS ANY FLOWCHART THAT IS NOT APPROPRIATE, LEAVING ONLY THE ONE YOU THINK CORRECT.'
hAl=: INPUT O.K. ITYPE Y AND RETURN! J AS
|u If ASO'Y THEN 59
j! IF D0U8T=0 THEN 65
SI PRINT; PRINT 'HE NOW GO TO NEXT PLANNING STAGE.'
1 43 01=3000: SOSUB202
4FFF=!-FF{-L£VEL-=LVEtHi-LEVELO=flIDSLSTRMLEVEL-)-h H=0: RUH 'DiiPLAN'-
13 PRINT YBU HAVE COHPLETE THE SOLUTION. YOU HAY GO TO THE DEBUGGING STAGE.'
44 DT=3000: GOSUB202
j 41 FF=1-FF: SUN 01:DEBUS
(SPRINT: PRINT 'PLEASE GET YQUR 0UESTIONAHSHER BOOK. TURN TO THE PAGE HARKED AS 'LESSQH 'J IS;
41 PRINT STAGE! LEVEL; SUGGESTION'; HHS
70 PRINT 'PLEASE HATCH MAT YOU HAVE DONE WITH KY PLAN AND FLOWCHART, HAKE CORRECTIONS IF NECESSARY SO THAT•;
11 PRINT YOUR HORN IS COMPLETELY EQUIVALENT TO HY SUGGESTION.: PR I NT
!!«=•: INPUT O.K. (TYPE Y AND RETURN)'; AS
1J IF ASO'Y THEN 72
II IF LHSO°§' THEN GO
j 15 PRINT 'YOU HAVE COMPLETED THE PR03RAH UNDER BY HELP.': PRINT
1H(=: INPUT DO YOU KANT TO RESTART AND WORK OH THE SAME PROBLEM 3Y YOURSELF (TYPE Y OR II, RETURN) ';AS
17 IF ASO'Y' AND ASO'SI' THEN 76
71 IF A$=°Y THEN IEVEL=1: LEVEL5=T: H=0: HH$=: LHCHECK$=: RUN D1 :PLAK
UPON 'D1:DEBUS
PRINT: PRINT 'I HAVE TG REMIND YOU THAT IF THERE IS ANY DIFFERENCE, CORRECTIONS' HOST BE DONE NOIf.
II PRINT OTHERWISE YOU HILL MEET GREAT TROUBLE LATER,': PRINT
;i PRINT 'DO YOU HftHT TO EDIT THE PLAN SO THAT IT IS COMPLETELY EQUIVALANT TO MY ANSHER?
!!»»=: INPUT PLEASE TYPE Y AND RETURN FOR YES, TYPE N AND RETURN FOR NO 'i AS
IF ASO'Y' AND AIO'N' THEN 82
»5 If ASO'Y' THEN 87
FF'l: RUN DhEDITOR
J LEVEL=LEVEL+1: LEVELS=HIDS (3TR$ (LEVEL) ,2): FF=1-FF: H=0
:i PRINT HE NOU SO TO PLANNING STAGE'; LEVELS; RUH D1:PLAN
CIS
PRINT 'IF YOU NAHT TO EDIT THE PLAN AT THE PRESENT LEVEL OF DEVELOPMENT, YOU HAVE TO REDEVELOP YOUR FLOWCHART.
; 'Hi--: INPUT AGREED (TYPE Y OR N, RETURN) ;AS
j 'I IF ASO'Y AND ASO'N' THEN 91
If ASO'Y THEN 22
!| PP=0: RUN D1: EDI TOR
!
i CIS
';';P'INT IF YOU NANT TO EDIT UPPER LEVEL PLAN(S), ALL THOSE PLANNING BELCH THAT LEVEL SILL BE DESTROYED.'
PRINT YOU HAVE TO RE-DEVELOP ALL THE FLOWCHARTS FROM THAT LEVEL.'
J PRINT
'•'PRINT 'YOU STILL HAVE A CHANCE TO CHANGE YOUR HIND:'
,i PRINT' IF YGU REALLY KANT TO EDIT UPPER LEVEL PLAN(3), PLEASE TYPE Y AND RETURN.'
ii PRINT' IF YOU KANT TO SO BACK TO THE A6REEMENT HEW), PLEASE TYPE N AND RETURN.
Lj((=: INPUT A$; IF ASO'Y' AMD AtO'N THEN%
](if MOT THEN 22
Si U0UBT=4
U IF LH=LEV'EL-1 THEN 123
j]PRINT: PRINT YOU'ARE ADVISED TO EDIT LEVEL; LEVEL-!' FIRST.
jjPRINT OF COURSE YOU SHOULD HAVE YOUR OHH CHOICE.
j)PRINT; AA=0: INPUT MICH LEVEL CO YOU KANT TO EDIT AA
! |l FORJ J=1 TO LEVEL-!
11 IF AA=JJ THENlit
12 REIT JJ
IIPRINT: PRINT HQ SUCH LEVEL!!: PRINT: SOTO 10?
II IF AA)LH THEN117
IS PRINT YOU ARE NOT ALLOWED TO MODIFY NY PLANS BECAUSE THEY ARE WELL CHECKED.
It PRINT YOU SHOULD START YOUR NOTIFICATION AT LEVEL! LHH: GOTO 107






1!PRINT YOU ARE NOT ALLOWED TO HODIFY THE PLAN GIVEN BY HE.
it PRINT YOU CAN ONLY 60 TO CALL KELP OR GO BACK TO AGREEMENT MENU FOR RECONSIDERATION.: PRINT
ZM-: INPUT TYPE 'HELP' OR 'HENU' AS
i» IF ASO'KELP THEN LHCHECKS=LEFT$(LHCHECK$,LEVEL-1): LH=INSTR(LHCHECHS, 0'!-l: GOTO 22
II IHCHECKS=L£FT$ (LHCHECKS, LEVEL-1)+° P: LIMNSTR (LHCHECKS, 0) -I
if as
FB1NI I CAN GIVE YOU SOKE HELP. BUT YQU HAVE TO FOLLOW MY RECOMMENDATION.
81 M='; INPUT PROMISED (TYPE Y OR N, RETURN) AS
If ASO'Y' AND ASO'N THEN 129
25 IF ASO'Y' THEN 22
»10UBT=5
2 LHCHECKS=LEFTS (LHCHECKS, LEVEL-1)+ 1
i J5LH=1N3TR(LHCHECKS,0')-I
;'f IH=0 THEN 140
jjf U0 THEN 171
I f SUB 219: GOTO 150
1 CAN'T FOLLOW YOUR ARGUMENT BECAUSE YOU START YOUR WORK IN YOUR OiiN KAY AT THE VERY BEGINNING.
'I KILL GIVE YOU ADVICE AT-THE FIRST LEVEL OF DEVELOPMENT.'
'M IN THIS CASE YOU HAVE TO GO BACK TO LEVEL I AND ALL OF YOUR 0RI8INAL PLANNING KILL HOT BE RECOVERED.'
p)«=•. 1NplJT .ftSRE£D (type y OR N, RETURN) AS
|. lf MO'Y' AND ASO'N THEN 143
IF Mo'y then LHCKECKS=LEFTS (LHCHECKS, LEVEL-1)+ 0: LH= I NSTR (LHCHECKS, 0)-l: GOTO 22
to, L=ls LEVELt='l






154 if BUFSlNBlO'i THEN LH5= ELSE NB=NB-l: LNF=5: BUFS(NB+11=
155 IF LEVEL=2 THEN FOR JJ=I TQ KB: BUFS(JJ-1 =BUF$(JJ): NEXT JJ: N8=NB-1
154 GOSUS204
15? M=! INPUT 'DO YOU RANT TQ READ THE HINT1S) ONE MORE TIRE (TYPE Y OR N, RETURN! ;A$
153 IF AlO'Y AND AIO'N THEN 157
15) IF AS=Y THEN 156
tto IF LEVELS OR LEVEL 2 THEN 180
111 KH2=VALBUFS0)!: BUFS(0!=
112 IF NH2=1 THEN H3$= 1°: HH$=T: GOTO 180
111 PRINT 'MUCH HINT DO YOU HANI TO USE: FOR JJ=1 TO NH2: PRINT JJ;,;: HEXT JJ
|M AA=0: INPUT AA
145 FOR JJ=1 TO NH2
111 IF AA=JJ THEN 149
11! REIT JJ
118 PRINT 'THERE IS NO SOCK HINT I!'; PRINT RETURN FOR CONTINUING. SOSU0 181: PRINT: GOTO 156
' 11) H3t=(t!D$(STR$(AA),2): HHJ=H3t
110 SOTO180
111 PRINT 'YOU HAVE NOT ASKED HY HELP AT LEVEL; LH+i;V
112 PRiNT 'THEREFORE I CANNOT FGLIOH YOUR ARGUMENTTHEREAFTER.
113PRINT 'I CAN ONLY 6IVE YOU HELP AT LEVEL;LH+1;
Ill Al=: INPUT AGREED (TYPE V OR H, RETURN); AS
115 IF ASO'Y' AND ftiO'N THEN 171
1)1 IF ASO'Y THEN LHCHECKS=LEFTJ(LHCHECKS,LEVEL-!)+ °0: LH=!N3TR!LHCHECKS, O'l-l: SOTO 22
111 LEVEL=LHtl: LEVELS=?4IDS(SIRS(LEVEL) ,25
IHLHCHECK5=LEFTi(LHCHECKS,LEVEL-1 )+'1': LH= INSTR(LHCHECKS,0)-l
111. SOTOUS
ISO FF=0: RUN SI:PLAN
1!1I
® M=IHKEY$





!ii IF EOF! 1) THEN194
® INPUT 11, LLi













203 FOR JJ=1 TO AT: NEXT JJ: RETURN
2112
1)5 FOR JJ=1 TO NB
205 PRINT BUB (Hi
jU IF JJ-INTiJJ5)»5=0 THEN PRINT 'RETURN FOR CONTINUING DISPLAY: SOSUB 181
215 REIT JJ




j 213 FOR JJ=i TO LEN(LLS)
IK IF RIDS(LL$(ilJ, 11='.' THEN K=K+1
215 REIT JJ
III RETURN
211 IF N=NOLD THEN KIM
218 RETURN
211!
221 HAL (RIDS (LHCHECKS, LEVEL, 1)1: LEVEL$=HID$(SIRS (LEVEL) ,2)
221 IF LH=0 THEN HHS=Q': SOTO 224
222 IF LEVF.L(=2 OR H=0 THEN HHl='l: SQTO 224
223 HHt-K3$
221 RETURN
225 CIS: PRINT ERROR IN LINE ;ERL
221 FRUIT ERROR CODE= ERR
221 FRUIT: PRINT ASK YOUR TEACHER FOR HELP I: PRINT




The EDITOR subprogram per-forms the tasks:
(1) Insert line(s) in the current level planning.
(2) Delete line(s) in the current level planning.
(3) Transfer line( s) in the current level piannmg,
(4) List line(s).
(5) Correcta lifie in the current level planning.
(6) End the editor, save the learning file in diskette
andexit.
{EH HIEDITQRH
i poKE 32,0: CQnHOHAll
;[|( ERRORSOTO273
! nj
| IF FF0 THEM7
iFRUIT AT (0,011 MtEDITINB LEVEL'! LEVEL! PLANNING PHASEm SOTO 8
7PRINT AT (0,0); fiEDITINS LEVEL! LEVEL! FLOWCHARTING PHASES
BPRINT AT (0,11! PLEASE REFER TO KANUAL FOR USING EDITOR
7PRINT AT (0,2); EDITOR COMMANDS I D T L C E:!
10EQSUB 92: AOS=AS: PRINT AOS
II SL=lsEL=M: SOSUB87
S3 IpIHSTRC IDTLCE, AOil
II IF 0(1 THEN4
IS IF A=6 THEN122
ISM A SOSUB 17,46,63,85,97
II6010 4
I!1
I!PRINT: PRINT uiINSERTm: PRINT
HSIS=: LINE INPUT 'INSERT AFTER J SLS: IF SU« THEN 45
!iLLS=SLS
II SOSUB174
3 IF K=L£VEL OR K=LEVEL-1 THEN 24
KPRINT INSERTION IS ONLY ALLOWED AT LEVEL'iLEVEL: GOTO 19
3 SOSUB180
-if HF=0 THEN PRINT NO SUCH LINE II: PRINT: GOTO 19
11SL=I1: XL=SL+1: SL=!M
1UF MH THEN AF=1 ELSE AF=0
'IT LET IN THE INSERTED LINEtS), EACH FOLLOWED BY ft RETURN.
if«INT TERHINATE THE INPUT SY KEYING AH 'END'.
«BOSUB187
'F K=LEVEL THEM N1=LC+1 ELSE LCS=SL$: M 1=1: LC=0
ifOR JJ=H TO HI
:;,s! PRINT LC5!.!HID(STR$(H1),2)! LINE INPUT AS
;l|f M= THEM 38
;if l=END THEN 39
• LS(NtNl-LC) =LCS+.+RIDJ(STR?(HI),2)+ HAS
H-Kltl
jj







: PRINT •«»OELETE»«s PRINT
;'3SU8 226
iSs'JB257















If PRINT TPRIRTritFTTRfflSFEPrrrrPRIfrrT GOSUB 226
55 6QSUB257
11 IF EF= 1 THEN84
11 S=: PRINT 'AFTER °j:LiHE INPUT NLS: IF NLS= THEN 84
II LLt=KLl: GOSUB180
19 IF NF=0 THEN PRINT HQ SUCH LINE!!': SOTO 67
10m=JJ+l: SOSUB 174
f 11 IF K=LEVEL THEN GOSUB107: SOTO 75
11 IF K-LEVEL-l THEN LCS=NLS: GOTO 75
UPRINT 'YOU CANNOT TRANSFER LINES TO UPPER LEVEL PLAN.'
11 PRINT PLEASE RE-ENTER THE ENTRY POINT OF TRANSFER.': 60T0 67
15 IF IKOH1S THEN PRINT YOU CAN ONLY TRANSFER STATEHEHTS BITHIH THE SAKE ROUTINE IN THE UPPER LEVEL.
11 GOSUB196
|U Ci=lC$
: 11 TOR00=1 TO N
jfl8i=LEFTS(LS(JJ), SNSTR(LSUJ), 1-11






iS'PRINT: PRINT 'mLISTm': PRINT: SOSUB 226
:| FOR 00=SL TO EL
' !i PRINT Li (JO)
:i IF OO-IHT(005)t-5=0 THEN PRIHT RETURN FOR CONTINUING DISPLAY.!: GOSUB 92








., IT: PRINT »«CORRECTm': PRINT
: s'i PRINT 'CORRECT WHICH LINE? PLEASE INPUT THE LINE CODE: i: LINE INPUT AS
M !F fts= THEN 121
£1 M«•
Id |xt=AS: GG5U8 ISO: C=J3
,0! IF HF=0 THEN PRINT 'NO SUCH LINE!!': SOTO 99
103 BOSUB174
Id IF KLEVEL THEN PRINT 'YOU CANNOT CORRECT STATEHENTS IN THE UPPER LEVEL.: GOTO 99
Hi PRINT: PRINT Nmtimm CORRECTION GUIDE'
Id PRINT 'HOVE THE CURSOR UP TO THE FOLLOWING LIKE AND HAKE YOUR CORRECTIONS. WHEN YOU FINISH, PLEASE RETURN,
11PRINT 'BLANK ENTRY HILL BRING YOU BACK TO THE EDITOR MENU, WITHOUT ANY MODIFICATION OF THE LINE.
101 PRINT KM'
I)0 PRINT L$(C)
II) LINE INPUT BS
111 IP 6S= THEN 12!
112 IF LEN(B$)=LEK(A$) THEN 117
113 IF LENISSKLENiAS! THEN 119
11) IF LEFT$(B$,INSTR(fl$, 'l-IIOAS THEN 119
Hi LttC)=A$+ HHID$(BS,LEN(A$)t2)
IIS PRINT 'CORRECTION O.K.: PRINT LSiC): PRINT: GOTO 99
11) PRINT: PRINT YOU SHOULD USE THE DELETE MODE Or THE EDITOR TO DELETE THE LINE.'
I II! PRINT CORRECTION IS HOT ACCEPTED!!: GOTO 105
11) PRINT: PRINT 'YOU SHOULD NOT CHANGE THE LIRE CODE (INCLUDING THE BLANK JUST AFTER IT).'
IMPRINT 'THE CORRECTION IS NOT ACCEPTED.': GOTO 105
111 CIS: RETURN
1221
'!J CIS: PRINT: PRINT
12) PRINTe
125 PRINT 3» i-
ili PRINT' 4 HAVE YOU DONE ALL OF YOUR»
121 PRINT'{ CORECTIONS? f
128 PRINT i f
If PRINT' s IF YES, TYPE Y AND RETURN, 4'
1®PRIST' i AND I'LL SAVE YOUR PLAN.»'
®PRINT' 4 AFTER THIS, YOU HILL GO TO'
l® IF FF THEN PRINT'£- NEXT PLANNING STAGE': SOTO !34
® PRINT' 5 FLOWCHARTING STAGE£'
PRINT' i IF NO, TYPE N AND RETURN, f
PRINT t AND YOU HILL GO BACK TQ f
PRINT' f EDITOR HANUAL.'' f
PRINT f
'PRINT1
l! PRINT: PRINT :A«=: INPUT TYPE Y OR N, RETURN'! AS
;« IF SiO'Y' AND ASO'N' THEN 122
1 IF ft$'Y' THEN 1
j!Fi='Dl:LF'+mLEVELS+HHS
i 'fPN !lt F$OUTPUT





lF fF THEN RUN DliFLON ELSE LEVEL=LEVEL+1: H=0: RUN DhPlAN
|51 J1=1
j52 IF EOF(l) THEN 156





[58 FOR JJ=1 TO BT; NEXT JJ: RETURN
15?!
160 FOR JJ=1 TO H2
141 PRINT BUF$(JJ)
[42 IF JJ-INT(JJ5)5=0 THEN PRINT RETURN FOR CONTiNING DISPLAY8 J :6QSUB 92
143 NEXT JJ: PRINT RETURN FOR CONTINUING: GOSUB 85
141 RETURN
165!
144 FOR JJ=M TO NX
147 A$--Ha: PRINT L$a. BHID$(STR$(N1) ,2)j8 a;:LIN£IKPUT AS
149 IF AS=8 3 THEN172







174 FOR JJH TO LEN(LLS)
177 IF HID(LL$,JJsi)= V THEN K=KH




157 FORJJ=1 JO i
155 8$= LEFTS(LS(JJ),INSTR(L$(JJ),B')-!)





: 1®' FOR JJ=LEN(LL$1 TO 1 STEP -1







I !!7 |,:SL: NT=EL-SL+1
;F0R JJ=i JO NT: BUF$(JJ)=L$(«): L$(H)=S: H=H+1: NEXT JJ
;!r°R JJ=N TO ML STEP -1: L$ (JJ+NT)=L$(JJ): NEIT JJ
V?
J1 fOR JJ=NL TO SUNT-!: L$IJJ)=BUF$(H): BUFS(«)=: M=«+l: NEXT JJ
02»=l
OJFOR JJ=5 TO NHi
ijlLi(HI=U(JO): IF L$(JJ) THEN fNUi
85 NEITJJ
41 FOR JJ=N+i TO N+KT: L$(JJ)=: NEU JJ
:0! SETURH
0!!
0) FOR JJ=CS TO CE
iWj|= LEFT$(L$!JJI, INSTRtlSUJ), '1-11
111 IF INSTR(B$,C$) THEN RS=OJ: GOTO214
ill NEITJJ
jU Rf=0: R5=0: RE=0: GOTO220
111 FORJJ=RS TO CE
215 BHEFT5(1$(JJ), INSTR(LSfJJ), '1-11




21) If RF=0 THEN225
221 FORJJ=R3 TO RE
222 LLI=MD$(UUJ), IHSTR!L$(JJ),° '1+ 1!




Ill IF (1=2 THEN RS= DELETE
22) IF A=3 THEN R$='TRANSFER
2H IF S=4 THEN Ri=LIST
®l$=: FRIST RSt LINE INPUT ZS
' IF 1$= THEN SL=1: EL=N: ZI4=LEFT3d$(l!, INSTRdt(1), 1-!!: ZF5=LEFTJ(U(N),INSTR(U(N,' 1-11: RETURt
®IS= INSTRtZSIT= INSTRiZ
®'F IS THEN 241
3 IF II THEN 249
22511$=!$
•54 BBSU8130
:® If NF=0 THEN PRINT 'NO SUCH LIHEIS)!!': GOTO 230
Sl=JJ; EL=JJ: ZI$=ZS: ZF$=ZS




i j;'! IF NF=0 THEN PRINT NO SUCH LIKE (S!!: SOTO 230
IF R!SHT$(Z$,1)= V THEN El=N: ZF$=LEFTSd$ (N), INSTRILS IN),' '1-11: GOTO 239
' ;F1;KID$(Z$,IS1)
:('il,=2F$: SQSU3180





,5i IF NF=0 THEN PRINT M0 SUCH LINE(S) I!': GOTO 230
52SL=0J: IF RIGHTStl$, 1)=- THEN EL=N: 2f$=LEFT$(LS(HI,iNSTR(LS(Ni,' )-l): GOTO 239
jj 2Ft=BIDS(ZS, IT+1)
254 LLS-ZFS: SGSUB180 i-




25ILU=ZI$: G0SU8 174: KI=K
260 LLt-ZFS; 6QSUB 174: KF=K
241 IF KIOLEVEL OR KFO LEVEL THEN PRINT YOU CANNOT GOTO 243
21! SOTO265
111 IF A=2 THEN PRINT 'DELETE ELSE PRINT TRANSFER 1
544 PRINT 'UPPER LEVEL PLAN.: EF=1: DT=2000: SOSL'B 157: SOTO
215LLS=2IS: SOSUB 187: B!$=LCS: K1=LC
244 LLS=7f$: SOSUB187: K2S=LCS
111 IF HHOH28 THEN PRINT YOU CAN ONLY GOTO 249
21! SOTO272
lit IF A-2 THEN PRINT DELETE 1 ELSE PRINT TRANSFER
210PRINT STATEMENTS BELONGING TO THE SAKE SUBROUTINE IN THE UPPER LEVEL PLANNING,1: EF=1
111 DT=2000: GOSUB157
ill RETURN
IliCLS: PRINT AT (0,4); 'ERROR IN LINE ERL
HI PRINT IT (0,5); ERROR CODE= s; ERR
IK RESUME4
DEBUG subprogram
The DEBUG subprogram performs the following tasks;
(1) Deliver the learning files(LF) to printer,
(2) If the student does not call help in the last
1evel of program deve1opment:
(a) Gutput the 1earning file via the screen,
(b) Direct the student to hand-check the
program.




5 ON ERROR 8010 144
| CLS: PRINT a tHDEBUSiH'sPRINT sPRINT
5 IF LEN(LHCHECK$)=1 THEN 7
IF HIDS(LHCHECKS,LEN(LHCHECKS)-i, 1) =8§ THEN PRINT Hard copy of Lesson 1 IS3 planning.a: PRINT; GOTO 72
I IF HQ THEN 30
)A$=S8: INPUT 2D0 YOU UANT TO READ ALL PLANNING YOU HAVE DONE SO FAR (TYPE Y OR N, RETURN)'; AS
? IF A$Y AND ASON' THEN 8
10 IF ASO'Y' THEN 30
II FOR LEVEL-'! TO LEN(LHCHECKS)
12 SGSUB 138: LEVEL$=HIDS(STRS(LEVEL),2)
13 PRINT: PRINT STUDENT: s; NAM: PRINT
14 PRINT 'LESSON B; IS;, LEVEL%' LEVELS; 0 DEVELOPMENT
15 Hl=VAL(HIDS(LHCHECKS, LEVEL, 1)}
16 IF HI =0 THEN PRINT PLANNING KITH NO HINT:8 ELSE PRINT PLANNING HUH HINT:: PRINT
17 FS='Dl:LFaHHLEVELUHHS
18 OPEN11, FS INPUT
19 GOSUB129
20 CLOSE41
21 FOR JJ=i TO K
22 PRINT LS(JJ)
23 IF JJ-INT(JJ5)5=0 THEN PRINT RETURN FOR CONTINUING DISPLAY.60SU3 115
24 NEXT JJ
25 PRINT RETURN FOR DISPLAYING NEXT LEVEL PLANNING.2; GOSUB 115
26 NEXT LEVEL
27 AS=: INPUT DO YOU HANI TO READ YOUR PLANS ONCE MORE i AS
28 IF ASY AND ASO'N' THEN 27
29 IF ASO'K' THEN ii
30 AS=: INPUT DOES YOUR COMPUTER SYSTEM HAVE A PRINTER CONNECTED (TYPE Y OR N, RETURN)'; AS
31 IF ASO'Y AND ASO'N THEN 30
32 IF ASO'Y® THEN NCS='S: SOTO 54
33A$=: INPUT TURN ON YOUR PRINTER. O.K. (TYPE y, RETURN) MAS
31 IF ASO'Y THEN 30
35 NC$= §a
36 OPEN 52, P: OUTPUT
37 FOR LEVEL=i TO LEN(LHCHECKS)





43 PRINT 42: PRINT 42, STUDENT: HAMS; PRINT 42
U PRINT 42, LESSON; IS;', LEVEL LEVELS; 5 DEVELOPMENT.
5 PRINT 42
Hl=VAL(HIDS(LHCHECKS, LEVEL, 1))
y IF H1=0 THEN PRINT 42, PLANNING WITH NO HINT:8 ELSE PRINT §2, PLANNING WITH HINT:'; PRINT 42
13 POR IM TO N
PRINT 42, LS(JJ)






55 OPEN §1, CD1:LFDIR0APPEND
56 PRINT it, LHCHECKS
57 aOSE ii
58 IF LH$=S§S AND NC$=°Pa THEN PRINT -PRINTING HATER IALS ARE ALL SENT TO PRINTER, YOU HAY LEAVE HON.1: END
59 IF LH$-°§8 AND NC$=B§a THEN PRINT WAIT FOR A SYSTEM WITH PRINTER, AND START RUN 'D1:1HIT7 AGAIN.: END
60 IF H0 THEN 85
61 IF LCS=§B THEN 80
62 CIS
63 PRINT s STASE OF HANDCHECKINB YOUR FLOWCHART a
WFRIRT irREAD THE~PROBLETnRU YOUK PROGRAM~~ SPEC ICIFI CAT I OH CAREFULLY
65 PRINT 9USE THE SAMPLE INPUTOUTPUT PREVIOUSLY CONSTRUCTED,15
66 PRINT ASSUME YOU YOURSELF ARE A COMPUTER.8
67 PRINT 'CALCULATE THE ANSWERS BY FOLLOWING THE STEPS OF FLOWCHART
68 PRINT aCOMPARE THE RESULTS WITH YOUR SAMPLE OUTPUTS
69 ASs:INPUT DQ YOU WANT TO EDIT YOR PLANS (TYPE Y OR N, RETURN)'? AS







77 FOR JJ=i TO NS: PRINT 81, BUFS(JJ): NEXT JJ
78 CLOSE 51
79 LHCHECK$=LEFT$(LHCHECK$, LEH(LHCHECKS)-2) :LH=INSTR(LHCHECK$,0)-1: GOTO 30
30 PRINT: PRINT YOU HAVE TO USE PRINTER TO OUTPUT YOUR PLAN AS A PROOF THAT YOU HAVE DONE THE PROBLEM
31 PRINT BEFORE YOU GO TO USE PRINTER, LET USE GO TO THE HAND-CHECK INS STAGE FIRST. READY V
32 AS=: INPUT (TYPE Y AND RETURN)'; AS
83 IF ASO'Y THEN 82
84 SOTO 62
35 PRINT YOU HAVE DONE THE PROBLEM UNDER HY GUIDE
86 AS=: INPUT DO YOU WANT TO RESTART TO WORK ON THE SANE PROBLEM BY YOUR OWN EFFORT (TYPE Y OR H) a5 A?
37 IF ASO'Y' AND ASO'N' THEN 86
38 IF ASO'Y9 THEN END
37 RUN aD1: SPEC
70!71 CLS
72 PRINT IF YOU WANT TO EDIT UPPER LEVEL PLAN(S), ALL THOSE PLANNING BELOW THAT LEVEL WILL BE DESTROYED.'
73 PRINT YOU HAVE TO RE-DEVELOP ALL THE FLOWCHARTS FROM THAT LEVEL
74 PRINT
75 PRINT 'YOU STILL HAVE A CHANCE TO CHANGE YOUR MIND: 8
73 PRINT 9 IF YOU REALLY HANI TO EDIT UPPER LEVEL PLAN(S), PLEASE TYPE Y AND RETURN
11 PRINT IF YOU WANT TO 60 BACK TO THE STAGE OF HAND-CHECKING TO RECONSIDER, PLEASE TYPE H AND RETURN.
78 A$=1« INPUT AS: IF ASO'Y' AND ASO'H THEN 91
77 IF ASO'Y' THEN 62
100 PRINT: AA=Q: INPUT 'WHICH LEVEL DO YOU WANT TO EDIT 81 AA
101 FOR JJ=i TO LEW(LHCHECK$)-2
102 IF AA=JJ THEN 105
103 NEXT 33
104 PRINT: PRINT NO SUCH LEVEL 1!: PRINT s GOTO 100
105 IF ftfiLH THEN 103
106 IF AA=LH THEN PRINT BYQU ARE HOT ALLOWED TO MODIFY HY PLANS BECAUSE THEY ARE HELL CHECKED,8
107 PRINT eYOU SHOULD START YOUR MODIFICATION AT LEVEL1; LH+ls GOTO 100
108 LEVEL=AA: LEVEL$=MID$ (STRS(LEVEL) ,2): LHCHECK$=LEFT$ (LHCHECKS,LEVEL) s LH=IHSTR(LHCHECK$? O'J-i
109 H=VAL(HID$(LHCHECK$,LEVEL,IS)
110 60SUB 138
111 F$=aDl:LFBH$iLEVEL$+HH$50PEN §1, FSINPUT
112 SOSUB 129
113 CLOSE I!
114 FF=0: RUN Dl:EDITORa
115!
116 A$=INKEY$





122 IF EOF(1) THEN 128
123 INPUT il,LLS







131 IF EOF(1) THEN 135





137 FOR 33=1 TO DT: NEXT 33: RETURN
138!
139 H=VAL(HID$(LKCHECKS,LEVEL,1)1: LEVEL5=MID$(STR$(LEVEL),2)
140 IF LH=0 THEN KHS=B0B: GOTO 143
141 IF LEVEL=2 OR H=0 THEN HH=1: GOTO 143
142 HH«=B1
143 RETURN
144 CLS: IF ERR=138 THEN 151
145 CLS: PRINT ERROR IN LINE sJERL
146 PRINT ERROR CODE= ERR
147 PRINT: PRINT ASK YOUR TEACHER FOR HELP!: PRINT
148 PRINT RETURN FOR GOING BACK TO THE BEGINNING.'
149 SOSUB 115
150 RESUME4
151 PRINT PRINTER NOT CONNECTED!!: PRINT: CLOSE lis CLOSE 12: RESUME 30
Appendix E




Consider two points, P with coordinates A,B and Q with
coordinates C, D, A, B, C, D 0, in the -first quadrant)
of a rectangular coordinate plane. We can say P is higher then Q if
the y-coordinate of P is larger than the y-coordinate of Q; i.e. if B
is 1arger than D. Similarly, P is the rightmost point if A is larger
than C.
Construct a FLOWCHARTof a program which will input four positive
numbers, A, B, and C, D, which are the x- and y- coordinates of a
point P and the x- and y-coordinates of a point Q respectively. On the
basis of input values the program should print out messages telling:
1. THE POINTS COINCIDE; andor
2. P IS HIGHER or Q IS HIGHER or NEITHER IS HIGHER; andor
' 3. P IS RIGHTMOSTor Q IS RIGHTMOSTor NEITHER IS RIGHTMOST.
When this is done, input coordinates of a second pair of points,
and so on until a negative number is detected in the first input
number. In that case the program outputs a message END OF JOB and
stops.
INPUTS
The program asks for inputs with prompts( i1!)
ENTER COORDINATES OF P: X,Y ask for inputs of A, B)
ENTER COORDINATES OF Q: X,Y ask for inputs of C, D)
Assume that the user of the program is sensible so that the
second, third, and fourth numbers are all positive. The first input
number A is either positive or negative. There is no need to check
whether the numbers fall within required ranges.
OUTPUTS
Output messages are all described as above. You may test your
flowchart with the following sample RUNs:
ENTER COORDINATESOF P:X,Y ?1,7
ENTER COORDINATESOF Q:X,Y ?B,2
P IS HIGHER
Q IS RIGHTMOST
ENTER COORDINATESOF P:X,Y ?1,7




ENTER COORDINATES OF P:X,Y?
Further sample RUNSshould be provided by the students.
Match what you have done with my R 8 RiM and FLOWCHART
Make corrections i -f necessary so that your work is COMPI EET~ EE I T




0. 1 PRIyI. PROMPTSAND INPUT COORDINATES
P.2 CHECKWHETHERTHE._PR0GRAMTERMINATESOR CONTINUES
0.3 IF PROGRAMCONTINUES DECIDE THE APPROPRIATECHOICE AND OUTPUT CORRESPONDING
.MESSAGES
0. 4~ GOTO0. 1
MATCH:
TA P T JIZT
'. i J l
P i'JJ ETeRf. oORTNAT£J7''
i Of P: X, Y irjfuj ](5
I PR wt' EtSTER.( ooRpivfy-re

















Do MOT turn t o rn o x t pageUn 1 S. TL r—N.-—-— J—_— rr—» r- n i C~!
Match what you have done with my PLAN and FLOWCHART
Make corrections if necessary so that your work is C O p i p—r pr- j
equivalent to the suggestion.
MATCH=
•
0 MA IN—PROGRAM:PROCESSTHE FOLLOWING:
A.1 PRINT PROMPTSAND INPUT COORDINATES
rc2 CHECKWHETHEPTHE PROGRAMTERMINATESOR CONTINUES
O?.1 IF THE 1ST NO. IS NEGATIVE THEN PRINT END OF JOB AND STOP ELSE GOTO 0.3
0~3 IF PROGRAMCONTINUES DECIDE THE APPROPRIATECHOICE AND OUTPUT CORRESPONDING
MESSAGES
0.3.1 HFC IDE WHETHERP AND Q COINCIDE. IF COINCIDE PRINT MESSAGE(WHICH ONE?) E
1 qp no not PRINT MESSAGE.?
0.3.2 DETERMINEWHICH IS HIGHER AND PRINT SUITABLE MESSAGEAND THEN GOTO0.3.3
0.3.3 DETERMINE WHICH IS RIGHTMOSTAND PRINT SUITABLE MESSAGE
0.4 GOTO0.1
it- I
.A. Tm 1 j I'
' l__ J.5-
hlB6iA7 i V L —7| 1
? TP~uj7•£ °P I 14;
X-A L -iisz' i i? -i i'. T-
[NO CI—N EcAT Iv-_____
I| PRTvf uT0-j'
. i i i HD —i
A..,';||- ,i I
OHY!| I? I 1|
A®=• ;T„rw£ 7| Vvr«f7]
poTS, tr=' fpitfS
Z_ J~~~! I co ft£ j
~ I r—
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Do 14 OT turn t o r~«£? x t: p Q
Un 1©?-- permi si on i«°
Match what you have done with my PLAN and l~ ONCHAR T_
Make corrections i •f necessary so that your work is COMPLETEL.Y
eauivalent to the suggestion.
MATCH=
0 J N—PROGRAM:l-RGLESS THE FOLLOWING:
0. 1 PRINT PROMPTSAND INPUT COORDINATES
0.2 CHECKWHETHERTHE PROGRAMTERMINATES OR CONTINUES
0.2.1 IF THE 1ST NO. IS NEGATIVE THEN PRINT END OF JOB AND STOP ELSE GOTO O-
Usages™ C0NT,NU6S decide ™E priate choice and output correspond
LSE'DODNODPRINTTMESSAGEND0 C0INCIDE- IF COINCIDE PRINT MESSAGE(WHICH ONE?) ij
0.?. f lFRB'DETHPNCpp?NTH'gH -D THEN GOTO 0.3.3|
Q.3.2.2 IF B-D THEN PRINT NEITHER IS HIGHER.GOTO 0.3.3
'.'.3.2.3 PRINT 0 15 HIGHER AND THEN GOTO0.3.3
0.3.3 DETERMINE WHICH IS RIGHTMOSTAND PRINT SUITABLE MESSAGE
0.3.3.1 IF AC THEN PRINT P IS RIGHTMOST AND Gnrn 0.4
Q.o.o.2 IF A-C THEN PRINT NEITHER IS RIGHTMOST AND GOTO O 4
0.3.3.3 PRINT Q IS RIGHTMOST
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_ Given.. a seauence of sets of consecutive integers
(JJLJLJL- 1) ill, i 2, 3}, 4,5,6},
7, 8, 9, 10 j,... where each set contains one more number than theprevious set, and the smallest number o-f a set is larger than the
greatest number o-f- the previous- 'jrf]) set by 1.
Let SUM be the sum o-f integers in a set (N th set, say). Thus
SUM= 1 when N=1;
SUM= 2+3= 5 when N=2;
SUM= 4+5+6= 15 when N~3;
SUM= 7+8+9+10= 34 when N=4;
Write a FLOWCHART-for a program that asks input of a number N and
produces the total SUM o-f integers in the N th set. After this, the
program asks one more number number and so on and so -forth. You are
NOT allowed to use any A.P. (arithmetic progression) formulas in your
solu tion.
INPUTS
Each input should be preceded ('i-... -C Q'} by a prompt(
FOR WHICH SET DO YOU WANT TO FIND THE SUM ?B. Any input of a
positive integer N will produce the SUM of the N th set.
When the sum is output, the program asks for one more input: FOR
WHICH SET DO YOU WANT TO FIND THE SUM?... until the number entered
is NOT a positive integer.
OUTPUTS
Any input of a positive integer N will produce an output of the
foilowing form:
THE SUM OF INTEGER IN THE INDICATED SET IS XXX
Any input of a number other than($ positive integer
will produce a statement END OF JOB and terminate jAr the
pr ogr am.
Match what you have done with my PLAN and F7! OWCHART
Make corrections if necessary so that your work is C OM R L_ EZT EI L_xequivalent to the suggestion.' =-L_ i
MATCH:
0 MAIN-PROGRAM:PROCESSTHE FOLLOWING:
0._J_ PRINT PROMPTTO ASK FOR INPUT OF A NUMBERN
0.2 CHECKWHETHERTHE PROGRAMTERMINATESOR CONTINIIFP





.ej ~do you a'
TO fNV TE sc-)
U-P0J hi J
PWvtcAT6pTH: -4





n c~ hxl 0T~ t i i n n- r- x t: Da-oo
Match what you have done with my F3, and h LONCHART.
Make corrections i -f necessary so that your work is C Ohd F L_ EET EEII—V
eouivalent to the suggestion.
MFTCM:
0 MAIN-PROGRAM:PROCESSTHE FOLLOWING:
0.1 PRINT PROMPTTO ASK FOR INPUT OF A NUMBERN
0.2 CHECKWHETHERTHE PROGRAMTERMINATESOR CONTINUES
0.2.1 IF N0 AND IS AN INTEGER THEN GOTO 0.3 ELSE PRINT 'END OF JOB AND STOP
0.3 IF PROGRAMCONTINUES COMPUTETHE SUM OF NUMBERSIN THE SET INDICATED BY N AN
D OUTPUTTHE SUM
03.1.FIN D THE SMALLESTNUMBERSN IN THE SET
0.3.2 FIND THE SUM OF NUMBERSIN THE SET STARTING FROMSN UP TO SN+N-1
0.3.3 PRINT PROMPT AND OUTPUT THE SUM
0.4 GOTO0.1
II
i i1 z I Qta.t)
1' T 7=~ 7'
'h L t 'Lifjp— n f j-L-
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Do rv403T turn to next.
Un 1 Q---S- perm i i on i-s- Q
Match what you have done with my F3,1—and F- I—ONCHART-
MaKeconnections i T necessany so that youn wonKis CD CD F3, L—FEZ l h_ I— i. L_ 1.1„
MATCH:
0 MAIN-PROGRAM:PROCESSTHE FOLLOWING:
0.1 PRINT PROMPTTO ASK FOR INPUT OF A NUMBERN
0.2 CHECKWHETHERTHE PROGRAMTERMINATESOR CONTINUES
0.2.1 IF N0 AND IS AN INTEGER THEN GOTO 0.3 ELSE PRINT END OF JOB AND STOP
0.3 IF PROGRAMCONTINUES COMPUTETHE SUM OF NUMBERSIN THE SET INDICATED BY N AN
D OUTPUTTHE SUM
0.3.1 FIND THE SMALLESTNUMBERSN IN THE SET
0.3.1.1 COMPUTESN=H-2+... -MN-1)+1 (IF N=1 THEN SN=0+1)
0.3.2 FIND THE SUM OF NUMBERSIN THE SET STARTING FROMSN UP TO SN+N-1
0.3.2.1 COMPUTESUM=SN+(SN+1)+...+(SN+N-1) (FORMULA IS ALSO APPLICABLE WHENN=l
0.3.3 PRINT PROMPTAND OUTPUTTHE SUM
0.4 GOTO0.1
1 A 3 II i C STPT)
I CAM pure' —yT
ON f. |2-++ f L-_i y Cp I
(W-l) +1 J
I (,p hJ L j
SN' 41+ I) L 4?2 IO
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O o M OT tur-n to ooxt
Un 1€? p m i E- S3- i oi1
Match what you have done with my R L_iM and FLOWCHART
Make corrections i -f necessary so that your work is COMPI EI~T~ EE t V
equivalent to the suggestion.
MATCH=
0 MAIN-PROGRAM:PROCESSTHE FOLLOWING:
0.1 PRINT PROMPTTO ASK FOR INPUT OF A NUMBERN
0.-2 CHECKWHETHERTHE PROGRAMTERMINATESOR CONTINUES
0.2.1 IF N0 AMD IS AN INTEGER THEN GOTO 0.3 ELSE PRINT END OF JOB AND STOP
0.3 IF PROGRAMCONTINUESCOMPUTETHE SUM OF NUMBERSIN THE SET INDICATED BY N AN
D OUTPUTTHE SUM
0.3.1 FIND THE SMALLESTNUMBERSN IN THE SET
0.3.1.1 COMPUTESN=l+2+...+(N-l)+1 (IF:N=1 THEN SN=0+1)
0.3. 1.1.1 SET SN=0
0.3.1.1.2 IF N=1 THEN GOTO0,5.1.1.4 ELSE
0.3.1.1.3 SET A LOOP TO COMPUTESN=l+2+...+(N-l)
O.3.1.1.4 SN=SN+1
0.3.2 FIND THE SUM OF NUMBERSIN THE SET STARTING FROMSN UP TO SN+N-1
0.3.2.1 COMPUTESUM=SN+(SN+1+...+(SN+N-1) (FORMULAIS ALSO APPLICABLE WHENN=l)
0.3.2.1.1 SET SUM=0
0.3.2.1.2 SET A LOQ~PTO COMPUTESUM=--SN+ (SN+1)+ (SN+N-1)
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In a class of polytechnic institute( i-%£), teachers
prepare every year a report o-f students' performance 2%£_ l$u) on
FIVE common core subjects( lT;}•£.) A, B, C, D, E.
Every student's examination results on subjects A, B, C, D, E
are stored in a DATA statement. Write a FLOWCIHART-for a program which
will produce the information as suggested in the OUTPUTSsection.
INPUTS
Each DATA statement will contain information of a particular
student in the following format:
. DATA,
Student no. 1|||| j
Exam, score on subject A' I! I I
Exam, score on subject B 1| 1 1
Exam, score on subject C— 1|
Exam, score on subject D—-—'|
Exam, score on subject E J
Assume that there is no absentee during the examination and that
there is at least one student in the class.
Since the number o-f students is not a -fixed number every year,
the end o-f DATA statement is indicated by a -false DATA statement:
DATA -1,-1,-1,-1,-1,-1
Student numbers are positive integers, student marks are
non-negative integers. You may assume that these data are well
checked. Thus there is no need to check whether they -falls within
required ranges.
OUTPUTS
The following table should be produced:
AhMUALRESULTSOF CLASS XX IN XXX POLYTECHNICINSTITUTE
students abode
••• lt» 9 m 9•••••.•••
• • • • « . • • » • • • • • • • • •
••• t• I 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9
999
TOTAL (total of A) (total of B (total of C (total of D(total of E)
AVE (ave.. of A)(ave. of B) (ave. of C) (ave. of D (ave. of E)
Please pay NO attention to how a line with 6 items is printed.
You may simply.write PRINT student-no, A, B, C, D, E to denote the
process of printing 6 items equally separated on a line. Output format
should be left to the stage when actual programming in BASIC is
carried ou t.
Match what you have done with my F and FLOWCHAR T.
Make corrections i i necessary so that your work is C OM P L ET E L Y
equivalent to the suggestion.
MATC H=
0 MAIN—PROGRAM:PROCESSTHE FOLLOWING:
0.1 PRINT TABLE TITLE AND TABLE HEAD
0.2 PROCESSDATA FOR TOTAL J_INEAND AVERAGELINE AND PRINT TABLE
0.3 PRINT TOTAL LINE
0.4 COMPUTEAVERAGEAND PRINT AVERAGELINE
MATCH: f J
1 7 d i
rpRl AmJUAL REVOLTS CLASS X j•
ihj xxx Polytechnic nstitUJc- j
PP ,AV T -S TUTMT a®




)_EV L 1 FLOWCHART
s
Do NOT turn to n o x t pa.©©1
Un 1€? p r rn i -st•± o o i S-® c
Match what you have done with my F3! and F-! ONCHART
Make corrections i-f necessary so that your work is COMPI EZPTEZI V
equivalent to the suggestion.
MATCH:
0 MAIN-PROGRAM:PROCESSTHE FOLLOWING:
0.1 PRINT TABLE TITLE AND TABLE HEAD
0.2 PROCESSDATA FOR TOTAL LINE AND AVERAGELINE AND PRINT TABLE
0.2.1 READ A DATA LINE AND OBTAIN A STUDENT'S CLASS NO. SN b. HISHER MARKSON SL
BJECTSA B _C D E_
0.2.2 DETERMINEWHETHERSN=-1. IF SO THEN GOTO0.3 ELSE CONTINUE
0.2.3 IF CONTINUE ACCUMULATETHE NUMBEROF STUDENTSIN A VAR. N~
0.2.4 ACCUMULATETHE STUDENTS' MARKSON SUBJECTSA B C D E IN VARIABLES TA TB TC
TP TE
0.2.5 PRINT THE STUDENT'S CLASS NO. AND HIS MARKSON A B C D E ON A LINE
0.2.6 GOTO0.2.1
0.3 PRINT TOTAL LINE
03,1 PRINT TOTAL TA TB TC TP TE ON A LINE
0.4 COMPUTEAVERAGEAND PRINT AVERAGELINE
0.4, 1 AVEA=TAN... AVEE=TENi' r- r~.p-.T. I Tii ni i r—it ai i r- aai r—t—




Rzav sN (iTuitKTT t-jO.Y fTwirpaliZTHCKTI
A,. C P. tr j 1| n-=-$) TA-,




CCOMOUTB nOA£? x,___ r
of r- -Jin—={''. I
• Awft.M! r721 o
«£4I 5V, 4,5
j Acc. umuLATE I C—'
ON fubSCCTS A;6| j 1C- ,V,E IN' i
TA,tb, Tz,T7,TE I| fx
px 5! j L-—rn.$
|i—a- I, 1




pRNj total, r6y c
TCJP.TE 1
_,v 1»•!
:—I| j f TA.T' O ,2.—
AVE-e=TI=W J, Liec= rcNM6D-T.
£ TO _J I
F7MT AVg AVEfl, T'2-| 1 I
Avcs, avec,AVEW i4.7TTTr:7veT7fkVeA,
- V Iv6B,AVBC,AVey I




53 60XE5 EEP j
R.-E.TIKEMEN'T
Do fl 0T turn to o x t O o
Un 1 ©s© perm i s-s- i on i3- ®rn te
Match what you have done with my PLAN and FLOWCHART-
Make corrections if necessary so that your work is COMPLETELY
equivalent to the suggestion.
MATC PI=
0 MAIN-PROGRAM:PROCESSTHE FOLLOWING:
0.1 PRINT TABLE TITLE AND TABLE HEAD
0.2 PROCESSDATA FOR TOTAL LINE AND AVERAGELINE AND PRINT TABLE
0.2.1 READ A DATA LINE AND OBTAIN A STUDENT'S CLASS NO. SN•! HISHER MARKSON Sl
BJECTS A B C D E
0.2.2 DETERMINEWHETHERSN=-1. IF SO THEN GOTO0.3 ELSE CONTINUE
0.2.3 IF CONTINUE ACCUMULATETHE NUMBEROF STUDENTSIN A VAR. N
0.2.3.1 N=N+1,
0.2.4 ACCUMULATETHE STUDENTS' MARKSON SUBJECTSA B C D E IN VARIABLES TA TB TO
TD TE•
Q_.2t_4. l_ TA=TA+A.. T£=TE+E
0.2.5 PRINT THE STUDENT'S CLASS NO. AND HIS MARKSON A B C D E ON A LINE
0.2.6 GOTOO.2.1
0.3 PRINT TOTAL LINE
0.3.1 FRINT TOTAL TA TB TC TD TE ON A LINE
0.4 COMPUTE AVERAGE AND PRINT AVERAGE LINE i
0.4.1 AVEA=TAN AVEE=TEN
0.4.2 PRINT AVE AVEA... AVEE I
I
MFY-TCM=
— T~ ~d' (smpt)
±,, i
Kl- M+ 1 i IHtTlA Li 2AT»OKl
~L TS-
F T e=, TC=
.17~-; 1 7
ta,-tA7a ahhoaTREIolts Uf
Tfi -T8+ !1 riB fOlYTZC
1 TC-TO C ro A j
. ft c. -p£'Ire-rPE 5 t—





























. A pprtgage( ft (f') is a particular type of long-term loan(JL_fthat is usually secured() by title to real estate
(. Usually, the mortgage arrangement is that the
borrower($ fj )ywill make equally MONTHLY payments throughout the
lite o-f the loan( v-'{)• A portion o-f each payment will cover
the i A interest appl icable to the outstanding loan balance
( p. The rest'o-f payment will be used to reduce
the outstanding loan balance.
Consider first the simplest example. For a loan o-f $108,000 at
12 per annum( -is), wy Inpayment $2,0 00 per month. What will the
schedule of payment( vi' 5 a'i) be? At the end of the FIRST
mon t h, there is due(?' I'$ 1,000 in interest (i.e.
( 1 12) 1271$ 100 ,000).
Of the $2,000 paid, $1,000 goes to interest and s the balance$2, 800-$ 1, 000=$ 1,000 goes to reduce the principal()• We
now have one COMPLETEline of the schedule of payment.
MONTH PRINCIPAL M-PAYMENT M_PAY._INT M_PAY._PRIN REDUCED-PRIN
1 100000 2000 1000 1000 99000
2 99000
In the second month, the amount of loan becomes $99,000. There
is due $990 in interest (i.e.
( 112)X12ZX$99,008).
Of the $2,000 paid, $990 goes to the interest and the balance
$2,000-$990=$ 1 ,0 10 goes to reduce the principal. We now have another
complete line of the schredule of payment:
MONTH PRINCIPAL M-PAYMENT M_PAY._INT M_PAY._PRIN REDUCED-PRIN
1 100000 2000 1000 1000 99000
2 99000 2000 990 1010 97990
• 3 97990
The table continues until the reduced principal becomes 0. In
that case, the loan is completely paid. Note UERY CAREFULLY that in
the last month, the monthly payment may be no longer $2,000. Usually
it is adjusted to a smaller value so that the last monthly payment is
equal to the sum of payment to interest and payment to principal y so
that the last reduced principal= 0.
Note also that the monthly payment ,te 1 arger than the
interest due in the first month(- 1 M m. Otherwise, the
principal balance will be increasing rather than( op 9) decreasing,
and the loan will never be paid.
You are required to write a FLOWCHARTfor a program that produces
a schedule of payment when the loan, interest rate(') p.a. (per
annum), monthly payment are input.
INPUTS
Input o-f Loan, interest rate CA) p. a., and monthly payment should
be preceded (fl. £_fv]) by the -following prompts
INPUT LOAN IN $M
INPUT LOAN INTEREST (7.) PER ANNUM
INPUT MONTHLYPAYMENTIN
Assume that no zero or negative numbers are input. There is no
need to check whether inputs -fall within desired range.
But you have to check whether monthly payment exceeds££
the interest due in the -first month.
OUTPUTS
I-f the monthly payment does not exceed the interest due in the
-first month, output an error message:
THE LOAN CANNOTBE PAID BY YOUR PROPOSEDMONTHLYPAYMENT.
I -f the monthly payment exceeds the interest due in the -first
month, the -following table is output:
MONTHLYPAYMENTSCHEDULE




In the flowchart, you need NOT care about how a line of 6 items
is listed as shown in the above table. Just write PRINT month,
principal, m_payment, m_pay.—int, m_pay.—prin, reduced_prin. Output
format should be left to the stage when actual programming in BASIC is
carried ou t.
You may find the following sample RUN helpful to your
deve1opment:
INPUT LOAN IN$? 10000
INPUT LOAN INTEREST(.) PER ANNUM?12
INPUT MONTHLYPAYMENT IN$? 2000
MONTH PRINCIPAL M_PAYMENT M-PAY.-INT M_PAY._PRIN REDUCED-PRIN
1 10000.00 2000.00 100.00 1900.00 8180.00
2 8100.00 2000.00 81.00 1919.00 6181.00
3 6181.00 2000.00 61.00 1938.19 4242.81
4 4242.81 2000.00 42.43 1957.57 2285.24
5 2285.24 2080.00 22.85 1977.15 388.09
6 308.09' 311.17 3.08 308.09 0-08
Match what you have done with my Rl—RM and FLOWCHART
MR»~rCH=
0 MAIN-PROGRAM: PROCESS THE FOLLOWING:
0.1- PRINT PROMPTSTO ASK FOR INPUTS OF- PRICIPAL OF LOAN(P) INTEREST RATE C.)P.A
CIR) MONTHLY PAYMENT(M)




Do M: OT turn -to m c? x L PQe
Un 1 ©ss perm i on its- 9r an T: c d
Match what you have done with my R'L.M! and FLOWCHART-
Make corrections if necessary so that your work is COMPLETELY
equivalent to the suggestion.
MATCHr
0 MAIN-PROGRAM: PROCESS THE FOLLOWING: n
0.1 PRINT PROMPTSTO ASK FOR INPUTS OF PRICIPAL OF LOAN(P) INTEREST RATE (7.)P.A.(IR) MONTHLYPAYMENT(M)
0.2 CHECKWHETHERPRINT TABLE OR SENDING WARNINGMESSAGEAND STOP
O.c.2. 1 INTERESTIN THE 1 ST MONTH(I) =PI_R 1200
0.2.2 IF MI THEN CONTINUE ELSE PRINT WARNINGMESSAGEAND STOP
0.3 COMPUTE AND PRINT TABLE
0.3.1 PRINT TABLE TITLE AND TABLE HEAD





Do NOT turn nxt p 3 o-
Un 1 c? -s. perm i on i£ an
VMatch what you have done with my F I—and FLONCMAR1-
Make corrections i -f necessary so that your work is COMF1—EHHTEIl—
equivalent to the suggestion.
r
0 MAIN-PROGRAM: PROCESSTHE FOLLOWING: si
0.1 PRINT PROMPTSTO ASK FOR INPUTS OF PRICIPAL OF LOAN(P) INTEREST RATE C.)P.A.
(IR MONTHLY PAYMENT(M)
0.2 CHECKWHETHERPRINT TABLE OR SENDING WARNINGMESSAGEAND STOP
0.2.1 INTEREST IN THE 1 ST MONTH(I)=PIR1200
0.2.2 IF MI THEN CONTINUE ELSE PRINT WARNINGMESSAGEAND STOP
0.3 COMPUTEAND PRINT TABLE
0.3.1 PRINT TABLE TITLE AND TABLE HEAD
0.3.2 COMPUTEAND PRINT TABLE BODY UNTIL REDUCEDPRINCIPAL(RP)=0
0.3.2.1 COMPUTEMONTHNUMBER(N) PAYMENTTO INTEREST(MI) PAYMENTTO PRICIPAL(MP)
REDUCEDPRINCIPAL(RP)
0.3.2.2 IF RP=0~THEN CHANGEVALUES OF ITEMS AND PRINT LAST LINE AND STOP
0.3.2.3 ELSEPR I NT~N~P~~M~MI MPANDRP
0.3.2.4 P=RP
Match what you have done with my F L_ih4 and FLOWCHART
Make corrections ii necessary so that your work is C OM R L. EZ~T~ EI! Yequivalent to the suggestion.
MATCHr
0 MAIN-PROGRAM: PROCESSTHE. FOLLOWING: W
0.1 PRINT PROMPTSTO AS! FOR INPUTS OF PR1CIPAL OF LOAN(P.- INTEREST RATE•.) P. t(IR) MONTHLY PAYMENT(M) A
0.2 CHECKWHETHERPRINT TABLE OR SENDING WARNINGMESSAGEAND STOP
0.2.1 INTEREST IN THE 1 ST MONTH(I)=FIR1200
0.2.2 IF MI THEN CONTINUE ELSE PRINT WARNINGMESSAGEAND STOP0.3 COMPUTEAND PRINT TABLE
0.3.1 PRINT TABLE TITLE AND TABLE HEAD.
0.3.2 COMPUTEAND PRINT TABLE BODY UNTIL REDUCEDPRINCIPAL(RP)=0
0.3.2.1 COMPUTEMONTHNUMBER(N)PAYMENTTO INTEREST(MI) PAYMENTTO PR it I PAL(MP)REDUCEDPRINCIPAL(RP)
0.3.2. 1, 1 N=N+1
0,3.2.1.2 MI=P»IR1200. MP=M-MI. RF=P-MF
0.3.2.2 IF RP=0 THEN CHANGEVALUES OF ITEMS AND PRINT LAST LINE AND STOP
0.3.2.2.1 IF RP=Q THEN MP=P M=MI+MP RP=0 AND PRINT N P M MI MP RP AND STOP ELSGOTO0.3.2.3
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' LEVHL 4 COMPUfE
t.ESSON4:
sTVi TEMENT»»F I HE PROBLEM
f'ou nre t am1 I 1 ar- «.i th manycounting devices -uch as Mt 0 date- das
counter 1 n a watch (date retsr s to the day in a month, day refer s tc
tht day in a week) or a mileage counter•' on a car. For al'•
such d0 v i ces, ther e mu s t be a simple mechan i sm to deal with c ar r
l')) L j+ p orri wheel' to wheel. If a mileage counter stands at
12345 tin whole Kilometer) and it one more Kilometer is recorded, the-
unit wheel rolls to 6. and becomes 12346. However when the
dev.-ice stands at 1239, then addition of one more unit must not on 1 y
'oil the unit wheel to zero but also the ten-digit t+ li- ft. I-- to zero
and the- hundred digit to 4.
1+ we want to simulate the process on a computer, we need not
care about the carry( 'x. in decimal number because this is
automatically done by using the -following sugquested preogram 'in
BASIC1:
100 CLS: REM clear screen'
119 COUNTER=1: REM initialize COUNTER
120 PRINT AT (0,0), USING COUNTER
130 REM: print the current( 'o'l counter at the
140 REM: left-top counter of the screen
150 COUNTER=COUNTER+1: REM update counter
160 IF COUNTER9999?THEN COUNTER=COUNTER-100000
170 REM: reset counter when overflow
180 GOTO 120 REM print next number
However, it is not so simple to program a counter for a calender
capable of counting dates, months, years and days of the week from Jan
1, 1984 (Sunday) to Dec 31, 2 199 (Tuesday).
Ne want a counter that looks like:
i 1 1 r i
I 19841 II 117 1
i i i 1—i
I III
Year wheels —1 III
Month wheels 1 I I
Date wheels 1 I
Day wheel'
The day wheel will roll from 1 to 7 as day advances. 7 stands
for Sunday, 1 stands for Monday,... ,6 stands for Saturday. There is
no carry out of this wheel.
The date wheels will advance dec imal 1 y( t aL), bu t with a
variable upper limit( j 'i! 1 (Jan), 2928 (Feb), 31
(Mar), 30 (Apr), 31 (May), 30 (Jun), 31 (Jul), 31(Aug), 30 (Sep), 31(Oct), 30 (Nov), 31 (Dec). The 2928 days in February depends on
whether or not the year being counted is a leap year.
The rule of leap year is this: If the year is a multiple of 4
(e.g. 1984, 1988,...), it is usually a leap year, except that if it
is a multiple 100 but -ot a multiple of 400 (e.g. 1900, 2100 are not
leap years, but 2000 is a leap year because 2000400 is an integer.)
The month wheels advance depimally to 12 and then carry one to(5~_'_i_) the year wheels.
The year wheels advance decimally until it is one day before
2200. The counter should stop when it shows 219912312.
INPUTS
There is no input for this program.
OUTPUTS
In this program the date-day calendar should be output one by one
starting from 1984 1 17 and stop at 219912312.
.. You are required to produce a FLOWCHART- tor the simulation
(a.IxJlrl) program. In the flowchart, you need NOT care about the
output format (e.g. PRINT AT (0,0), USING««««, YEAR;). Just write
print YEAR. Inputoutput format should be left to the stage when
actual programming in BASIC is carried out.
HINTS
The flowchart contain many decision boxes, including those listed
below (not necessarily in order, and not complete):
1. Is the day now 28?
2. Is the month 2?
3. Is the year divisible by 4?
4. Is the year divisible by 100?
5. Is the year divisible by 400?
6. Is the month 9, 4, 6, or 11?
7. Is the counter now 219912312?
8. Is the month 12?
And so on.
There could be other useful checks. Use the date-day in the
present month.
iMatch what you have done with my F L_iM and FLOWCHART-
Make corrections i-f necessary so that your work is COMPLETELY
equivalent to the suggestion.
MATCH=
0 MAIN-PROGRAM:PROCESSTHE FOLLOWING:
0.1 SET CALENDAR(YEAR MONTHDATE DAY) OF THE STARTING DAYO.2PRINT CALENDAR
0.3 CHECKWHETHERPROGRAMCONTINUESOR STOP
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00 MOT turn to r e? x t PO®
1 I —k 1 err=_ =L m rn m i «a -ex i O 0 1 Q n
Match what you have done with my F LAN and FLOWCHART
Make corrections i f necessary so that your work is C OM P L ET E L Y
equivalent to the suggestion.
MA| Q f-J.
0 MAIN-PROGRAM:PROCESSTHE FOLLOWING:
o'i PRINTACALENDARYEARmonth date day of the PARTING DAY
O.sj. CHECKWHETHERPROGRAMCONTINUESOR STOP
IE YE199_M0NTH=12 DATE=31 DAY=2 THEN STOP ELSE GOTO O 4.0.4 IF PROGRAM CONTINUES. COMPUTE CALENDAR-OF NEXT DAY~
• 4 -1—INCREMENTDATF qmh y
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Match what you have done with my RL-FM and F L_ OW C RT»
Make corrections if necessary so that your work is COMPLETELY
equivalent to the suggestion.
MATCH=
0 MAIN-PROGRAM:PROCESSTHE FOLLOWING:
0.1 SET CALENDAR(YEAR MONTHDATE DAY) OF THE STARTING DAY
0.2 PRINT CALENDAR
0.3 CHECKWHETHERPROGRAMCONTINUES OR STOP
0.3.1 IF YEAR=2199 M0NTH=12 DATE=31 DAY=2 THEN STOP ELSE GOTO0.4
0.4 IF.PROGRAM CONTINUES. COMPUTECALENDAROF NEXT DAY
0.4.1 INCREMENTDATE AND DAY
0.4.2 MODIFY DAY IF OVER 7
n 4 T 1 IF DAY7 THEN DAY=DAY-7
0.4.3 MODIFY DATE IF NECESSARY
0.4.3. 1 DETERMINETHE TOTAL NUMBEROF DAYS IN THE MONTH
0.4.3.2 IF DATETQTALNUMBEROF DAYS IN THE MONTHTHEN DATE=DATE-TQTALNO. OF DA
VQ AND SET MONTH=MONTH+1
0.4.4 MODIFY MONTHIF NECESSARY
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Do MOT tur-o f: o n x t«.'
Un i ©a.© p«?rmi si on
• _ '
Match what you have don© with my PLAN and F L. OLH C HA RT.
Make corrections if necessary so that your work is COMPLETELY
equivalent to the suggestion.
MATCH=
0 MAIN-PROGRAM:PROCESSTHE FOLLOWING:
00. 1 SET CALENDAR(-YEAR MONTHDATE DAY) OF THE STARTING DAY
0.2 PRINT CALENDAR
0.3 CHECKWHETHERPROGRAMCONTINUES OR STOP
0.3.1 IF YEAR=2199 M0NTH=12 DATE=31 DAY=2 THEN STOP ELSE GOTO0.4
0.4 IF PROGRAMCONTINUES. COMPUTECALENDAROF NE.XT DAY
0.4.1 INCREMENTDATE AND DAY
0.4.2 MODIFY DAY IF OVER 7
0.4.2.1 IF DAY7 THEN DAY=DAY-7
0.4.3 MODIFY DATE IF NECESSARY
0.4.3.1 DETERMINE THE TOTAL NUMBEROF DAYS IN THE MONTH
0.4.3.1.1 DETERMINEWHETHERTHE YEAR IS A LEAP YEAR. IF IT IS. SET LYFLAG(LEAF'
FAR FLAG)=1 ELSE SET LYFLAG=Q~~
(-4.3.1.2 IF LYFLAG=1THEN M (2) -29 ELSE M(2)=2B
O- 4. 3. 1.3 THE TOTALNUMBEROF THE DAY=M(MONTH)_
0.4.3.2 IF DATETOTALNUMBEROF DAYS IN THE MONTHTHEN DATE=DATE-TOTAL NO OF Df
YS AND SET MONTH=MONTH+1
0.4.4 MODIFY MONTHIF NECESSARY
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o= MOT turn Lo nex t
Un 1 is? -S3- -s permi usi on i -s- gr an t @c3
Match what you have done with my Fl_f=N and F=r L. OW OHA R~r.




0.1 SET CALENDAR(YEAR MONTHDATE DAY) OF THE STARTING DAY0.2 PRINT CALENDAR 3IHhMNb DM
0.3 CHECKWHETHERPROGRAMCONTINUESOR STOP
0.3.1 IF YEAR- 21 99 M0NTH=12DATE=3l DAY= THEMcmc. r, -r-
0.4 IF PROGRAM 'ONTJNUES. COMPUTECALENDAR OF MEXT DA°0.4.1 INCREMENT DATE AND DAY 'ehe UE HEX! DA.
0.4.2 MODIFY DAN IF OVER 7
0.4.2.1 IF DAY.7 THEN DAY=DAY-7
0.4.3 MODIFY DATE IF NECESSARY
0.4.3.1 DETERMINE THE TOTAL NUMBEROF DAYS IN THF MDMTu
0.4.3.1.1 determine whether the year is A LEAF YEAR If ,t ,cEAR FLAG)=1 ELSE SET LYFLAG=0 IF IT I5' SET CYFLAG(LEAF'
IF iEAR IS NOT DIVTBEDBY 4 tmfm i YFI fir-n
- 1• •-!=—IE -YEAR is DIVIDED BY 100 ANDYEARIS not
-0 '—EE-ijQX_ PIVIPEP BY 400 THEN LYFLA
0.4.3.113 LYFLAG=1~~
0.4.3.1.2 IF LYFLAG=1THEN M (2) =29 ELSE Mf)=')R
0.4.3.1.3 THE TOTAL NUMBEROF THE DAY=M(MONTH7
0.4.3.2 IF DATETOTALNUMBEROF DAYS IN THR mhmtu -r.
YS AND SET MDNTH=MONTH+1 MONTH THEN DATE=DATE~TOTAL NO. OF Di
0.4.4 MODIFY MONTHIF NECESSARY
0.4.4.1 IF MONTH12THEN M0NTH=M0NTH-12 AND YFAP-vcah0.5 GOTO 0.2 YEAR=YEAR+l
21
I
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OPERATION MANUAL OF
A CAL (Computer Assisted Learning) SYSTEM




There are totally 5 lessons in this C-AL (Computer Assisted
Learning) program. Each lesson takes about one and a hal-f hours to two
In each lesson, you have to qo through three phases 06一
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1. PHASE 1: PROGRAM SPECIFICATION
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to complete it. So please HURRY to go through this phase, DO NOT
spend more than 20 minutes to complete this phase (including checking).
Try to write something first. Always CHECK answers with the
c ompu t er.
2. PHASE 2: PROGRAM DFUFI n'PMEMT
The Droor am is develonen in 1
The -first level develops a Global n 1 a n 4 n r{ h p m a i n
program. The second level develops more details -for every step in
level 1, the third level develops more details -for every step in level
3. a n H o nn.
Each level o-f program development is divided into 2 stages:
PLANNING staqe and FLOWCHARTING staoe.
In both stages, you are requested to act as a PROPOSER
to or ooose a. D] a. n a 4 1 ouj r h a r t a r r nr H i n n t n thp n 1 a n. a n H a 1 o a r t a a
CRITICS ( 妙 说 砮 〉 to cr i tic i z e the pi an the -flowchart until you
reach an agreement. Please note that no agreement in the ordinary
sense is also an argreement, it means that you come across( Dfo. i'l)
n-¥ Hi i r'li 1 w rs i- r iii a n f -r- LJ C! O
You should start your program development in the planning stage
o-f level i, then go to the -f 1 owe h ar t n g stage o-f level i. After this,
you will go to level 2 development, repeating the planning,
flowcharting cycle again. After this, you will go to level 3 and so on
and so forth (Please refer to the foilowing diagram).














3. PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT PHASE PLANNING STAGE
(I) How to propose a plan:
In the planning stage, you should propose a plan according to
the toll owing guidelines, which will be output on the screen:
Level 1
AS A PROPOSER:
According to your written program
requirement, propose a PLAN to solve the
pr ob 1 em.
You are requested to list the MAJOR
STEPS producing the re suits.
You need not DETAIL the steps in this
1 eve 1.
AS A CRITICS:
Criticize your PLAN by trying to
answer the -following questions:
( 1) ARE YOU REALLY SURE THAT IT IS
WORKABLE?
(2) DOES IT SATISFY THE PROGRAM
REQUIREMENT?
(3) DOES IT PRODUCE DESIRED RESULT?
Modify your PLAN(if there is any)
until you as proposer, and you as a
critics, reach an agre em e n t.
Level 2 and thereafter
AS A PROPOSER:
According to your upper 1evel plan¬
ning, propose a MORE DETAILED PLAN to
solve the problem.
You are requested to list MORE DETAILED
steps producing the results.
t•
(Other texts are identical to those in
Level 1)
Chinese translation
All the planning should be done in your Answer (Work) Book. When
you have done your planning and response by typing Y and RETURN, you
are asked to evaluate your- doubt n ess of your agreed proposal.
PLANNING STAGE-1
3. PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT PHASE PLANNING STAGE
(2) How to evaluate your doubtness of your aqreed proposal?
Various choices of doubtness will be presented on the screen
according to whether you are at Level 1 development or not, whether you
have called HELP or not, You are invited to evaluate your doubtness.
The doubtnesses can be arranged as follows in ascending order:
G YOU CAN DEFINITELY WORK OUT A
COMPLETE SOLUTION,
s YOU DEVELOP A WORKABLE PLAN, BUT
FURTHER DETAILS MUST BE LEFT TO
LATER DEVELOPMENT.
© YOU HAVE SOME DOUBT ABOUT THE
WORKABILITY OF THE PLAN DEVELOPED.
BUT YOU STILL WANT TO CONTINUE,
o YOU FAIL TO PROPUCE A PLAN AND
WANT TO MODIFY UPPER LEVEL PLAN,
e YOU FAIL TO PRODUCE A PLAN AND
uamt QDMr uri P
Chinese translation
Please response oViLy-,) truly with your own judgement.
Your choice will direct you to gc to various mode
! J If you choose one of the first 3 doubtnesses, you will b
LJ directed to go into the ENTRY mode.
1 i If you choose the 4th doubtness, you will call in the
EDITOR to edit upper level planning(s).
! 1 If you choose the last doubtness, you will go into the
HELP mode and HINTs will be given.
3. PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT PHASE PLANNING STAGE
(3) ENTRY mode: How to enter your plan -file into the computer?
When you enter the ENTRY mode of Level 1 planning stage, the
computer display the followino messaoes to ask for innut:
LEVEL 1
PLEASE KEY IN YOUR PLAN STEP BY STEP.
YOU SHOULD TERMINATE YOUR INPUT BY TYP¬
ING AND END' AND RFTIIRN.
6 MAIN-PROGRAM: PROCESS THE FOLLOWING:
You may now key in your first line. After press the return key
the computer will produce next line-code:
0.1? READ (return!




When you enter the ENTRY mode of Level 2 planning stage, the
computer will list the last level planning file and ask of input ar
LEVEL 2
PLEASE KEY IN YOUR PLAN STEP BY STEP.
YOU SHOULD TERMINATE YOUR INPUT BY TYP-
0 MAIN-PROGRAM: PROCESS THE FOLLOWING:
8. 1 READ
You may now key in your detailed steps in the 8.1 module( 7 a vLi)
of the upper level. When you want to terminate the entry in that
module, type 'EN D' and return. In that case, the c ompu ter display theO O_ _J.. 1___ I C__„_ i.„.. 1 i. U_ i._ _I.. 1_
0 MA IN-P R G G RAM: PROCESS THE FOLLOW INI
0. 1 READ
0.1.1? READ A (return)




I-f you do not want to give -further details o-f that module, you
may simply type an 'END' and return. Then the computer wil 1 show next:
rr.-!: i 1 r-. r. s~. i T X r«, r». rs. 4--«...(«— i L. 1.. 1_.
0 MAIN-PROGRAM: PROCESS THE FOLLOWING:
0. 1 READ
0.1.1? READ A (return)
0.1.2? READ B return)
0.1.3? END (return)
6.2 PROCESS
8.2.1? EN D (r e t u r n)
0.3 WRITE
Proceed similarly until all upper 1ev el modules have been
H n f 1 1 1 n rl- k X rs i i
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( B) DU NOT include or';' in your line(s). The computer wil 1
not accept them and, in that case, you have to Key in the line one
rr. ror- cmf i rr« o
(C) AWO 1D to use cursor to correct a line. For example: If you
t PV in A lino?
0.3.3? OUTPUT A AND OUTPYT B AND OUT
put r. AMn output nr-i
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0.3.3? OUTPUT A AND OUTPUT B AND GUI
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0.3.3? 0.3.3? OUTPUT A AND OUTPUT E
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You have to rail in the EDITOR to CORRECT this 1 in
(D) ChecK before hitting the RETURN Key.
PI paint NR FTPRF-:
3. PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT PHASE—- PLANNING STAGE
(4) How to call HELP ?
You may always call HELP at any level of development. But HINTS
can only be provided sequentially( ft). Thus you may call help
at Level 5. But if you have not call HELP before, HINTS will be
granted starting from the first level, and so what you have keyed in
the computer will not becovered
Suppose you have received HINTs in Level 1 and Level 2
development and since then, you do not not call HELP until you reach
Level 5. Then, when you call HELP in level 5, you can only receive the
HINTs in Level 3 and you have to redevelop your pian from Level 3.
RECOMMENDAIONS:
Hints can only be given once. Therefore, when you call HELP,
remember to copy down the hints displayed on the screen. You will use
them to help you develop your plan. Hints must be STRICTLY followed.
You CANNOT modify this level (in which you have called HELP) in the
later 1evel of deve1opment.
PLANNINGSTAGE-5
3. PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT PHASE PLANNING STAGE
(5) How to edit uooer level olannino:
You may EDIT your upper level planning in any level, provided you
have not called HELP in the present level. In this case, the EDITOR
is called in to hel d you to edit your n 1 a n -file (see POTTO ED.
For example, i -f you want to edit Level 3 in Level 0, EDITOR is
loaded in to help you to edit your plan -Pile in Level 3, When you
complete your editing, you have to do your development starting from
Level 3 FLOWCHARTING STAGE.
DtrerMMCTMrT T omo.
EDITing upper levels.will lead you to restart your planning in
that upper level. You should think carefully before EDITing. DO NOT
EDIT your UPPER level plan file for just one or two TYPING MISTAKES.
It is very time rn n s 11 mi n n.
The computer will not accept any EDIT request to edit those
1 pvpI c. in ui h i r h H FI Pq h hppn r a 1 1 pH
PLANNING STAGE
4. PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT PHASE FLOWCHARTING STAGE
(1) How to propose a flowchart
In the -flowcharting stage, you should propose a plan according to
the foilowing guidelines, which will be output on the screen:
AS A PROPOSER:
According to your plan in this level
of development, propose on your work boo
a FLOWCHART consisting of boxes corres¬
ponding to every step in your plan.
If you CANNOT propose a COMPLETE f 1 ova-
char t in this stage, just write down the
INPUT VARIABLES, 0 UT PUT VA RI A B L E S, AND
OTHER IMPORTANT VARA6LES in the box.
If you can propose a complete FLOWCHART,
please feel free to do so.
AS A CRITICS:
Criticize your FLOWCHART by trying to
answer the foilowing questions:
(1) ARE YOU REALLY SURE THAT IT IS
WORKABLE?
(2) DOES IT SATISFY THE PROGRAM
REQUIREMENT?












All flowcharts should be done in your Answer (Work) Boot. When
you h av e done your f1 owcha rting a nd response by typing Y and R E TU RN,
y o u are a s V e d to e v a 1 u a t e v our d o u btness of your- a g reed f 1 ow char t.
XX IMPORTANT NOTESX X
Li 1 1 4' I mnir h o r f c—h: 1 H Y~, czj Hr onir, c c n I i c ri f i o i 1 u 〈 “ 炎 存 化 ： o n theIII r II V, v«•| S J m m' I«_»-——«' I w V r I I as WV J «J| M. II 4 I
RIGHT HAND SIDE pages of your An swer (Work) book.
4. PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT PHASE FLOWCHARTING STAGE
(2) How to evaluate your doubtness o-f your aqreed -flowchart?
Uar i ous choices o-f doubtness will be presented on the screen
according to whether you are at Level 1 development or not, whether you
have called HELP or not. You are invited to evaluate your doubtness.
The doubtnesses can be arranged as -follows in ascending order:
YOU CAN DEFINITELY DEVELOP A
COMPLETE FLOWCHART.
YOU HAVE DEVELOPED A WORKABLE
FLOWCHART, BUT DETAILS MUST BE
POSTPONED TO LATER DEVELOPMENT.
YOU HAVE SOME DOUBT ABOUT THE
WORKABILITY OF THE FLOWCHART JUST
DEVELOPED, BUT STILL WANT TO
CONTINUE.
YOU FAIL TO PRODUCE AN AGREEABLE
FLOWCHART AND WANT TO MODIFY THE
PRESENT STAGE OF PLANNING.
YOU FAIL Tu PRODUCE AN AGREEABLE
FLOWCHART AND WANT TO MODIFY A
PLAN IN THE UPPER LEVEL OF
DEVELOPMENT.
YOU FAIL TO PRODUCE AN AGREEABLE
FLOWCHART AND WANT SOME HELP.










P I 8d,b0 P fbOOH b0
Fl OH CHART I NG STAGE-z
4！ truly wi th your own judgement.
Y our c hoic e will dire ct yo u to g o t o v a rlous m ode s 〈狀 11泰
m
11 I-f you choose one o-f the -first 3 doubtnesses, you will be
directed to go to NEXT Level planning.
n
1! I-f you choose the 4th doubtness, you will call in the
EDITOR to edit present level planning.
r~i
11 If you choose the 5th doubtness, you will call in the
-J EDITOR to edit upper level planning(s).
I—I
11 If you choose the last doubtness, you will go into the
HELP mode and HINTs will be given.
s rniTHR
When the EDITOR is called in, the following EDITOR menu
) uj ill he disn laved on t h£ qrrppn?
it
XXXEDITING LEV;EL X PLANNING PHASE
PLEASE REFER TO MANUAL- FOR USING EDITOR.! Editing in planning stage
EDITOR COMMANDS I D T L C E: -J
XEDITING LEVEL X FLOWCHARTING PHASE
PLEASE REFER TO MANUAL FOR USING EDITOR| Editing in 11owchar tino
EDITOR COMMANDS I D T L C E 5- stage
The EDITOR r onm a r. H s a r e
I (Insert 1 i n e( s A- (54)-1 T
D (Delete line(s) inDvt- (is) t
T 1 rs a r' A An' 4$ A yArw• -V» w« 7•» t O• a•
I c'! I i n ft(' c 1 .l
C (Correct a line
I M s
6 4 Ac~— v K,• J
E (End of editing and exit ! fi fjf la$ A%
In order to explain how to use the EDITOR, the following
planning file will be used as an i11ustnaion throughout this section:





Whenever you have entered into one of the above EDITing modes,
and you do not want to make any change, just pressing the RETURN key
will bring you back to the EDITOR menu.
5. EDITOR
(1) Insert mode:
If you omit some lines in the present level, you may type
I in the EDITOR menu to enter into the INSERT mode,
In the INSERT mode, the planning file of present level is first




If you want to insert your lines after line 6, input 6. The
computer then produces line codes of the present level and asks for
input of the lines to be inserted. You may terminate your entry by





Then your planning file becomes:






(1) The computer will not accept request
EDITOR-2
to edit
lines of upper level
(2) Recommendations in the ENTRY mode of the planning stage (P.4
) are also applicable here.
»5. EDITOR
(2) Delete mode:
When you want to delete 1ine(s) in the present level, you may
type D to enter the DELETE mode.
In the DELETE mode, the planning -file of present level is first
displayed. Then the computer produces a prompt to ask for input of line
c ode( s):
X X DELETEX X
DELETE?
If you want to DELETE your lines from line 8.1 to line 0.2, input
0.1-0.2 (or 0.1,0.2) and RETURN.
Then your planning file becomes:
0 MAIN-PROGRAM: PROCESS THE FOLLOWING:
9.1 WRITE





DELETE? 1 i n e__c ode 1 -1 i n e_c ode2
DPI FT F O lino i- n Hp 1 1 i n r in H o
M e a n i n g
Delete all lines (Computer will re¬
fuse to accept this command)
Delete the line 1ine_code
Delete lines starting from line
1 in e_c ode
Delete lines f r om 1 l n e 1 i n e__ code 1
to line 1 in e„c ode2
K1 r IT F• 1 S r rim mil t o n 1i1 i 1 1 n n t-» r r m f r- onn o 〈 讳 小 to DELETE 1 ln eI I L. vJ• J I I fcT L_LUII!{.
5. EDITOR
(3) Transfer mode:
When you want to transfer 1ine(s) in the present level, you may
type T to enter the TRANSFER mode.
In the TRANSFER mode, the planning file of present level is first




If you want to TRANSFER your 1 ines between .line 0.1 and 1 ine G .2
to a position just after 0.3, input 0.1- 0.2 (or 0. 1 ,0.2) and RETURN.





Input 6.3. T h e n y o ur pi a nrung file becom e s;









TRANSFER? 1 ine_code 1-1 ine_code2
TRANSFER? 1 in e_code 1 ,1 in e_c ode 2
Meanin n
TRANSFER al1 1ines (Computer wi11
refuse to accept this command)
T RANSF E R the line 1 ine_c o de
T RANS F E R 1 ines s t a r tin g f r om
line 1ine-code
TRANSFER 1ines between 1ine
line_codel and line line_code2




When you want to LIST 1ine(s) in the present level, you may type
L to enter the LIST- mode.
In the LIS! mode, the planning file of present level is first
displayed. Then the computer produces a prompt to ask for input of 1 ine
c o d e( s):
f f f L I STf f f
LIST
It you wan it to LI ST your lines from line 0 t o i ine 6 ,2, input
0-O.2 (or 0,9-2) and RETURM.
' hen the computer- vi 11 d i s p' a o u r pi an rung+ i 1 s segment:
0 MA I N— P R 0 G RAM: PROCESS T H E F 0 L L OW I N c:
0. i READ
0,2 PROCESS
The foil ow i r i cj is a list of s y n t a, of LI ST c c-mrri a n d s:
Meaning
LI ST? List ill line s
LI ST? 1 ine_ code List the 1 ine 1 ine_cod e
L I ST ~J 1 i n e_c ode- List' l n es s t ar t i n g f r om 1 i n e
LIST'? 1 ine_code, i ine_code
LIST 1 ine_codel-l i n e_c ode'2 List 1 lnes from 1 ine 1 ine_codel
LIST 1 i ne_c ode 1, 1 i n e_c ode a to 5 ine 1 ine...code 2
5, EDITOR
(5 Correct mode:
When you want to CORRECT a line in the present level, you may
type C to enter the CORRECT mode.
In the CORRECT mode, the planning -file of present level is -first




If you want to correct the line 0.2, input 0.2. Then thge
computer will response with a CORRECTION GUIDE:
X X C 0 R R E CT X X£
CORRECT WHICH LINE? 0.2
P.hi npp t r a n s 1 a h i r
CORRECTION GUIDE
MOL'E THE CURSOR UP TO THE FOLLOWING LINE
AND MAKE YOUR CORRECTIONS. WHEN fOU
FINISH, PLEASE RETURN.
BLANK ENTRY WILL BRING YOU BACK TO THE






M ov e the cursor up to the line 0.2 a. r, d m a k e your c o rrscti o n:
3.2 PROCESS.UNTIL ENDS
A RETURN will correct the line in your planning file:
CORRECTION O.K.
0.2 PROCESS I INT II END
XXCORRECTXX
CORRECT?
When you do not want to correct any more, a RETURN will bring you
back to EDITOR MENU.
5. EDITOR
(6) Exit mode:
W h e n you h ave c omDieted the E DITin g, You may type E to enter the
exit mode.
There will be an EXIT mode menu to help you get out of the
EDITOR.
6. DEBUGGING PHASE
In the debugging phase, you are guided to do two things;
(1) You are asked to print out ail of your planning files of
various 1ev els.
The computer will give you a prompt:
DOESYOUR COMPUTER SYSTEM HAUE A PRINTER CONNECTED (TYPE Y OR N,
RETURN) m
If your system have a printer, response with Y and then output
all your planning files through printer,
If your system does not have a printer, response with N. After
completing the following stage of handchecking, take out your diskette
and boot the CAL system again in a computer system with printer. Output
your files on printer papers.
In either case you will go to the second stage:
(2) STAGE OF HANDCHECKING YOUR FLOWCHART
In this stage, you may edit the planning files in various levels.
But once you start to edit a certain level, you have to redo all
planning and flowcharting starting from that level,
IMPORTANT;
When you complete your work, cut out the printed copy of your
plans in various levels. Paste( 9X) them on the left hand side1 O is A•-'
pages of your work book so as to match your flowcharts on the right
hand side pages.
When you have done all of this, put ail materia.Is (including your
QuestionAnswer book, your Answer (Work) book) into your packet and
hand in the packet to the teacher.
REMEMBER: DO NOT discuss with your classmates what you have
learned in this OAL learning program.
7. HOW TO START THE CAL SYSTEM
1. Turn on the disk drive, and wait until the BUSY light to oo
off 1%. 3).
2. Remove the diskette -from its protective paper sleeve.
CAUTION: Hold the diskette ONLY by its black, sealed envelope.
DO NOT touch any exposed surfaces of the diskette, as
this will impair or destroy its re adwrite capability,
DU NOT hold the diskette by placing your fingers
through the center hole.
2. Hold the diskette so that the labeled side is up, wi th the
label towards you, and arrow on the label is pointing towards the disk
drive door (see the Figure).
B u s 7 !i vi-
Power I 3 4
ppweR. SWUCH-
3. Open the door to the disk drive and gently but firmly slide
in the disk e 11 e.
4. Close the disk drive door.
5. Turn on the television setmonitor.
6. Turn on the computer,( The onoff switch is on the right
lateral side of the computer.) The BUSY 1 i gh t on the
drive will go on during the loading process. DO NOT attempt to remove
the diskette while the light is on. Wait until the following messages
appear on the screen:
28644 BYTES FREE
ATARI MICROSOFT BASIC II N2.0
(C) 1982 MICROSOFT
7. Type RUN HDi: IN IT and press the RETURN key. Wait until the
prompt(%)
XXX REGI STRATIQNX2 3
appears on the screen. The CAL system is now started.
Appendix G
Notos to students
NOTES TO STUDENTS '£ iV 6r ft U£)
There are totally 5 lessons in the learning prooram 7I.•—«.---—•——••' r xw, g,%£} x-j J«
Each lession takes about one and a hal-f hour. You are required to
write a FLGWCHART -for a programming problem in every lesson,
f A A rA r a a r% a»» r a f» r% r»«»•'»'»'•»»» r•»«''»''»»''» r r a -a a a a• a a r A
T MP HPT £JJT! Th i cl i c, ah i n ri i v i riu a 1 i 7 p ri learninn nnnnn a m
• A A A A A A A A A A. A
i' i 11 h!' T »i
~~• 1•- J r s i j y
Try your best to solve the problem, You
may ask teacher the meaning of words you do not under-
z f a r» H Km f won chnu 1 H n n f s cl' no r K m a' c- on i，，，
1 n h p i n vnii fn Qn! kjs f ho nr r,hl om
The aim of the 1 earnino prooram is to he Id vou learn inn
n r n n r a mminn mp {hnrln 1 nnv 4 1 rather than
learning how to solve 5 specific 0 □r oh i em v«
At the end of each lesson. try to formulate
a workable strategy t n Kir I' 1 n npnor a 1
or oar ammino dp ob)em.
---•'••-~ r••••'•••••--»••»»•'»'»'»'»'••'•''-»••'•'•» 1»••''»'»•' r s 4»••€•• a r s r s f
IMPORTANT: This is an individual ized learnino nrnnram. What von
have learned in this program is entirely 〈 么 宅 A
personal and individual achievement. Do NOT discuss
problems with other classmates DURING and AFTER each
lesson. Do NOT share your learning experience with
other classmates.
At the end of the orooram, the teacher will explain
the effect of individualized learning (71…)
to the whole class. by that time, you can freely
Hi q?—I i c: -s r» ri ciht n no wai; r o v n .o a i o n r d i i i i f h i; PI I r r) 3 ccmaf qc
Usually, students write f1owcharts before actually programming is
carried out. In this sense, f1ow charting is a h e1p to s tu d e n t s'
programming: students need not give every detailed step in their
-£ 1—»!.(—PnT. f- f
In the present learning program!, situations- arc- different. The
required final flowchart should describe in every detail how the
problem is or oor aimmed. Thus, in this learnino orooram, you should
r en a r H ， 、 f 1 owe h ar t i n a as a or oor amm i n o 1 ariouaoe. rather than as
an a i ri to nrnnrs mm i n rs
Guidelines to program development are given to help the students
to solve fhe programming problem. You should follow the guidelines to
develop your f 1 owe h ar-1 s,
Read the Guidelines first. Do as suggested.
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NOTTS TO STUDENTS( ENG CAL GROUP)
There are totally 5 lessons in the learning or oar am 14
Each less ion takes about one and a half hour. You are required to
write a FLOWCHART for a oroor ammi no or obi ern in ever v lesson.
IMPGRTANT: Ihis.is an individualized 1 earnino oroar am
41 ft Try your best to solve the problem. You
may ask teacher the meaning of words you do not under¬
stand, but you should not ask for teacher's Guidance
to help you to solve the problem.
The aim of the learning program is to help you learning)
programming methodolooy rat he r t ha n
learning how to solve 5 specific CM ,vKn) or obi erns
At the end of each lesson, try to formulate
owrzabia stparegy
proqramminq prob1 em,
IMPORTANT: This is an individualized 1 earnino orooram. What you
have 1 earned in this or oqpam is en tir e1y
per son a 1 an d i n d i v i du a 1 ac h i evemen t. Do NOT d i sc u sr
problems with other classmates DURING and AFTER each
lesson. Do NOT share your 1 earning experience with
other r! Asma tec..
At t h f-a p n ri n-f Ihp nrn n r Am. Ihp fparhpn uii) i pvnl a i n
the effect of individualized learning
to the whole class. By that time, you can freely
discuss and share your experience wi t h your classma tes.
Usually, students write flowcharts before actually programming is
carried out. In this sense, flowcharting is a help to students'
proqramning: students need not give every detailed step in their
f I owich arts.
In the present learning program, situations a re diff e r e nt. The
required final f! ow ctur t should describe in e v e r y d c-1 a i! h ow t h e
problem is oroqrammed. Thus, in this learning program, you should
r eoa r r f l ow charting as a progr a mm i n o. i an o u a g e, rat h e r t h an as
an aid to programming-
Appendix H
Guide!ines to drooram deve1opirnent
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PHASE 1: PROGRAM SPECIFICATION
Please read the problem slowly and carefully. Try to understand
the problem.
Write down answers of the foilow1ng questions:
(1) How many sets of data should be processed?
(A) o n1y one;
(B) some definite number;
(C) indefinite.
Usually there is no definite answer for t hls questlon. It
depends on how you look at the problem. But when you choose
one of these it em s, you should always stick to it unless
you have a good reason to change your mind.
• A i
(2) What is the rule to terminate the program?
(3) How many inputs are there? Are they strings, integers, or
real numbers? What are their ranges (if any) 7 Give a
list of these inputs.
(4) How many outputs are there? What is the reason to send
these outputs? Give a list of these outputs.
(5) What are the relationships between the inputs and outputs
listed above p List them.
(6) Can you provide a sample input output consisting of at
least 5 sets of data?
(7) CHECKING: Are you sure that there is no omission?
Please RE-READ the problem slowly and carefully. Check every
sentence to make sure you understanding the meaning of the
problem. If necessary, underline each sentence you think
important.
When you have written down the answers in your work book, the
phase of proorarn specification is completed.
Guideline 2
PHASE 2; PROGRAM DESIGN
LEO1 EL 1 DESIGN PLANNING
In what foil ow s, you are required to describe briefly the
problem in several sentences:
Please begin your description with the sentence:
PROCESS THE FOLLOWING:
I f you are going to produce only one set o-f results, simply
list the major steps producing the results.
If you are going to produce a f i xed( say N) number o-f sets o-f
results, please include a loop that can process exactly N times.
I-f you are going to produce an indefinite number of sets of
results, please include a condition to check when the program stops.
Complete your planning stage by listing major steps producing
the results. You need not detail the steps at this 1evel. Just post¬
pone details to later design levels.
LEWEL i DESIGN FLOWCHARTING
According to your plan developed earlier, construct a FLOWCHART
consisting of boxes corresponding to every step in your plan. If you
CANNOT construct a COMPLETE flowchart, just write down the step
description, INPUT variables, OUTPUT variables and other IMPORTANT
variables in the boxes.
LEWEL i DESIGN CHECKING
Please check that your f1ow c h a r t satifies program specification.
In case there are s om e t hin g wrong, crrect th em.
LEWEL 2 AND LATTER LEWEL DESIGN
Detail the incom plete steps 1 eve 1 by 1evel until eve r y t hin g is
clear. In every level, repeat the PLANNING, FLOWCHARTING, and
CHECKING cycle.
PHASE 3: DEBUGGING
Read the problem and your written specification very carefully.
Use the sample output previouly constructed. Assume you yourself
are a computer. Calculate the answer by following the steps of flow¬
chart. Compare the results with your sample output.
In case of any mistakes, correct them.
Do not afraid to restart from the beginning again.
Appendix I
Students' attitudes questionnaire
A SLIRUFY (IF FT! IHFNiT Q' ATT TTiinTQ T PliJ A P H Q PP HftPAMM T Kin
2- JH% $t ''5! M e.
T MCTDI IPT T rKI.
Below are 16 statements with which you should indicate your
agreement or disagreement. This is NOT a survey of PAST experience.
You are required to response with your PRESENT FEELING on proqramminq.
If you strongly agree with the statement, tick SA;
If you agree with the statement, tick A|
If you disagree with the statement, tick D;
If you strongly disagree with the statement, tick SD;
If you cannot determine whether you agree or disagree, tick U.
CA f- ft''$ TJLiiL, T$ ,fi %L Tri '0
t- i-$$%. t mti-w 'fi i$ i it. n
M, 'X -fi d S T Px '°3 1T T-.
r f- T L ft t, i d-i, id;
r- f. if. i- Pj. 5-j.
V f- T T '-d%- P f-LC. t' D;
jr Lr y 11] i- »i ffLL, I'J sp•
r f_ L fit T T I'd t, v I, U,
i. Proqrararnino is interesting.
2. P r oqr amm ing is -frustrating.
3. 1 K n ow that it may take a lot or time, but still i like to do
more or oar ajrsTi i n o or obi ems.
4,13 11 11II
4. Every secondary student should take a course in prograimiing.
’”3 7
5. Discovering the solutions to prooramminq problems is no -fun.
6. I am confident that I am able to solve the- problem whose difficulty
level is more or less the same as those I have dene in the learning
1,
7. I do not 1 ike to think of more programs than teacher requires.
1I
3. Programming is pood because it makes you think.
添驾? ’‘3 X
9. Reading other people's programs is no fun.
41- 11
10. After reading somebody's program, I am sure that I can always
finure out how the author work out the solution.
11 ”1 3 1' r%. J i I—' v t K''' I'
11. I like to read, as many as possible, other's progr am s to disc ove r
how thev work out the or obi em.
久石見基兒沒化」々今；汝於他們科送 0
12. Reading other's progr am s is fruitless, because different people
S pwo Hi Dron f iiinrk i n n c f v 1 pc. a n rl ujp r a n r n t- npt miirh -f r onri i t.
切边‘] I13 64 -0715
1 4
13. Wheh I find a method to tackle a problem, I want to share rny
p v n p p i p n r p ixj i{ h m v t r i p n r!.
7,' 0—
7
14. I am not sure that I can always contribute same constructive ideas
during a discussion on programming problem.
I1 4…
15. I do not like to discuss programming problems with others because
it is time consuming.
他丨、” 4 -,44 3
16. Even when I know how to program a probl em, I still like to
participate in a discussion on progr amming because it may give me
c.r-n» ofhor hjsw; to do the Drob! em.



























Before starting Lesson 1, Please check that the following
materials are received without omission:
no. of copies Group I Group 2 Group 3
(CAL group) (WITH-GUI DEL INE) WITHGUT-GUIDEL INE)
2 Notes to teacher-
one for the teacher, one for his
2 Students list assistant
1+1 Computer room CIassromm observation Form
Observation Form
16+ 26+ 28 Student packet Student packet Student packet
(CAL group) (WITH-GUI DEL INE) (W1THOUT-GUI DEL INE)
10+20+20 Question Question Question
/Answer books papers papers
(Lessons 2-5) (Lessons 2-5) (Lessons 2-5)
28+28 Lesson answers Lesson answers
(Lessons 1-5) (Lessons 1-5)
Teacher should provide Answer (Work) Books (or sufficient Work
sheets, if Answer (Work) Books are not available).
Before starting the first lesson, please BACKUP at least 10
copies of the CAL system disk. Label nine of these diskettes with
school name, student names, date, and an message RUN DLINIT. In
case there is any diskette fault, replace immediately the diskette by
the backup diskette left. In case there is any BOOT ERROR occuring in
a student's computer system, please arrange for the student a suitable
time to redo the exercise.
The learning of Group I (CAL group) students takes pla'ce in the
computer room whereas the learning of Group II (WITH-GUI DEL INES) and
Group III (WITHOUT-GUI DEL INES) takes place in a common classroom. The
c om pu ten teacher should find another teacher or a Form 6 student to
help him to administer the class room learning. He should give the
other teacher or Form 6 student a copy of this NOTES and a student list
and tell himher to do as suggested.
Students should bring pencils, ball pens, pencil sharpeners,
erasers, etc. to the computer roomc1assrocm.
ORIENTATION
When Lesson i is started, all students will be grouped in a
classroon recuevmg a 18-15 minutes orientation be-fore learn inn;
1. Take roll call (Use the s tuden t list provided), Record any
absentees, In case there are absentees in Group I CAL group), Group
II or Group ill, arrange them either lh Group II or Group III starting
from Lesson 2. These subjects will be discarded in the ©yoorincnt,
2. Explain, in Chinese or in English, the first Fl'Ufc. paragraghs
of the NOTES TO STUDENTS in front of the whole class.
3. fell students that the learning program lasts for 3 woeKs.
There wi)( be two iessons each week. Each 1esson wii1 iast for about
one ana a half hours. (Actually, there are 5 lessons. The last
session is used for post-test. But teacher should not disclose this to
the students in advance.)
4. Tell students that in this learning program, absence from the
class, except with a very strong reason (e.g. sickness), will be-
discouraged,
5. Tell the Group I CAL group) students that their learning
other groups that they are going to learn programming in this
are requirea to do in each group. Please make sure that the
requirem e n t here. s satisfied, otherwise there may be s om e interference
in the experimental treatments.)
o. The computer teacher !eacis the Group I CAL group) students
to go to computer room, leaving the other two groups in the classroom.
The learning of Groups II and III will be a dministered by the other
teacherForm 6 student.
7. Rearrange the sitting plan in the c1 a s s r oom so that the
WIHOUT-GUIDELINES Group cits in h h e Ron t of the classro om. This is
to ensure that the WITHQUT-GUI DEL INES students will not find that the
other group has some extra-sheets they do not have.
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IN THE CLASSROOM
1. Take roll call (This is not necessary in the first lesson
because it has been bone in the orientation period).
2. Distribute the Answer (Work) Books to the students.
3. Distribute the packets to the students. Make sure that the
WITH-GUIDELINES Group should receive the WITH-GUIDELINES packets, the
WITHOUT-GUI DEL INES Group should receive the WITHOUT-GUI DEL INES packets.
During the -first 1 essson, tell students to put down the school name,
the student namesf class, class numbers on their packet and then open
their packets, place the NOTES TO STUDENTS on the table and then read
it careful 1v,
Tell the students to start their work.
5. During the whole session, students are not allowed to
communicate with each other and they recieve no additional help from
the teacher (except that, perhaps, the teacher may explain the meaning
of words the students do not know.) In case there are any
discrepancies, fill in the Classroom Observation Form to report them.
6. After one hour and 15 minutes, distribute the answer sheets
to the students. Tell them to check answer and make corrections if
necessary.
7. Time allocated should be quite flexible. Enough time (say 2
hours for longer questions or tor less smart students) should be
allocated so that the students can complete the problem. Anyway,
students have to check their answer before they leave. Thus they are
not all ow ead to leave the classro earlier than one hour and 15
minutes.
8. Before students leave, they have to put all materials into
the packet they received.
7. Collect all packets.
10. Preparation tor next lesson:
For each packet in the UITH-GUIDELINES group (Group II), do
the -foil ow ing until all packets in this group are processed:
(a) Open the packet, take out the student's Answer (work)
Book an-J scan it roughly.
( b' Record the name of student who does not follow the
guidelines.
(c) Mark a tick on trie students final c cm pi ete t 1 ow chart to
shcw that you have read his ork.
( d ) Put the Answer book back 'into the packet.
( e ) Enclose in the packet a new Question paper for next
1 esson.
Re-member to give a warning, in the next lesson, to those
students who do not foilow the guidelines. Tell them do what the
guidelines suoqest.
IN THE COMPUTER ROOM
1. Take roll call (This is not necessary in the first lesson
because it has been done in the orientation period).
2. Distribute the Answer (Work) Books to the students. c'
3. Distribute the packets to the students. Make sure that the
CAL Grjoup should receive the CAL packets. During the first 1 essson,
tell students to put down the school name, the student names, class,
class numbers on their packet and then open their packets, place the
NOTES TO STUDENTS or. the table and then read it carefully.
4. During the Lesson 1, tell the students to take away the CAL
OPERATION MANUAL from the packet and place it on the tshle. Explain in
Chinese or English hew to use the CAL system. This will take 10-20
minutes. Please remind the students again that they should not
disclose what they learn in this learning program to the students not
in this group. Teacher should also warn the students that in case any
one is found to breach this rule, heshe will be expelled from this CAL
learning program.
5. Tell the students to start their work.
6. During the whole session, students are not allowed to
communicate with each other and they recieve no additional help from
the teacher (except that, perhaps, the teacher may explain the meaning
of words the .students do not know.) In case there are any
discrepancies, fill in the Computer-room Observation Form to report
them.
7. Time allocated should be quite flexible. Enough time (say 2
hours for longer questions or for 1 e'ss smart students) should be
allocated so that the students can complete the problem.
8. Before students leave, they have to put all materials into
the packet they received.
?. Collect all packets.
10, Preparation for next lesson:
For each packet in the CAL group (Group II), do the following
until all packets in this group are processed:
(a) Open the packet, take out the student's Answer (work)
Book and scan it roughly.
(b) Record the name of student who does not follow the CAL
instruction.
(c) Mark a tick on the students final c cmp1e t e flowchart to
show that you have read his work.
(d) Put the Answer book back into the packet.
e) Enclose in the packet a new QuestionAnswer Book for next
lesson.
Remember to give a warning, in the next lesson, to those
students who do not follow the CAL instruction. Tell them do what the
CAL program suggests.
Notes to teacher (Post test)
The forwarded packet consists of an attittdes test and a
post test:
(1) A SURREY OF STUDENTS'S ATTITUDES TOWARDS PROGRAMMING
(2) A TEST ON FORM FOUR STUDENTS' PROGRAMMING PROBLEM SOLVING
ART LIT IFS
These tests should be administered separately.
For both tests, please explain (in Chinese or English)
the INSTRUCTIONS to the students before start. Remember to
take roll call arid mark down any absentees. Absence should
be discouraged. NG discussions are allowed durino the tests.
Attitides test(1) goes first. No time 11mit 19 set for
this paper. But usually 15 minutes should be enough.
Students should ONLY hand in the answer sheets provided.
Teachers should make sure that, before the start of the
attitudes test, students realize that their responses in the
attitudes test do not affect their testexamination results.
What is required is to put down their TRUE feelings or
opinions.
For the post test (2), the recommended time is one hour
and 30 minutes. But if some students cannot finish when time
is due, time (15 minutes, say) should be extended. No one-
is allowed to leave the classroom earlier than one arid a half
hour. Teachers should recommend students to try their best
to app1y what they have learned in the 1earning program in
the past few weeks to' produce an answer of the problem.
IMPORT ANT: When teacher 5 arranqe test t1me with the
students, please do NOT disclose to them before the tests
that there will be some tests. Do NOT recommend them to do
any preparation. Just 1nfor m them that there will be one
more extea 1esson and thev are gequised to attend.
After ter test, return all the answe rscripts, student
packets, and the student. 1ststattendence 11sts) and teacher
questionnaire to Mr. K. K. YUM.
APPENDIX K
Narking schemes of the problem solving pretest and post test
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